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Summary
This research focuses on establishing an accurate numerical model for the
failure modelling of composite laminates. A computational study of the
size eﬀects of open-hole tension composite laminates is carried out, using
existing failure theories and numerical methods. Translaminar fracture
toughness has recently been experimentally determined to be thickness de-
pendent; it is accounted for in the numerical model as a new model input.
The thickness size eﬀect in the strength of laminates failed by pull-out is
accurately predicted by a deterministic model. Models which neglect de-
lamination are found to have mesh-dependent and over-estimated strength
prediction. A model with cohesive elements between plies predicts the
correct failure mode, but not the correct strength, for laminates failed by
delamination.
Owing to the above conclusions, a ﬂoating node method is developed for
modelling multiple discontinuities within a ﬁnite element. Extra nodes are
used to represent the discontinuities. These extra nodes do not coincide
with the real nodes; their position for each element is only deﬁned once
failure for that element is predicted. The proposed method is well suited
for modelling weak and cohesive discontinuities, for the use of transition
elements at the crack tip, for the representation of complex crack networks
inside an element, and for use with the virtual crack closure technique.
Validation examples show that the proposed method can predict stress
intensity factors and crack propagation accurately. An application example
shows that the proposed method can predict the transition from matrix
cracking to delamination in cross-ply composite laminates by accurately
representing T-shaped cracks inside an element.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fibre-reinforced composites are typically composed of continuous reinforce-
ment ﬁbres (made of carbon or glass, etc.) embedded in a matrix material
(such as epoxy). They are usually fabricated into thin layers (Figure 1.1a),
which are often referred to as plies. Let (x, y, z) represents the global co-
ordinate system, and (1, 2, 3) represent the local coordinate system of each
ply, where the local direction 1 represents the ﬁbre direction (sometimes
referred to as the translaminar direction), local direction 2 is the in-plane
transverse direction and local direction 3 is the normal of the laminate
shell or the out-of-plane transverse direction (Figure 1.1a). It is generally
assumed that local direction 3 coincides with the global direction z. A ply
of angle θ indicates that the ﬁbres of this ply are oriented at angle θ from
the global direction x (Figure 1.1b). A laminate is composed of plies of
diﬀerent angles; they form the lay-up of the laminate which is represented
by the bracket notation (Figure 1.1c). Some general rules of this notation
are presented below:
• [0/45/90] represents a laminate which has three plies with angles 0,
45 and 90, respectively;
• a numerical subscript represents the number of same-angled plies
grouped together in the laminate; for example, [0/45/902] indicates
that two adjacent 90 plies are grouped together;
• a subscript s indicates that the laminate is symmetric about the mid-
plane, e.g., [0/45/90/90/45/0] is written as [0/45/90]s;
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(c) Lay-up notation: [90/45/ − 45/0]s
Figure 1.1: Coordinates and notations of composites
• [0/45/ − 45/90] is written as [0/ ± 45/90];
• [0/45/0/45/90] is written as [(0/45)2 /90] where repeated sub-
laminate is written in the brackets with a numerical subscript in-
dicating the number of times it is repeated;
• similarly as above, [0/45/ − 45/45/ − 45/90] is written as
[0/ (±45)2 /90]; and
• [0/45/90/0/45/90/90/45/0/90/45/0] is written as [0/45/90]2s, where
the symmetric laminate is formed with repeated sub-laminates on
both side of the mid-plane.
Fibre-reinforced composite materials possess considerable advantages
over traditional metallic materials on both weight and performance. Re-
cently, composites are replacing more and more traditional metallic mate-
rials in industrial applications. However, optimal design with composites
is often not achieved due to uncertainties in the failure prediction. De-
spite decades of research, accurate failure prediction of composites remains
a challenging topic. Unlike traditional metallic materials, the failure pro-
cess of composites involves several distinctive failure mechanisms which
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Matrix cracks 
(intra-laminar) 
Delamination 
Matrix crack 
(surface) 
Fibre breaks 
Figure 1.2: Common failure modes in a composite laminate (image mod-
iﬁed from the original image in [66]).
often coexist and interact with each other to form complex fracture paths.
In many cases, the high count of damage and failure of diﬀerent driving
mechanisms, as well as their interactions, poses great challenges for both
the failure theories and numerical methods.
1.1 Overview of the failure mechanisms of
composites
The failure of a composite laminate is often preceded by a combination of
diﬀerent mechanisms, such as ﬁbre breaking, matrix cracking and delam-
ination (Figure 1.2 and 1.3). Fibre breaks generally lead to the complete
failure of the structure as they are the main load-bearing elements. Matrix
cracks are usually composed of two failure mechanisms at the scale of the
constituents (often referred to as the micro-scale), namely the ﬁbre-matrix
debonding and the micro-cracks within the epoxy resin (Figure 1.4a); they
often join up and form matrix cracks whose length scale is comparable to
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Fibre breaks 
Matrix cracks 
Delamination 
Figure 1.3: Failure modes in an experiment from [155].
that of the plies (Figure 1.4b). Delamination occurs between plies of dif-
ferent orientations. It can be triggered by direct out-of-plane loading on
the laminate (Figure 1.5a), or by matrix cracks (Figure 1.5b).
The above-mentioned failure mechanisms may not occur indepen-
dently; they often interact with each other to form complex fracture
paths within the laminate. Figure 1.5b shows an example of the ma-
trix crack/delamination interaction for a cross-ply specimen under tensile
loading; delamination initiated after the matrix crack reaching the 90/0
interface [137]. The next section will introduce an example, the open-
hole tension problem, which demonstrates clearly the complex interacting
mechanisms in a laminate, and reveals the eﬀect of the specimen size on
its failure.
1.2 Introduction of the open-hole tension
size eﬀects
Actual composite structures often contain holes which dictates the loca-
tions of failure initiation. As a result, the strengths of open-hole com-
posite laminates are often used as limiting design criteria for actual com-
posite structures. Therefore, the accurate predictions of the failure modes
4
Fibre/matrix 
debonding 
Epoxy 
micro-crack 
(a) A photograph from [30] showing ﬁbre-matrix debonding and micro-cracking in the
epoxy resin.
(b) Experimental image from [137] showing a matrix crack spanning over the thickness
of several plies.
Figure 1.4: Matrix crack
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(a) A series of snapshots of the experiment in [27] showing delamination growth under
out-of-plane loading.
Matrix crack 
(b) Experimental image from [137] showing delamination propagating from the tip of
a matrix crack.
Figure 1.5: Delamination
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Figure 1.6: Three failure modes in open-hole tension experiments [53]
Figure 1.7: Edge-view image of an open-hole tension experiment in [53]
showing complex fracture paths involving interactions be-
tween matrix cracks and delamination.
and strengths of open-hole composite laminates are particularly important.
Green et al. [53] performed a series of detailed experiments on open-hole
quasi-isotropic carbon-epoxy composites. Diﬀerent scaling methods were
applied in the experiment on the in-plane dimension, thickness dimension
and ply lay-ups of the laminate. Clear size eﬀects on the laminate strengths
were recorded and distinctive dominant failure modes such as laminate brit-
tle failure, ply pull-out, and delamination were observed, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.6. Complex interactions between diﬀerent failure mechanisms were
present (Figure 1.7 and 1.8).
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Figure 1.8: Schematic drawing of the interaction between diﬀerent failure
mechanisms [154].
1.3 Introduction of the thickness-
dependence of translaminar fracture
toughness
While the size eﬀect on strength is not surprisingly new (see early re-
views in [131–133, 152]), a size eﬀect on fracture toughness of composites
has been recently recorded by Laﬀan et al. [79]. Compact Tension (CT)
experiments on pre-cracked cross-ply laminates were performed to deter-
mine the mode I translaminar (ﬁbre direction) tensile fracture toughness
of T300/920 carbon-epoxy composites. Their work reports large varia-
tions of the translaminar fracture toughness with respect to the thickness
of the 0 ply-blocks in the tested specimens. The amount of ﬁbre pull-out
in the 0 plies of the [(90/02)8/90]s laminate increases compared to that
of the [(90/0)8/90]s laminate which causes a signiﬁcant increase of energy
dissipation (Figure 1.9). The propagation translaminar fracture tough-
ness of the 0 plies in [(90/02)8/90]s is measured to be 132 kJ/m2, while
in [(90/0)8/90]s the translaminar fracture toughness is between 57 and 69
kJ/m2 [79]. The change in translaminar fracture toughness with size is of
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Figure 1.9: Fractographic images of the translaminar fracture surface [79]
≈ 100% with only a factor of two in the linear dimension (thickness). An-
other set of experiment in [82] examined the eﬀect of 0 ply-block thickness
on the structural-scale sub-critical damage development prior to 0 ply frac-
ture and it showed that ply-blocking has a toughening eﬀect on the global
load-response of the laminate due to the larger extent of structural-scale
matrix splitting and delamination which eﬀectively relax the notch stress
concentration.
The two experimental work in [79] and [82] show physics at diﬀerent
scales of the laminate and it is important that they both be included in
the modelling of composites. Although the sub-critical damage such as
matrix splitting and delamination have been commonly included in the
modelling of composites [2, 56, 128, 135, 146], the thickness-dependence of
translaminar fracture toughness has not been employed in any numerical
modelling of composites and its importance on the failure predictions of
composite structures remains to be examined.
1.4 Brief review of the failure theories
The prediction of failure in composites has been proven challenging, largely
due to the complexity of the physics behind, as shown in the above three
sections. The failure theories of composite materials have been extensively
researched in the past. Early research in this area has mainly focused on
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ﬁnding a criterion that determines the initiation of failure. A good review
and comparison of these criteria can be found in the papers on the World
Wide Failure Exercise (WWFE) [62, 125]. Criteria such as Puck [111] and
Tsai-Wu [140] have shown some good predictions for the failure of a sin-
gle lamina under two-dimensional loading. More complex failure theories
that consider both the initiation and the propagation of diﬀerent failure
mechanisms under more complex loading conditions have been established
by Da´vila et al. [41], Pinho et al. [104] and Vyas et al. [148]. Recently,
a second World Wide Failure Exercise (WWFEII) was organized where a
selection of test cases on various materials ranging from pure epoxy resin
to multi-angled laminate tubes were performed [61]. All of the tests were
on relatively simple structures without notches or holes and delamination
was not studied. Some state-of-the-art failure theories were compared and
reviewed [70, 71]. A few physically-based theories such as Carrere [31],
Pinho [104, 106, 108] and Puck [45] have shown good predictions on the
majority of the test cases. These researches indicate that some of the exist-
ing failure theories have already reached a high level of ﬁdelity in predicting
the failure of unidirectional and multi-directional composite structures of
relatively simple geometry. For complex problems such as the open-hole
tension experiments by Green et al. [53], failure predictions have been per-
formed by Camanho et al. [29], Hallett et al. [56], Abisset et al. [2], Song
et al. [128], van der Meer et al. [146], and Swindeman et al. [135] using dif-
ferent failure theories and numerical methods; they achieved varied degrees
of success. However, to the author’s knowledge, no numerical work has suc-
cessfully reproduced all of the main experimental observations, except the
one by Hallett et al. [56] which uses a post-processed statistical failure
theory for ﬁbre breaking and employs a priori knowledge of the potential
fracture paths in the creation of FEM meshes. A generic model (without
the knowledge of potential fracture locations) which accurately predicts all
of the experimental data and observations remains to be established.
1.5 Objectives of the research
This research aims to ﬁnd an accurate model for composites which is ca-
pable of capturing the critical failure mechanisms and their interactions
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in composite laminates, such as those shown in the open-hole tension ex-
periments in [53] and the matrix crack/delamination interaction shown in
Figure 1.5b. Such a model should incorporate:
• physically-based failure theories which predict accurately the initi-
ations of diﬀerent failure mechanisms in the material, and describe
correctly the post-failure behaviours of the material, at the scales of
modelling;
• the right combination of numerical tools that adequately represent
the kinematics of the material during all stages of loading;
• the right model inputs.
Since several physically-based failure theories have already been established
in the literature and moreover, demonstrated good performance in many
test cases [70, 71], this research instead focuses on ﬁnding the right nu-
merical tools for the modelling of failure in composites; it also examine
the signiﬁcance of a new model input, i.e., the thickness dependence of the
translaminar fracture toughness. Speciﬁcally, the objectives of this research
are:
• examine the capabilities and limitations of some commonly-used nu-
merical methods on the open-hole tension problem in [53], using an
existing failure theory;
• examine the importance of the thickness dependence of translaminar
fracture toughness [79] on the failure predictions of open-hole com-
posite laminates in [53];
• ﬁnd, and if necessary, establish the right numerical tools to model
accurately the diﬀerent failure mechanisms and their interactions in
composite laminates.
1.6 Structure of the thesis
In the rest of the thesis, diﬀerent numerical methods for the modelling of
damage and failure of composites will be reviewed in Chapter 2; Chapter 3
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will then present the numerical study of the size eﬀects of open-hole tension
composite laminates [53]; based on the ﬁndings in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 will
propose a novel numerical method which possesses several advantages in
the modelling of discontinuities over existing numerical methods, and show
the application of the method on an example involving extensive matrix
crack/delamination interactions.
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Chapter 2
Literature review of numerical
methods for the failure
modelling of composites
2.1 Introduction
The standard Finite Element Method (FEM) has achieved tremendous suc-
cess in many areas of application, where analytical solutions of the prob-
lems are diﬃcult to be obtained. However, the assumptions of FEM are
violated once discontinuities appear within elements, although cracks oc-
curring at element boundaries can still be handled using conventional FEM
(e.g., through node duplication or remeshing). The polynomial shape func-
tions cannot reproduce the discontinuous solution ﬁeld associated with the
discontinuities. This limitation of the FEM is not signiﬁcant when only
the ﬁrst occurrence of failure is interested, whereby the modelling of the
material behaviour afterwards is not needed and the analysis can eﬀectively
be stopped; thus the stress analysis is suﬃcient to predict the failure of the
structure. In the case when crack propagations are to be modelled, meth-
ods which are capable of modelling evolving discontinuities are required
to represent the progressive damage and failure of the structure. The rest
of this chapter reviews some of the most commonly used methods for this
purpose, namely the remeshing method, the stiﬀness degradation method,
the cohesive element, the smeared crack formulation, the eXtended Finite
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Element Method (XFEM), and the Phantom Node Method (PNM).
For the rest of this thesis, a strong discontinuity is deﬁned as a jump
in the displacement ﬁeld. A weak discontinuity is deﬁned as a jump in the
strain ﬁeld.
2.2 Remeshing
When crack growths need to be represented in a FE mesh, a natural so-
lution is to re-apply the FEM on the new material domain which includes
the new growths of cracks, i.e, the remeshing method. Among the dif-
ferent remeshing strategies, the h-adaptive remeshing [10], where the ele-
ment formulations remain the same but the element locations, sizes and
shapes are modiﬁed (often according to an a posteriori error estimator)
to represent the new geometry, is the most commonly used approach for
modelling evolving discontinuities [9, 26, 74, 75, 93–95, 101, 122–124, 134].
In h-adaptive remeshing (herein referred to as remeshing for brevity), dis-
continuities can only be propagated along the element edges. A typical
remeshing procedure is shown in Figure 2.1 which was proposed in [134].
When modelling the propagation of a crack using remeshing, the geomet-
rical description of the domain is updated to take into account the new
crack boundaries, and part (as in local remeshing) or the whole (as in
global remeshing) of the mesh is deleted; a new element-size requirement
is determined based on an a posteriori error estimator; the mesh generator
is called to regenerate the missing part of the mesh according to the new
geometrical description and element-size requirement (the so-called delete-
and-reﬁll approach); then the element connectivities are updated and ﬁeld
variables transferred from the old mesh to the new one; and this process
repeats until the loading ﬁnishes or discontinuities stop to grow. Remesh-
ing can lead to an accurate representation of discontinuities with minimal
element distortion and optimal mesh density; however, extra databases are
needed to store and update the geometry and ﬁeld variables; and frequent
geometry updates and mesh regenerations are computationally expensive.
In the case of composite materials, extensive matrix cracks and delam-
ination may develop well before the ﬁnal collapse of the material [53, 155];
updating the geometry, mesh and element connectivities with respect to
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Figure 2.1: In remeshing as shown in [134], the advance of a crack in
a mesh (a) is done in three steps: (b) removal of elements
within a projected radius of the new crack tip; (c) forming
quarter-point elements around the new crack tip; (d) meshing
of the rest of the region [134].
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all the crack growths in diﬀerent layers can be complicated. Therefore,
methods which can eﬃciently model a large number of crack propagations
without requiring extensive modiﬁcations of the global quantities (geome-
try, mesh, and connectivities, etc.) are preferred for the progressive damage
and failure analysis in composites.
2.3 Stiﬀness degradation method
The stiﬀness degradation method models the propagation of a crack
through an element by simply degrading the relevant stiﬀness properties
of this element, either to certain percentage of the original stiﬀness or
according to a softening curve, both independent of length-scales. The
initiation of failure is usually determined by a strength failure criterion.
This method does not have any length-scale in the formulation; failure is
entirely determined by local quantities such as local stress and strain in the
element. Previous research in the literature has shown that this method
suﬀers from mesh dependency on strength predictions for structures with
stress-concentrated areas such as notches and holes [13, 29]. The predicted
strength decreases with an increasing mesh-reﬁnement. This is due to the
fact that a ﬁner mesh around a notch or a hole would predict a higher
stress which would lead to an earlier fulﬁlment of the failure criterion. In
the limit of inﬁnitesimal element size, failure would occur with inﬁnitesi-
mal strain energy dissipation, so long as the stress or strain state of the
element satisﬁes the failure criterion. This gradual loss of strain energy
dissipation during fracture upon mesh reﬁnement is globally reﬂected by a
gradual decrease of structural strength, i.e., the mesh dependency of the
strength prediction. This deﬁciency limits the applicability of the method
in the quantitative failure analysis of composites.
2.4 Cohesive element
The cohesive element is a type of element formulated based on the cohe-
sive zone theory. The cohesive zone theory was ﬁrst introduced by Dugdale
[48] and Barenblatt [12] and was further extended and then applied in FEM
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Figure 2.2: Left: a general stress proﬁle of the cohesive zone under Mode I
loading. Right: some representative cohesive laws describing
the normal traction in the cohesive zone, σn, with respect
to the normal separation of the crack surfaces, δn; the area
under the curve equals the value of the Mode I critical energy
release rate of the material, GIc; σ0 is the material strength.
analysis by Hillerborg et al. [60]. The basic assumption of the theory is that
there exists a cohesive zone between two new crack surfaces, such that the
traction between them is non-zero, but in general decreases with separation
(Figure 2.2). Unlike the strength-based failure theory used in the stiﬀness
degradation method, the cohesive zone theory includes a length-scale pa-
rameter in its formulation. The per-area energy dissipation between two
crack surfaces in the cohesive zone upon reaching complete (stress-free)
separation must equal to the critical energy release rate of the material. In
this way, a consistent energy dissipation during fracture is reached with re-
spect to mesh reﬁnement for numerical methods based on the cohesive zone
theory, so that they do not suﬀer from the same strength mesh dependency
associated with the stiﬀness degradation method. A large amount of work
on cohesive zone theory is present in the literature. In general, numerical
methods using cohesive zone theory can be classiﬁed into two categories:
the continuum (smeared crack) method and the discrete (cohesive element)
method. The former method will be reviewed in the next section.
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(a) Topology of a cohesive element; δ is the vector of separation between the two
initially-coinciding surfaces of the element.
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(b) Constitutive laws of a cohesive element; τn, τT and τL are the normal stress and
the two shear stresses on the interface; and τ cn, τ cT and τ cL are the normal strength
and the two shear strengths; δn, δT and δL are the normal separation and the two
shear separations; GIc and GIIc the Mode I and II critical energy release rates of
the interface.
Figure 2.3: A typical cohesive element formulation [103].
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The topology of a 3D cohesive element is shown in Figure 2.3a. It is
typically composed of a top and a bottom surface, which coincide with
each other before loading. The traction between the two surfaces relates
to their separation through the constitutive relationships employed in the
formulation of the element (Figure 2.3b). Detailed formulations of cohesive
elements can be found in [28, 103, 158]. Cohesive elements are able to give
accurate predictions when the potential crack paths are known a priori; in
such cases, cohesive elements can be inserted along the crack paths dur-
ing preprocessing [56]. Therefore, cohesive elements are often used for the
modelling of delamination [3, 28, 56, 58, 81, 103, 119, 141, 142]. Reviews
of the development and applications of cohesive elements can be found in
[157] and [153]. Study of the shape of cohesive laws has been performed
in [3, 103, 119]. Both linear softening law and exponential softening law
have been shown to give accurate predictions during static loading, with
the former being more economical than the latter in terms of computation
[3]; however, linear softening law has been found to be highly unstable dur-
ing dynamic loading [103]. Viscosity regularization has been used in [52]
to suppress the softening instability of cohesive elements. In this study,
the loading conditions are all static, and linear softening law is used for
cohesive elements (see Chapter 3 section 3.2.4); no viscosity regularization
is employed. Discussions of element size and cohesive zone length are avail-
able in [58, 112, 141, 157]. A well-established ﬁnding on cohesive elements
in the literature is that, in order to correctly capture the stress gradient in
the cohesive zone and predict accurately the cohesive crack growth, the size
of the cohesive element must be smaller than the cohesive zone length. A
thorough investigation on the estimation of cohesive zone length has been
performed in [55], where a formula has been proposed to determine the
cohesive zone length and the maximum size of cohesive elements. Optimal
values for strengths and stiﬀness of the cohesive elements have been studied
in [55, 141, 142], which showed that using reduced strength values within
acceptable ranges could lead to more accurate predictions [55, 141]. The
penalty stiﬀness of the cohesive element must be high enough compared to
those of the ply so as to simulate a perfect bonding between plies before
delamination onset [141]. The penalty stiﬀness corresponding to diﬀerent
delamination modes can be related through the respective strength ratios
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and fracture toughness ratios [142].
2.5 Smeared crack formulation
While cohesive elements have demonstrated good performance, they require
the knowledge of the potential crack path before analysis. This requirement
limits the applicability of the cohesive element in the case where the crack
path cannot be determined a priori [43]. The smeared crack formulation
was ﬁrstly developed by Bazˇant and Oh [16] (then named the crack band
theory) for modelling the Mode I fracture of concretes. It provides an
approximate representation of a cohesive crack, by smearing it over the do-
main of the element so that a degradation of the element stiﬀness suﬃces
to describe the actual eﬀect of the crack (Figure 2.4). The diﬀerence be-
tween the smeared crack formulation and the stiﬀness degradation method
is that the former assumes the cohesive zone theory (Figure 2.2) as the con-
stitutive behaviour of the crack in an element. The cohesive zone theory
enforces a consistent fracture energy dissipation upon failure of the element,
so that a length-scale parameter is embedded in the element formulation
(Figure 2.4); this helps to avoid the spurious mesh dependency in strength
predictions associated with the stiﬀness degradation method [16, 29, 105].
The smeared crack formulation was ﬁrstly employed in the modelling of
composites for ﬁbre breaking and matrix cracking by Pinho et al. [105] and
demonstrated good performance. Smeared crack formulations are numer-
ically eﬃcient, robust and in general capable of modelling complex crack
patterns, which makes it a suitable modelling method for composites. How-
ever, the smeared crack formulation has been shown to have mesh depen-
dency at predicting the fracture paths, i.e., the predicted fracture path was
strongly inﬂuenced by the structure of the mesh, in the modelling of con-
cretes [43] and of a single composite ply [128, 144]. Studies on composite
laminates using the smeared crack formulation have showed good levels of
success in [29, 39, 108] and some limitations in [146].
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Figure 2.4: Smeared crack formulation; σ is the applied tension and  is
the corresponding strain; σ0 is the material strength; L is a
characteristic element length [105]; GIc is the Mode I critical
energy release rate.
2.6 eXtended Finite Element Method
XFEM was ﬁrstly developed by Belytschko and Black [21], Moe¨s et al. [92]
based on the partition of unity theory by Melenk and Babus˘ka [88]. XFEM
introduces extra degrees of freedom (DoF) and enrichment functions to
approximate the displacement ﬁelds in the neighbourhood of a crack. Nodes
near the crack are divided into two groups according to their locations with
respect to the crack (Figure 2.5). Nodes in the elements completely cut by
a crack are enriched by the step function H (generally referred to as the
Heaviside enrichment) to represent the displacement jump, and nodes in
the elements containing a crack tip are enriched by the known (analytical)
displacement solutions ψtip which are called tip-enrichment functions.
The step function used for the Heaviside enrichment is deﬁned as:
H(x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 for x on one side of the crack;
−1 for x on the other side of the crack.
(2.1)
where x indicates the physical coordinates of a point.
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Figure 2.5: A typical XFEM representation of a crack (red line) in a
mesh. Circled nodes belong to set J and they are enriched
by the Heaviside function; squared nodes belong to set K and
they are enriched by the tip-enrichment functions.
The XFEM approximated displacement solution u is generally ex-
pressed as the following [92]:
u(x) =
∑
∀i∈I
Ni(x)qi︸ ︷︷ ︸
FEM approximation
+
∑
∀j∈J
Nj(x)H(x)bj
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Heaviside enrichment
+
∑
∀l
∑
∀k∈K
Nk(x)ψltip(x)clk︸ ︷︷ ︸
tip-enrichment
(2.2)
where I is the set of all nodes, J is the set of nodes enriched by the Heaviside
function and K is the set of nodes enriched by the tip-enrichment functions;
Ni, Nj and Nk are respectively the shape functions corresponding to the
node i ∈ I, j ∈ J and k ∈ K; qi is the FEM nodal displacement vector of
node i ∈ I; bj is the nodal DoF of node j ∈ J associated with the Heaviside
enrichment function; clk is the nodal DoF of node k ∈ K associated with
the lth tip-enrichment function. For 2D linear elastic isotropic material:
ψtip(x) =
{√
r sin
(
θ
2
)
,
√
r cos
(
θ
2
)
,
√
r sin
(
θ
2
)
sin (θ) ,
√
r cos
(
θ
2
)
sin (θ)
}
(2.3)
where r and θ are the polar coordinates of a point, in the region close to
the crack tip.
When crack propagation is studied, remeshing is avoided by progres-
sively enriching new nodes aﬀected by the crack. Therefore, cracks in
XFEM are kinematically well represented. The enrichment functions in
2.3 are only valid for homogeneous isotropic materials containing a stress-
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free crack under the assumptions of the linear elastic fracture mechanics.
Diﬀerent enrichment strategies should be used for weak discontinuities, for
cohesive cracks, and for more complex materials such as orthotropic materi-
als and bi-material interfaces. The cohesive segments method [73, 116, 117]
models multiple cohesive cracks within existing elements with multiple
Heaviside enrichment functions and additional DoF at the original nodes.
The regularized XFEM [64, 65, 135] replaces the Heaviside enrichment with
a series of B-spline basis functions such that standard Gauss integration
methods can be used; no special integration technique such as the Delaunay
triangulation is needed. Although modelling a large number of interact-
ing cracks can prove challenging for XFEM, it has been used successfully
to predict complex crack scenarios typical in composite materials; for in-
stance in the context of delamination modelling [7, 97, 129, 130], micro-scale
modelling [63], multi-scale modelling [59] and matrix crack/delamination
interactions [65, 73, 135]. Comprehensive reviews of XFEM can be found
in [23, 51]. The implementation of XFEM in existing FEM packages is
not straightforward. Numerical integration over cracked elements typi-
cally requires special integration techniques such as the Delaunay triangu-
lation. The mapping of cracks (between physical and natural coordinates)
in quadrilateral elements (or elements with non-constant strain ﬁeld) can-
not be integrated exactly because a straight crack in physical coordinates
is generally curved in the natural coordinates [51].
2.7 Phantom Node Method
Hansbo and Hansbo [57] proposed modelling discontinuities within an el-
ement by using additional DoF at each node and two sets of nodal shape
functions. Each set of shape functions is truncated over one of the two
material domains separated by the discontinuity. When modelling a strong
discontinuity, this method is equivalent to XFEM with only the Heaviside
enrichment function [5]. Belytschko and co-workers [6, 127] proposed the
notion of phantom (or ghost) nodes and coined the Hansbo and Hansbo’s
method [57] as the PNM. When an element is cut by a discontinuity, extra
(phantom) nodes are superposed with the original nodes and two superpos-
ing elements are formed (Figure 2.6). Eﬀectively, only part of the domain
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crack
opening
Figure 2.6: An illustration of the Phantom Node Method from [127].
Solid circles denote the original nodes and hollow circles de-
note the phantom nodes.
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Figure 2.7: Calculations of the Phantom Node Method from [90]; 1, 2
and 3 denote the original nodes and 1′, 2′ and 3′ denote the
phantom nodes.
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in each element is active, and the stiﬀness and nodal force integration is
only performed on this active part of the domain (Figure 2.7). Since only
standard shape functions are used for the displacement interpolation and
each node has only displacement DoF, the PNM can be more readily imple-
mented in existing FEM packages than XFEM, leading to numerous further
developments and applications in the literature [33, 46, 49, 50, 83, 89–
91, 113, 118, 126, 143, 146, 147]. It was applied in the modelling of failure
in composites in [50, 83, 143, 146, 147] and showed good performance. Simi-
larly to XFEM, the PNM is associated with approximations in the mapping
of cracks (between physical and natural coordinates) in quadrilateral ele-
ments or elements with non-constant strain ﬁeld [113]. Special integration
technique such as the Delaunay triangulation is needed for the numerical
integration over partial domains [143]. The illustration and formulation of
the PNM will be presented in further details later in Chapter 4 Section 4.1.
2.8 Discussions
Table 2.1 summarises the relative advantages and disadvantages of a se-
lection of existing methods for the modelling of progressive damage and
failure. All the methods reviewed above have advantages and limitations
on diﬀerent aspects of modelling. Out of these methods, the smeared crack
formulation is energetically consistent and its implementation in existing
FEM packages is straightforward since it does not require changes in the ex-
isting mesh topology, and no special treatment is needed for the modelling
of complex crack networks. The smeared crack formulation is commonly
used in the failure modelling of composites [29, 105, 108, 128, 144] and
it has shown varied aspects of success and limitations. More advanced
methods such as XFEM and the PNM possess advantages in the kinematic
representation of cracks; however, they induce complexity in the numerical
integration and errors in the mapping between physical and natural coor-
dinates. In the next chapter, the smeared crack formulation, together with
some chosen failure criteria and cohesive laws, will be used in the modelling
of ﬁbre breaking and matrix cracking and cohesive elements will be used
for the modelling of delamination; the performance of these two numerical
tools will be evaluated on the open-hole tension problem of [53], before
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introducing a novel numerical method in Chapter 4 which will be shown
to possess several advantages over existing advanced method such as the
PNM in the modelling of complex failure scenarios.
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Table 2.1: Some numerical methods for representing discontinuities in
solids.
Method Advantages Disadvantages
Remeshing
[9, 26, 74, 75, 93–
95, 101, 122–124, 134]
Accurate
representation of
discontinuities with
optimal element size
and shape.
Numerically
ineﬃcient.
Stiﬀness degradation
method [13, 29]
Simplicity. Smearing of the
discontinuities and
strength mesh
dependency.
Cohesive element
[3, 28, 56, 58, 81, 103,
112, 119, 141, 142,
153, 157]
Accurate
representation of
cohesive cracks.
A priori knowledge of
the potential crack
paths is required.
Smeared crack
formulation [16, 29,
43, 100, 104, 105, 108,
110, 120, 144, 151]
Simplicity and
numerical stability.
Smearing of the
discontinuities and
fracture path mesh
dependency.
XFEM
[7, 21, 23, 51, 59, 63,
65, 73, 92, 97, 116,
117, 129, 130, 135]
Accurate
representation of
discontinuities, and
possibility to
represent the singular
stress ﬁeld around a
crack tip
Non-trivial
implementation in
existing FEM codes,
approximation in the
mapping of cracks
(between physical and
natural coordinates)
and complexity of
numerical integration
over cracked elements.
PNM [6, 33, 46, 49,
50, 57, 83, 89–
91, 113, 118, 126, 127,
143, 146, 147]
Accurate
representation of
discontinuities, and
convenient
implementation in
existing FEM codes.
Approximation in the
mapping of cracks
(between physical and
natural coordinates),
and complexity of
numerical integration
over partial domains.
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Chapter 3
Open-hole tension size eﬀect
3.1 Introduction
It is often observed that the strength of composites is dependent on speci-
men size. This size eﬀect has been studied previously by many researchers
and comprehensive reviews of early studies can be found in [131–133]. It is
generally established that the strength decreases with increasing specimen
size. Recently, Green et al. [53] have performed a series of detailed exper-
iments on open-holed quasi-isotropic ([45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]ns) IM7/8552
carbon-epoxy composites. Three diﬀerent scaling methods were applied
in the experiment, namely in-plane-scaling, sublaminate-scaling and ply-
scaling. In-plane scaling refers to the scaling of in-plane dimensions of
the laminate, without modifying its geometry, lay-up and its thickness di-
mension (Figure 3.1). Figure 3.2 illustrates the two thickness direction
scaling methods. Sublaminate-scaling of the composite laminate refers
to the blocking of sub-laminates in the thickness direction of the lami-
nate, without changing the in-plane geometry and dimensions of the lam-
inate. In the case of the laminates in this study, the baseline laminate
is of lay-up [45/90/ − 45/0]s. A sub-laminate of lay-up [45/90/ − 45/0]
(i.e., half of the baseline laminate) is continuously added to the top and
bottom of the baseline laminate, resulting in a thicker laminate of lay-up
[45/90/ − 45/0]ns, where n is the number of sub-laminates on each side of
the mid-plane. Ply-scaling increases the thickness of each ply-block so as
to increase the thickness of the laminate; it scales the baseline laminate of
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Figure 3.1: Inplane-scaling with respect to hole diameter d [156]
45 
90 
–45
0
45 
90 
–45
0
(a) Sublaminate-scaling method, with n =
1, 2, 4;m = 1
45 
90
–45
0
(b) Ply-scaling method, with m =
1, 2, 4;n = 1
Figure 3.2: Diﬀerent thickness-scaling methods for laminates of lay-up
[45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]ns [156]
lay-up [45/90/ − 45/0]s into a laminate of lay-up [45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]s,
where m indicates the number of plies blocked together in the same direc-
tion.
The experiment recorded mainly four sets of size eﬀect data, i.e. the
in-plane size eﬀect and thickness size eﬀect of both sublaminate-scaled spec-
imens and ply-scaled specimens. The size eﬀects include both the change
of the strength and that of the failure mode of the structure with respect
to the diﬀerent scaling methods. Three distinctive failure modes namely
brittle failure, pull-out, and delamination (Figure 1.6) exist for specimens
of diﬀerent sizes and lay-ups. The failure mode of the sublaminate-scaled
specimens is either pull-out or brittle and the load-drop is caused by ﬁbre-
breaking in 0 plies. Ply-scaled specimens however mostly fail in delamina-
tion mode and the load-drop is caused by delamination at the −45m/0m
interface prior to ﬁbre-breaking of the 0 plies. In terms of the laminate
strength, in-plane scaling of laminates of lay-up [45/90/ − 45/0]4s has been
shown to cause a decrease in strength (Figure 3.3a); however, the in-plane
scaling of laminates of lay-up [454/904/ − 454/04]s has lead to an increase
in strength (Figure 3.3b). Sublaminate scaling has resulted in a gradual de-
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Figure 3.3: Diﬀerent strength size eﬀects [53]
crease of laminate strength (Figure 3.3c); ply-scaling has caused a decrease
of strength (Figure 3.3d).
Numerical studies of size eﬀects of open-hole composites have been per-
formed by Camanho et al. [29], Hallett et al. [56], Abisset et al. [2], Song
et al. [128], van der Meer et al. [146], and Swindeman et al. [135] us-
ing diﬀerent approaches. Camanho et al. [29] used an energy-regularized
Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) model to predict material local be-
haviour. The stress-strain relationship of each element was regularized such
that the total energy dissipation upon failure equals the fracture toughness
of the material. Shell elements formulated based on Classical Lamination
Theory (CLT) were used in the model. Only the in-plane size eﬀect of
brittlely-failed sublaminate-scaled specimens was studied and good results
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were obtained. Hallett et al.’s model [56] included cohesive elements in-
serted between plies to model delamination and also at certain potential
crack paths in plies to model matrix cracking. A global criterion based on
Weibull’s statistical model was used to determine ﬁbre failure of the entire
structure. The model gave good predictions on the interaction between ma-
trix cracks and delamination which shows that cohesive elements are versa-
tile for matrix crack modelling if positioned correctly. Abisset et al. [2] used
a brittle model for ﬁbre breaking and a CDM model for matrix cracking
and delamination. The coupling between matrix crack and delamination
is accounted for in the material constitutive law for the interface cohesive
elements. The in-plane size eﬀect of both the sublaminate-scaled and the
ply-scaled specimens, as well as the thickness size eﬀect of the ply-scaled
specimens, were studied. The thickness size eﬀect of the sublaminate-scaled
specimens was not investigated. Song et al. [128] used the smeared crack
formulation for ply failure and cohesive elements for delamination. A so-
called aligned mesh is speciﬁcally constructed for each ply-block such that
the element edges are aligned with the local ﬁbre directions. Only the
size eﬀects of ply-scaled specimens were studied. The delamination fail-
ure mode associated with the ply-scaled specimens was well captured; the
laminate strength predictions show considerable discrepancy with respect
to the experimental data. van der Meer et al. [146] used the PNM to ex-
plicitly represent matrix cracks in plies and a smeared crack formulation
for ﬁbre failure modelling. Good predictions were obtained for the in-plane
size eﬀect of both the sublaminate-scaled and the ply-scaled specimens and
for the thickness size eﬀect of the ply-scaled specimens. The thickness size
eﬀect of the sublaminate-scaled specimens was not successfully predicted.
Swindeman et al. [135] used the regularized XFEM to model matrix crack-
ing and delamination. Only ply-scaled specimens were modelled. The
study focused on the modelling of the delamination failure mode; no ﬁ-
bre breaking was considered. Good predictions on the delamination failure
mode and the ply-scaling size eﬀects were achieved.
From the above review it is seen that for deterministic failure theories,
i.e. theories without considering statistical variations of material proper-
ties, the prediction of the thickness size eﬀect of the sublaminate-scaled
specimens remains a challenge.
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This chapter presents a numerical study of the size eﬀects on open-hole
tensile composite laminates recorded in the experiment by Green et al.
[53]. The smeared crack formulation is used for the modelling of ﬁbre
breaking and matrix cracking and cohesive elements are used for the mod-
elling of delamination. Section 3.2 will present the failure theories used
in this work. A discussion about the choice between deterministic theo-
ries and statistical theories will be given in Section 3.2.1. The thickness
dependence of translaminar fracture toughness will be included in the nu-
merical modelling of composites (Section 3.2.2). Some common numerical
models of diﬀerent complexities will be built; they will be tested for mesh
convergence and a mesh-independent numerical model will be selected in
Section 3.3. The sublaminate-scaling thickness size eﬀect will be studied
and the importance of including the thickness dependence of translami-
nar fracture toughness in the failure modelling of composites discussed in
Section 3.4.1. The ply-scaling thickness size eﬀect will be studied in Sec-
tion 3.4.2. The in-plane size eﬀect of the sublaminate-scaled specimens
will be studied in Section 3.4.3 and that of the ply-scaled specimens in
Section 3.4.4. Some parametric sensitivity analysis of the model will be
presented in Section 3.4.5, followed by conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.2 Failure Theory
3.2.1 Fibre Failure
Carbon ﬁbres normally show brittle behaviour and their strength usually
decreases with increasing ﬁbre length due to the Weakest Link Theory.
This size eﬀect of ﬁbre strength can be characterized by a Weibull statis-
tical distribution [150]. The ﬁbre-matrix composite however is not exactly
brittle. Fibre-matrix debonding and friction result in a high fracture energy
and therefore a more gradual propagation of fracture [78, 79]. In the pres-
ence of stress concentrations caused by notches and holes, the ﬁbres closer
to notch tips and hole edges are subject to higher stresses than the rest
of the domain; however, the Weakest Link Theory only applies under the
assumption of a uniform stress state. Therefore, the inﬂuence of statistical
variation of material strength on the load-bearing capacity of open-hole
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composites is limited; a deterministic physical phenomenon may exist that
is also responsible for the strength size eﬀect observed. Previous studies on
size eﬀect of concrete has shown that a deterministic energetic size eﬀect
exists for materials with quasi-brittle behaviour, i.e. materials that undergo
gradual propagation of fracture before ﬁnal failure [14, 15, 17–19]. Com-
posites fall into this category and therefore the same physics apply [20, 78].
Fibre failure initiates at higher stress locations and the fracture toughness
is high enough to allow gradual propagation of fracture. The ﬁnal failure is
then determined by an energy balance, e.g. when the strain energy released
balances the fracture energy dissipated. This energy balance is best cap-
tured by the cohesive zone theory [12, 42, 48, 60, 105, 144](see Chapter 2
Section 2.4).
In this work, uniform strength is applied throughout the material do-
main. Fibre failure is modelled here by a smeared crack formulation, with
linear elasticity before failure onset, and a cohesive linear softening law
after failure onset. A simple maximum stress criterion is used to determine
failure onset, where the ﬁbre directional tensile strength is Xt (see its value
in Table 3.1). It is observed in the experiments [155] that the unidirectional
lamina’s ﬁbre failure strength under uniform tension is size-dependent. In
[155], the authors changed each linear dimension by a factor of 8 (or the
volume by a factor of 512) and obtained a change in strength of 14%. In
the case of open-hole specimens, stress concentrations are present at the
boundary of the hole, and the critical volume (over which the ﬁbre fail-
ure strength is consequential) is very small compared to the volume of the
structure. In this situation, it appears reasonable to use the value in [155]
corresponding to the smallest volume tested, which is the approach fol-
lowed in this chapter. An alternative would be to extrapolate the strength
versus size curve in [155] to a smaller volume based on the assumption of
the Weakest Link Theory (such as in [56, 146]). However it is diﬃcult to
justify the choice of any speciﬁc value for this volume without a theoretical
model for the stochastic strength scaling under a generic stress ﬁeld (note
that the Weakest Link Theory is only valid for uniform loading, see e.g.
[102]). In any case, the value of the tensile strength used should be repre-
sentative for the volume of the specimen being considered and the stress
distribution in that specimen.
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Figure 3.4: FEM implementation of the thickness dependence of
translaminar fracture toughness. Gsfc is the translaminar frac-
ture toughness for a single ply and Gdfc is that for the double
plies in the middle of the laminate [79].
3.2.2 Thickness Dependence of Translaminar Frac-
ture Toughness
Recent CT experiments on pre-cracked cross-ply laminates in [79] showed
that the translaminar fracture toughnes of T300/920 carbon-epoxy com-
posites exhibits a dependence on the thickness of the ply-blocks. The prop-
agation translaminar fracture toughness of the 0 plies in [(90/02)8/90]s is
measured to be about twice of that of the 0 plies in [(90/0)8/90]s [79]. The
change in translaminar fracture toughness with size is of ≈ 100% with only
a factor of two in the linear dimension (thickness). It appears therefore that
the change in the ﬁbre strength with size observed in [155] may be negli-
gible in comparison to the toughness size eﬀect. The experiments in [82]
on the over-height CT test of composite laminates of diﬀerent lay-ups have
shown that thicker ply-blocks promote macro-scale matrix splitting which
causes a blunting eﬀect of the notch tip and a larger fracture process zone.
This ﬁnding is in agreement with the observation in [79] where thicker 0
ply-blocks lead to relatively longer matrix cracks along the fracture path
which in turn leads to a larger amount of ﬁbre pull-out (Figure 1.9). How-
ever, the scale of the matrix cracks in Figure 1.9 is in the order of 0.1 mm
(which is very small compared to the in-plane dimension of the specimen)
and they should not be confused with the macro-scale matrix cracks in [82].
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A meaningful measurement of the translaminar fracture toughness implies
that the measured specimens fail in the desired failure mode, i.e., no sig-
niﬁcant failure should appear away from the fracture path. This in turn
implies that the scale of the matrix cracks along the fracture path should
be maintained small compared to the in-plane dimension of the specimen
(which is the intended outcome in [79]).
To the author’s knowledge, no numerical work has employed this thick-
ness dependence of translaminar fracture toughness; and no quantitative
mathematical model that describes the correlation of the geometry and the
loading of the material with its in situ fracture toughness has been estab-
lished. The focus in this work is to implement numerically this thickness
dependence of the translaminar fracture toughness, and examine its im-
portance on failure predictions. For the IM7/8552 carbon-epoxy material
studied in this work, only the translaminar fracture toughness values of a
single ply (Gsfc) are available from Catalanotti et al. [32] and Laﬀan et al.
[80] (Table 3.1). The IM7/8552 material and the T300/920 material tested
in [79] are both ﬁbre-reinforced composite materials of similar geometrical
construction and dimensions. The translaminar fracture of both materi-
als are composed of localized ﬁbre breaking, matrix cracking, ﬁbre-matrix
debonding and ﬁbre pull-out along the path of propagation [80]. The two
materials have similar characteristics of translaminar fracture and only de-
fer in the exact values of the strength and toughness of the respective
constituents; if a scaling of 2 in thickness causes a scaling of 2 in translam-
inar fracture toughness of T300/920, a similar scaling phenomenon could
be expected to occur in the translaminar fracture of IM7/8552. Therefore,
in this study, it is assumed that the translaminar fracture toughness of
the IM7/8552 composite will have similar thickness dependency as that of
the T300/920 composite such that its value for the double 0 plies (Gdfc)
is twice of that of a single 0 ply (Table 3.1). However, experiments as
presented in [79] could be conducted on the IM7/8552 material to verify
such an assumption. This thickness dependency is applied to the numer-
ical modelling in this chapter (Figure 3.4) and it will be shown later in
Section 3.4.1 that this is critical to the prediction of thickness size eﬀect of
the sublaminate-scaled specimens.
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Figure 3.5: Illustration of matrix cracking and local material directions.
3.2.3 Matrix Failure
The criterion in Pinho et al. [104] is used here for matrix failure initia-
tion. Figure 3.5a illustrates the local material orientations and the matrix
crack orientation φ which is the angle between the crack surface and the
through-the-thickness direction (direction 3). Figure 3.5b shows the nor-
mal direction (direction n), transverse shear direction (direction T) and
longitudinal shear direction (direction L) on the matrix crack surface. The
criterion for matrix failure considers the role of three stresses, namely the
normal stress (σn), the transverse shear stress (σT) and the longitudinal
shear stress (σL) on the matrix crack surface, as they are the active stress
components on that surface; ﬁbre-directional stress, σ11, is not included in
the failure criterion as its component on the matrix crack surface is zero.
The three active stresses on the fracture surface can be calculated from the
stresses in local coordinates as the following [104]:
σn =
σ22 + σ33
2 +
σ22 − σ33
2 cos(2φ) + σ23 sin(2φ), (3.1)
σT = −σ22 − σ332 sin(2φ) + σ23 cos(2φ), (3.2)
σL = σ12 cos(φ) + σ31 sin(φ). (3.3)
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Correspondingly, we have the three strains acting on the matrix crack sur-
face:
n =
22 + 33
2 +
22 − 33
2 cos(2φ) + γ23 sin(2φ), (3.4)
γT = −22 − 332 sin(2φ) + γ23 cos(2φ), (3.5)
γL = γ12 cos(φ) + γ31 sin(φ). (3.6)
Matrix compressive failure is assumed when the following criterion is
met: (
σT
ST − μTσn
)2
+
(
σL
SL − μLσn
)2
= 1, ← σn < 0, (3.7)
with
μT = − 1tan(2φo) , ST =
Yc
2 tan(φo)
, μL = SL
μT
ST
, (3.8)
where ST and SL are transverse and longitudinal shear strengths of the
lamina; and μT and μL are transverse and longitudinal friction-like param-
eters; and Yc is the transverse compressive strength; and φo is the angle
between the matrix fracture surface and the through-the-thickness direc-
tion when the lamina is under pure compression in the in-plane transverse
direction.
Matrix tensile failure is determined by the following criterion:
(
σn
Yt
)2
+
(
σT
ST
)2
+
(
σL
SL
)2
= 1, ← σn ≥ 0, (3.9)
where Yt is the transverse tensile strength. Generally, the angle φ is un-
known and it needs to be determined from a few trial angles [104]. In this
study, the matrix strengths for plies of diﬀerent thickness and at diﬀerent
positions of the laminate are considered to be the same. This is a simpliﬁca-
tion; however the in situ matrix strengths could be calculated as proposed
in [106]. The thermal residual stresses are also neglected here, which con-
stitutes a limitation of the approach in this study. The issue of residual
stresses due to curing is challenging because the laminates will gradually
absorb moisture and relax the thermal stress after curing; therefore, the
exact thermal stresses in the specimen prior to testing will be lower than
those immediately after cure. As a result, it is diﬃcult to have an accu-
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rate estimate of the residual stresses in the specimen immediately before
testing, which justiﬁes the approach in this study of neglecting residual
stresses. Otherwise, they could be included as done in [56, 146].
For failure propagation modelling, Pinho et al. [105] developed a
smeared crack formulation for matrix failure which correctly takes into
account of the fracture energy dissipation. In this work, the smeared crack
formulation is used for matrix cracking. The mixed-mode linear cohesive
softening law is based on the equivalent quantities:
σeq =
√
〈σn〉2+ + σ2T + σ2L (3.10)
and
ueq =
〈σn〉+〈n〉+ + σTγT + σLγL
σeq
le, (3.11)
where 〈•〉+ are the Macaulay brackets which return the value of the number
enclosed if it is non-negative, and zero if otherwise; le is the characteristic
length of the element [105]. The matrix mixed-mode fracture energy Gmc is
deﬁned using the B-K formula developed by Benzeggagh and Kenane [24]:
Gmc = GIc + (GIIc − GIc)Bη, (3.12)
where η is a material property. GIc and GIIc are the Mode I and Mode II
critical fracture energies. The mixed-mode ratio B is deﬁned at the failure
onset as:
B = GS
GN + GS
, (3.13)
with GN and GS deﬁned at the failure onset as:
GN =
〈σn〉+〈n〉+ le
2 , GS =
(σTγT + σLγL) le
2 . (3.14)
After failure initiation, σeq softens with respect to ueq and the total energy
dissipation when σeq reduces to zero equals Gmc [105]. The values of the
material parameters used in the matrix failure criterion are summarized in
Table 3.1.
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3.2.4 Delamination
Delamination is one of the most critical threats to the integrity and load-
bearing capacity of composite laminates. Extensive research has been de-
voted to delamination in the past. Early work focuses on fracture mechanics
studies of stationary pre-cracks or embedded cracks. A comprehensive and
critical review of these methods can be found in [139]. Current compu-
tational power makes the simulation of delamination propagation within
reach. It is often assumed that delamination happens in the homogeneous
resin-rich region between plies and cohesive elements are used to represent
the interface.
In this part of the work, the Abaqus cohesive element (COH3D8) [1] is
used for delamination modelling. The element topology and constitutive
laws are the same as shown in Figure 2.3. The cohesive tractions are
related to the respective separations in the normal and two shear directions
(Figure 2.3a) through the following equation:
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
τn
τT
τL
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Dnn
(
1 − 〈δn〉+|δn| d
)
0 0
0 DTT (1 − d) 0
0 0 DLL (1 − d)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
δn
δT
δL
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3.15)
where Dnn, DTT and DLL are the penalty stiﬀness; d is the damage variable
which equals 0 when there is no damage in the interface, and 1 when the
interface is completely fractured (note that the crack is considered closed
and thus the damage variable does not inﬂuence the τn under compression).
A quadratic interactive criterion is used to determine delamination ini-
tiation:
τn
2
τ cn
2 +
τT
2
τ cT
2 +
τL
2
τ cL
2 = 1 (3.16)
where τ cn, τ cT and τ cL are the normal strength and the two shear strengths.
Delamination propagation is represented by updating the value of the dam-
age variable d with respect to the separation according to the linear soft-
ening laws in Figure 2.3b. In the case of mixed-mode fracture, similarly as
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in matrix cracking, the softening law is deﬁned on equivalent traction σeq
and equivalent separation ueq which are deﬁned as:
σeq =
√
〈τn〉2+ + τ 2T + τ 2L (3.17)
and
ueq =
〈τn〉+〈δn〉+ + τTδT + τLδL
σeq
. (3.18)
The mixed-mode fracture energy is also determined by the B-K formula
(3.12), with GN and GS deﬁned at the failure onset as:
GN =
〈τn〉+〈δn〉+
2 , GS =
(τTδT + τLδL)
2 . (3.19)
After delamination initiation, σeq softens (i.e., d grows) with respect to ueq
and the total energy dissipation when σeq reduces to zero equals Gmc [1].
Delamination modelling using cohesive elements can be very sensitive
to element size. The element size must be small enough to capture the
stress gradient in the wake of cracks. A cohesive zone, where the material
undergoes softening, develops ahead of the stress-free crack tip. Generally,
cohesive element size must be smaller than the cohesive zone length to en-
sure a correct and smooth load-displacement solution [58, 112, 141, 157]. A
practical rule was proposed in [58] to estimate the numerical cohesive zone
length for the bilinear cohesive law and it is used in this work to determine
the maximum cohesive element size. Typically the cohesive zone length un-
der Mode I loading is smaller than that under Mode II loading [157]. Since
the loading in this study is purely in-plane, delamination propagation is
mainly driven by shear. Therefore, only the formula for the calculation of
Mode II cohesive zone length in [58] is used:
lch = 0.5 × min (lch,II, lch,slender,II) (3.20)
where
lch,II = E ′II
GIIc
τ cT
2 (3.21)
and
lch,slender,II =
√
E ′II,slender
GIIc
τ cT
2 h (3.22)
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where h is the laminate half-thickness, E ′II is an equivalent elastic modulus
for orthotropic materials and E ′II,slender is an equivalent elastic modulus for
a slender body. The expressions of E ′II and E ′II,slender can be found in [58].
Diﬀerent values of h would lead to diﬀerent estimations for the cohesive
zone length. The most conservative approach would be to assume that
delamination happens at all interfaces and that h would be the thickness
of the thinnest ply-block. In the case of the sublaminate-scaled specimens,
h equals to the single ply thickness t; and in the case of the ply-scaled
specimens of the lay-up [45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]s, h equals m × t. Generally,
two to three cohesive elements are required in the numerical cohesive zone
to achieve accurate delamination predictions [58].
The penalty stiﬀness Dnn, DTT and DLL are artiﬁcial parameters used
to constrain the separation between the cohesive surfaces before delamina-
tion onset, so that perfect-bonding between plies can be assumed before
delamination. Therefore, they must be large enough compared to the stiﬀ-
ness of the lamina. The following formulae from [141] are used to calculate
the minimum values of the penalty stiﬀness:
Dminnn =
50E3
t
, DminTT =
50G13
t
, DminLL =
50G23
t
(3.23)
where t is the thickness of a single ply and E3, G13 and G23 are the elastic
moduli of the lamina.
A relationship between the normal and shear penalty stiﬀness was pro-
posed in [142] to ensure an accurate simulation of delamination growth
under mixed-mode loading:
DTT = DLL = Dnn
GIc
GIIc
(
τ cT
τ cn
)2
(3.24)
In this work, Dnn = Dminnn . DTT and DLL are calculated from (3.24) and
they are veriﬁed to be larger than DminTT and DminLL respectively in Equa-
tion 3.23. The values of the material parameters used in the delamination
failure criterion are summarized in Table 3.1. The values of delamination
strengths are estimated based on the fact that reduced strength values
would lead to a larger cohesive zone which then spans more cohesive ele-
ments; it has been studied in [58, 141] that using such a practice would get
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more accurate solutions, provided that the artiﬁcial reduction in strength
is within a reasonable limit [58]. From the benchmark studies in [58], it
appears that as long as the reduced normal strength is more than 30% of
the real normal strength and the reduced shear strength more than 50%
of the real shear strength, the predictions of the cohesive elements in the
DCB and ENF simulations are still in reasonably close agreement to those
obtained with the real strength values. The strength values of cohesive
elements in this work are chosen on this basis, instead of using the usual
strength values of τ cn=60 MPa and τ cT = τ cL=90 MPa in [56, 146].
Table 3.1: IM7/8552 carbon/epoxy material properties for the open-hole
laminates [56]
E1 E2 = E3 ν12 = ν13
161 GPa 11.4 GPa 0.32
ν23 G12 = G13 G23
0.43 5170 MPa 3980 MPa
Xt [155] Yt Yc [72]
2806 MPa 60 MPa 185 MPa
SL φo [105] t
90 MPa 53◦ 0.125 mm
Gsfc [80] τ cn* τ cT* = τ cL*
112.7 kJ/m2 40 MPa 50 MPa
GIc
** GIIc
** η
0.293 kJ/m2 0.631 kJ/m2 1
* Estimated values
** Values measured at Imperial College London
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3.3 Mesh Reﬁnement Study of Finite Ele-
ment Models
In this section, three diﬀerent FE models are examined for accuracy and
convergence on one selected test case of hole diameter d = 3.175 mm and
lay-up [−45/90/45/0]s for four diﬀerent in-plane meshes (Figure 3.7). They
are namely the Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) model, the Continuum
Shell Laminate with Interface (CSLI) model and the Continuum Shell Per-
fect Bonding (CSPB) model. The interpolation order is 1 for all the el-
ements used in this study. The failure theories presented in Section 3.2
are written in an Abaqus user-material subroutine. All material properties
used are summarized in Table 3.1.
3.3.1 Classical Lamination Theory (CLT) model
The CLT model uses a single shell element based on CLT to represent all
plies through the thickness (Figure 3.6a). The CLT model is implemented
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Mesh 1: element 
size = 0.8 mm 
Mesh 2: element 
size = 0.5 mm 
Mesh 3: element 
size = 0.35 mm 
Mesh 4: element 
size = 0.25 mm 
Figure 3.7: Four meshes of diﬀerent element sizes for the open-hole model
as standard in Abaqus; it can be built using Abaqus conventional shell ele-
ment S4R with the composite lay-up option. The stiﬀness of the shell ele-
ment is obtained from through-the-thickness integration of the stiﬀness of
all the plies in the laminate. The CLT model is here tested for accuracy and
mesh objectivity. The strength (maximum load divided by cross-sectional
area of the gripping end) predictions by CLT model are summarized in
Figure 3.8 with the curve labelled ‘CLT’. It can be seen that both mesh-
dependency and over-prediction are present on the CLT results. Since one
of the most original features of the model is the use of a higher translam-
inar fracture toughness for the two 0 plies in the middle (Figure 3.4), the
value of this property is reduced to be equal to that of the single ply. In
other words, the thickness variation of translaminar fracture toughness is
suppressed, to investigate if the over prediction and mesh dependency still
exist. The results are shown in Figure 3.8 with the curve labelled ‘CLT(b)’
and it can be seen that the over prediction and mesh dependency are still
present.
3.3.2 Continuum Shell Laminate with Interface
(CSLI) model
The same problem is analysed using a more detailed FE model, i.e., the
CSLI mode. The CSLI model is composed of one layer of Abaqus contin-
uum shell elements (SC8R) to represent each ply and one layer of Abaqus
cohesive elements (as presented in Section 3.2.4) between plies of diﬀerent
orientations to model delamination (see Figure 3.6c). The in-plane mesh
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Figure 3.8: Mesh reﬁnement study of diﬀerent numerical models
of the interface is the same as that of the ply (Figure 3.7). Using Equa-
tion 3.20 with h = t, the numerical cohesive zone length lch is calculated
to be equal to 1.14 mm. If a minimum of two elements are required in the
numerical cohesive zone, the maximum element size should be 0.57 mm.
Of the four meshes examined (Figure 3.7), this requirement is satisﬁed on
Mesh 2, 3 and 4. The results of this model are recorded in the curve la-
belled ‘CSLI’ in Figure 3.8. In contrast with the CLT model, the strength
predictions from the CSLI model from Mesh 2 onwards are very close to the
experimental data and their values do not vary signiﬁcantly with respect to
the element size. The result on Mesh 1 shows some over-prediction. This
could be due to the fact that the cohesive element size in Mesh 1 (0.8 mm)
is too large to capture the stress gradient in the cohesive zone and this often
leads to a delay in the prediction of delamination onset [58]. It could also
be due to the fact that the ply element is too large in Mesh 1 to capture
the stress concentration around the hole, leading to an under-prediction of
the stress at the hole edge which delays the initiation of failure. The mesh
convergence in the thickness direction is also examined. The Mesh 3 model
is run with two layers of continuum shell elements per ply thickness. The
result is displayed by the data point labelled ‘CSLI-2e/ply’ in Figure 3.8
and it is almost the same as the result with one layer per ply thickness,
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indicating that one layer of elements per ply thickness is suﬃcient in this
case.
The failure pattern predictions of both the CLT model and the CSLI
model are consistent for the diﬀerent mesh densities. The results at both
the initial stage and the ﬁnal stage of loading on Mesh 2 of the two models
are compared in Figure 3.9. It can be seen that, during the initial stage of
the loading, the two models have similar predictions of the failure patterns.
The 90 plies on both models exhibit an ‘X’ shaped matrix crack pattern.
This is due to the fact that the 90 ply is bonded with the ±45 plies before
delamination, such that the stress concentrations of the ±45 plies which
form an ‘X’ shaped region are transferred onto the 90 ply which lead to ma-
trix crack initiation at these locations. The ﬁnal failure patterns predicted
by the two models are very diﬀerent from each other. In the predictions
from the CLT model, both the ±45 plies and the 0 ply have extensive ﬁbre
failure and the 0 ply has ﬁbre failure not only across the width of the lam-
ina but also in the ‘X’ shaped area as shown in the ﬁgure. The experiments
[53] recorded that the specimen failed in the pull-out mode (Figure 1.6).
CLT assumes perfect-bonding between all plies, therefore delamination is
neglected in its formulation. The direct consequence of this simpliﬁcation
is that the perfect-bonding assumption may be too strong in areas where
the diﬀerence between the displacement ﬁelds of adjacent plies should have
caused delamination. This assumption forces the stresses that should have
been released by delamination to be transferred into the plies and cause
excessive ply failure. Therefore, excessive ﬁbre failure is predicted by the
CLT model in the ±45 plies and on a large area of the 0 ply which is not
observed in the experiments [53]. In the CSLI model’s predictions, ﬁbre
failure mainly occurs across the width of the 0 ply and on the sides of the
-45 ply. A signiﬁcant amount of delamination is predicted at all the three
interfaces by the CSLI model. The 45/90 interface has triangular-shaped
delamination areas located roughly between the boundaries deﬁned by the
matrix cracks in the 45 and 90 plies, which indicates that the 45 ply is
pulled out of the laminate. The -45/0 interface has delamination around
the hole but it does not propagate across the entire width. This corre-
sponds well with the failure patterns of the -45 ply where matrix cracks
are predicted around hole and ﬁbre failure is predicted on the sides, indi-
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Figure 3.9: Failure patterns of the CLT and the CSLI model
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cating that delamination around the hole has allowed the pull-out in this
area and the bonding on the sides has helped propagate the ﬁbre fracture
from the 0 ply into the -45 ply. Some discrepancy exists between the ma-
trix cracking prediction of the CSLI model and the experimental record,
where the discrete matrix splits which should occur along the ﬁbre direc-
tion, were not accurately captured. For example, some matrix cracks in the
±45 plies occur along the 90 degree direction, rather than along the ±45
directions (see Figure 3.9 CSLI model, ﬁnal matrix failure patterns of ±45
plies). This discrepancy is believed to be due to the inherent limitation of
the smeared crack model in correctly capturing the propagation directions
of cracks, especially when the mesh is not oriented along the actual crack
propagation direction. Similar ﬁndings of this crack path mesh dependency
of smeared crack models have been reported in [43, 128, 144, 146]. This
discrepancy did not seem to aﬀect the accuracy of the strength predictions
of the CSLI model on this case, presumably due to the fact that the crit-
ical failure mechanisms of the specimens in this study are ﬁbre breaking,
delamination and longitudinal matrix splitting; the matrix cracking in the
±45 directions serve to join up the more critical cracks, rather than con-
tributing signiﬁcantly to the global fracture energy dissipation. However,
in a generic situation, a mesh independent model for matrix cracking (such
as those in [43, 128, 144, 146] or the method presented in Chapter 4) should
be employed.
The perfect-bonding assumption which neglects delamination is also re-
sponsible for the over-prediction and the mesh-dependency of the predicted
strength by the CLT model (Figure 3.8) and it is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Without delamination, the deformation of the failed element would be con-
strained by adjacent plies. Loads are then transferred onto the surrounding
elements which cause an over-prediction of the load-bearing capacity of the
laminate. As the mesh is reﬁned and the element gets smaller, the defor-
mation of the failed element is further constrained, resulting in a smaller
volume of failed region and hence a larger strength over-prediction. In the
CSLI model where delamination is predicted, the elements in the middle
ply are not constrained by the elements in the adjacent plies and thus cap-
ture better the actual stress-state of the material. Upon failure, the failed
region returns to a stress-free state where the elements on both sides of the
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the CLT model and the CSLI model on mesh
reﬁnement
failed element return to their original shape, leaving the failed element hav-
ing a volume independent of the mesh and consequently the region having
a mesh-independent stress-state.
It is worth mentioning that the mesh dependency problem discussed
above is of a diﬀerent nature from that associated with the stiﬀness degra-
dation method discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.3. In the latter case, an
opposite trend is typically observed where the strength prediction decreases
with an increasing mesh-reﬁnement. This mesh dependency is due to the
fact that the theory is only based on local stress and strain without a length-
scale parameter [13]. The smeared crack formulation in [105] (which is the
chosen method in this study) has an inherent length-scale in the formula-
tion to ensure consistent energy dissipation upon fracture, which mitigates
the strength mesh dependency associated with the stiﬀness degradation
method (Section 2.5).
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3.3.3 Continuum Shell Perfect Bonding (CSPB)
model
In order to verify that neglecting delamination modelling can causes
strength over prediction and mesh dependency, the CSLI model is mod-
iﬁed only at the interface between plies, where the cohesive elements
between plies are replaced with tie-constraints so that no delamination
is allowed. This model is basically composed of plies that are bonded
together (Figure 3.6b). The results on the same four meshes are presented
in Figure 3.8 with the curve labelled ‘CSPB’. It can be seen that the
over-prediction and mesh-dependency reappear, especially on Mesh 3
and Mesh 4. Both the CLT model and the ‘CSPB’ model assume
perfect-bonding between plies. The over-prediction by CSPB model,
although being signiﬁcant, is however much lower than that of the CLT
model. This is due to the fact that these two models have diﬀerent linear
elasticity approximations. In the case of in-plane deformation, the CLT
model assumes a constant strain across the thickness of the entire laminate
(which neglects the transverse shear deformation of the plies); while the
CSPB model has each ply modelled independently by a layer of elements
(and thus the transverse shear deformation of each ply is allowed). The
CSPB model has therefore more DoF across the thickness direction which
allow a better representation of the through-thickness deformation and
therefore a relatively more accurate prediction than the CLT model.
From the above study, it can be concluded that when composite lam-
inates fail in the pull-out mode, neglecting delamination in the numerical
models will lead to over-prediction and mesh dependency. Therefore, mod-
elling delamination is critical for the strength prediction of laminates, even
if delamination is not the major failure mode and in-plane failure is the
primary concern. The CSLI model is used for the following size eﬀect
studies.
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3.4 Size Eﬀect Predictions
3.4.1 Sublaminate-scaling thickness size eﬀect
Table 3.2: Sublaminate-scaling thickness size eﬀect:
hole diameter d = 3.175 mm, lay-up:
[45/90/ − 45/0]ns
Thickness scaling
Strength (MPa)
Experiment Simulation
n = 1 570 (cva, 7.69%) 566.6 (-0.6%b)
n = 2 500 (cv, 3.95%) 510 (+2%)
n = 4 478 (cv, 3.09%) 499.4 (+4.48%)
a coeﬃcient of variation
b percentage diﬀerence compared to experimental data
CSLI models with the same mesh as Mesh 2 were created for the two
thicker sublaminate-scaled specimens, as shown in Table 3.2. It can be seen
that for specimens of the same in-plane scales, strength decreases while sub-
laminates are blocked and the rate of decrease slows down as the number of
sublaminates increases. Simulation results correctly predict these two phe-
nomena and they are in good agreement with the experimental values. The
failure modes of the two thicker sublaminate-scaled specimens are both the
pull-out mode and the predictions are similar as the one shown in the parts
labelled ‘CSLI’ and ‘CSLI delamination’ in Figure 3.9. The delamination
patterns on all the interfaces of the laminate of hole diameter d=3.175 mm
and of lay-up [45/90/ − 45/0]2s are plotted in Figure 3.11a and compared
against the experimental pull-out image in Figure 3.11b. Clear triangular-
shaped delamination patterns are visible in the predictions which correlate
well with the experimental delamination observation. Since the ﬁnal load-
drop of the sublaminate-scaled specimens is primarily determined by ﬁbre
breaking of the 0 plies, a simple rule of mixture of the fracture toughness of
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between simulation and experiment of the pull-
out delamination patterns for the sublaminate-scaled lami-
nates of d=3.175 mm and of lay-up [45/90/ − 45/0]2s
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all the 0 plies helps explain the thickness size eﬀect. We can express the av-
eraged fracture toughness of all the 0 plies of the laminate [45/90/−45/0]ns
as:
Gfc =
Gdfc n
d + Gsfc ns
nd + ns (3.25)
where ns is the number of single 0 plies and nd is the number of double-
blocked 0 plies. Gdfc ≈ 2 × Gsfc as reported in [79]. It can be seen that as
more sublaminates are blocked, ns = 2n − 2 while nd = 2 (two plies at the
center). Thus:
Gfc =
2Gdfc + (2n − 2)Gsfc
2n = G
s
fc +
Gdfc − Gsfc
n
(3.26)
Therefore as n increases, Gfc decreases towards Gsfc and the rate of
change reduces towards zero. This thickness dependence of average fracture
toughness of the laminate causes a deterministic thickness size eﬀect of the
laminate strength.
It is worth mentioning that apart from the thickness dependence of
translaminar fracture toughness, other factors also exist which contribute
to this sublaminate-scaling thickness size eﬀect. These factors include the
Weibull size eﬀect of translaminar strength [155] and the notch blunting
and relaxation of stress concentration caused by the earlier longitudinal ma-
trix splitting in the blocked 0 plies [82]. To the knowledge of the author,
only two earlier studies have analysed the thickness eﬀect of sublaminate-
scaled cases, i.e., [56] and [146], and mixed results have been obtained on
the prediction of sublaminate-scaling thickness size eﬀect, where the latter
work showed that a deterministic model (without taking into account the
thickness dependence of translaminar fracture toughness) could not repro-
duce this thickness eﬀect. Considering that the model in [146] accurately
represented the matrix crack splitting using the Phantom Node Method,
this indicates that capturing the matrix splitting alone is not enough to
predict the thickness eﬀect of the sublaminate-scaled cases; other aspects
of the physics of fracture in composites need to be included, such as the size
eﬀects in translaminar strength [155] and fracture toughness [79]. The cur-
rent model only employed the size eﬀect of the translaminar fracture tough-
ness since it is found to be more pronounced than that of the translaminar
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strength; ideally, the size eﬀect in strength could also be incorporated in
the model to better represent the physics and improve the size eﬀect pre-
dictions.
3.4.2 Ply-scaling thickness size eﬀect
Table 3.3: Ply-scaling thickness size eﬀect: hole
diameter d = 3.175 mm, lay-up:
[45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]s
Thickness scaling
Strength (MPa)
Experiment Simulation
m = 1 570 (cv, 7.69%) 566.6 (-0.6%)
m = 2 396 (cv, 5.18%) 410.8 (+3.7%)
m = 4 275 (cv, 5.56%) 278.4 (+1.2%)
The thickness size eﬀect study of ply-scaled specimens is also studied.
CSLI models were created for the two thicker ply-scaled cases, as shown
in Table 3.3. The element size is determined by Equation 3.20 for the
entire area of the laminate. For the area close to the hole, the value of the
laminate half thickness h used in Equation 3.22 is assumed to be equal to
m × t for the lay-up [45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]s. For the area close to the grip,
a more relaxed size restriction is used by assuming that the delamination
between the 0 plies and other plies is most critical and h is set to be equal to
3× m × t. The thickness dependence of translaminar fracture toughness is
assumed to be valid for thicker blocked plies and its value increases linearly
with respect to its thickness:
Gmfc = m × Gsfc (3.27)
where m is the number of plies blocked together and Gmfc is the translaminar
fracture toughness for the m blocked plies.
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The strength predictions are very close to the experimental values (Ta-
ble 3.3). The strength decreases signiﬁcantly with respect to the increase
in laminate thickness. It is observed in the simulation that the load-drop is
accompanied by a widespread propagation of delamination along the -45/0
interface. This compares well with the experimental observations [53]. The
failure patterns, immediately after the load-drop, for all the plies and the
interfaces of the 2 mm thick and the 4 mm thick laminates, are plotted in
Figure 3.12a and compared against an experimental X-Ray image in Fig-
ure 3.12b. It can be observed that the predicted delamination areas are
within the boundaries deﬁned by the matrix cracks from adjacent plies,
which are in good agreement with those shown on the experimental image.
A comparison of the delamination patterns on all the interfaces is shown in
Figure 3.13, where the predictions are compared against the experimental
X-Ray images from [128]. A close agreement between the simulation pat-
terns and experimental images can be observed. In the simulation, both the
2 mm thick and the 4 mm thick specimens have the largest failure occurring
at the -45/0 interface and they are of approximately the same area. The
decrease in strength on thicker ply-scaled laminates can be explained by
the fact that, for the same critical extent of delamination at the -45/0 ply
interface, which requires a certain amount of strain energy released from
the specimen, the thicker laminate is able to provide this amount of strain
energy (from a larger volume of material) with a smaller strain energy den-
sity (which corresponds to smaller critical stresses and strains). This is
reﬂected globally as smaller global strains and cross-sectional stresses at
the point of load-drop for thicker ply-scaled laminates. Similarly as in the
case of pull-out failure patterns (Figure 3.9, CSLI Final), the matrix cracks
in the ±45 plies are not all aligned correctly along the ﬁbre directions (see
Figure 3.12a, ±45 failure patterns). This is the inherent limitation of the
smeared crack model in capturing correctly the crack propagation direc-
tions when the mesh is not aligned with the crack path [43, 128, 144, 146].
The consequence of this limitation is however not found to be signiﬁcant
in this case, primarily because the most critical cracks are the 0 ply longi-
tudinal matrix splits rather than the ±45 cracks [53, 153].
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Figure 3.12: Failure patterns for ply-scaled laminates of d=3.175 mm and
of lay-up [45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]s
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between simulation and experiment of the de-
lamination patterns for the ply-scaled laminates of d=3.175
mm and of lay-up [45m/90m/ − 45m/0m]s
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3.4.3 In-plane size eﬀect of sublaminate-scaled spec-
imens
CSLI models were created for the two sublaminate-scaled 4 mm thick spec-
imens with larger in-plane sizes as described in Table 3.4. The element size
close to the hole is kept to be 0.57 mm to ensure that two cohesive ele-
ments are present in the cohesive zone in the area around the hole. Good
agreement between simulations and experiments is obtained (Table 3.4).
Since uniform and deterministic material properties are used in the numer-
ical model, the predicted size eﬀect is deterministic. This result supports
the discussion in Section 3.2.1 which argues that the energetic size eﬀect
theory is the predominant theory for the size eﬀect of open-hole composite
laminates. The cohesive zone model is therefore an important component
of constitutive models for composites.
Table 3.4: In-plane size eﬀect of sublaminate-
scaled specimens. Lay-up: [45/90/ −
45/0]4s
Hole diameter
Strength (MPa)
Experiment Simulation
d=3.175 mm 478 (cv, 3.09%) 499.4 (+4.48%)
d=6.35 mm 433 (cv, 2.03%) 432.9 (+0.02%)
d=12.7 mm 374 (cv, 1.01%) 357 (-4.5%)
3.4.4 In-plane size eﬀect of ply-scaled specimens
The in-plane size eﬀect of the ply-scaled specimens is also studied. Two
ply-scaled 4 mm thick specimens with larger in-plane dimensions, as shown
in Table 3.5, are modelled with the CSLI model. The element size is de-
termined by Equation 3.20 for the entire area of the laminate. h = 4 × t
for the area close to the hole and h = 12 × t for the area close to the grip.
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The delamination failure mode is captured on all cases, where the load-
drop is preceded by the extensive delamination on the -45/0 interfaces,
similar as those shown in Figure 3.13. The strength predictions are sum-
marized in Table 3.5. The predictions are in good agreement with the
experiment; however, they show relative errors of around 10% on the two
larger specimens, which are comparatively larger than those of the previ-
ous predictions (less than 5%). These errors could be caused by the fact
that the stress concentration caused by the matrix cracks on the inter-
faces is not accurately captured by the smeared crack formulation used
for matrix crack modelling in this study. In smeared crack formulations,
matrix cracks are smeared out, so are the crack tips at the interfaces (Fig-
ure 3.14). Since the stress concentration caused by matrix crack tips at the
interfaces is responsible for inducing delamination, smeared crack formu-
lations have diﬃculties in reproducing this stress concentration accurately.
Alternatively, it is possible to introduce the interaction into the material
constitutive law for the cohesive elements as done in [2]. Another way of
modelling the matrix crack/delamination interaction is to explicitly repre-
sent matrix cracks in the element formulation so that the stress concentra-
tion at the interface can be better modelled, such as the approaches used in
[135, 146]. A nodal integration scheme was used on the cohesive elements
in [146] to capture the matrix crack/delamination interaction in the situa-
tion of a major delamination [145]. The recent work of Fang et al. [49] has
shown that it is important to not only explicitly represent the matrix cracks
but also to represent the matrix crack tips at the interfaces to accurately
capture the initiation of the local delamination. They have developed a
breakable two-dimensional interface cohesive element that breaks into two
parts when matrix cracks appear from adjacent plies. Chapter 4 proposes
a novel method which models multiple plies and multiple cohesive cracks
within one element, such that the element topology changes with respect
to the development of cracks to accurately model the interaction between
diﬀerent cracks.
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Figure 3.14: The smeared crack model approximates the sharp matrix
crack tip into a blunted crack tip on the interface
Table 3.5: In-plane size eﬀect of ply-scaled speci-
mens. Lay-up: [454/904/ − 454/04]s
Hole diameter
Strength (MPa)
Experiment Simulation
d=3.175 mm 275 (cv, 5.56%) 278.4 (+1.2%)
d=6.35 mm 285 (cv, 5.17%) 317.4 (+11.4%)
d=12.7 mm 362 (cv, 2.60%) 332.6 (-9.4%)
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Figure 3.15: Summary of the predictions on strength size eﬀects
3.4.5 Parametric sensitivity analysis
The majority of the specimens studied above fail in a pull-out or delami-
nation failure mode, where the modelling of delamination is critical to the
accurate prediction of the overall failure. In the in-plane tension loading,
it is obvious that the shear strength τ cT (=τ cL) and the mode II toughness
GIIc parameters of the interface are the most important parameters for
delamination modelling using cohesive elements. Diﬀerent values of these
parameters have been used in the literature. Here we perform a parametric
sensitivity analysis on both τ cT and GIIc of the interface for two selected
specimens, one failed by pulled-out and the other by delamination. Two
diﬀerent values are used for both τ cT and GIIc in the simulation, and the
results are summarized in Table 3.6. With diﬀerent shear strength and
toughness values, cohesive zone lengths are eﬀectively diﬀerent from those
of the baseline models, and a new element size is calculated based on Equa-
tion 3.20 so as to allow a minimum to two elements in the cohesive zone
for each case studied. A higher shear strength would reduce the cohesive
zone length and therefore a ﬁner mesh is needed to accurately capture the
stress proﬁle in the cohesive zone. A higher toughness, on the other hand,
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would increase the cohesive zone and as a result a relatively coarser mesh
can be employed. It is found that when this mesh requirement is satisﬁed,
the failure pattern predictions remain unchanged as compared to those of
the baseline models. It can be seen in Table 3.6 that the variation of these
parameters have little inﬂuence on the strength prediction of the pulled-
out failure mode, but have signiﬁcant eﬀect on that of the delamination
failure mode. These results show that for specimens failed by pull-out, the
CSLI model gives good strength prediction which is not sensitive to the
interface properties (note that the modelling of delamination also ensures
mesh-objectivity of the strength prediction, as analysed in Section 3.3).
However, for specimens failed by delamination, both the strength and the
toughness parameters of the cohesive elements are important for accurate
predictions of the laminate strength. Established experimental procedures,
such as the Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) test and Four point bend End-
Notched Flexure (4ENF) test, exist for the measurement of interface frac-
ture toughness parameters and the values used here are obtained from
these tests. The interface strength parameters are however often assumed
to be the typical strengths of the epoxy matrix material [56] or reduced to
smaller values so as to relax the size constraints on cohesive elements [141]
(which is the approach followed here). Therefore, the accuracy of the CSLI
model on the quantitative strength predictions for the laminates failed by
delamination (Section 3.4.2 and Section 3.4.4) is limited by the model’s
sensitivity to the interface shear strength parameter used.
It is worth-mentioning that the mesh-reﬁnement with respect to the
cohesive zone length according to Equation 3.20 only ensures the proper
modelling of the cohesive zone and the associated amount of energy dissi-
pation after the onset of delamination. The accurate prediction of delami-
nation onset however may require a diﬀerent level of mesh reﬁnement; this
could be the cause of the large over-predictions in the strength predictions
of the delamination case. Theoretically, a further reﬁned mesh would ap-
proximate better the sharp matrix crack, and therefore lead to a higher
stress concentration on the interface, which would in turn trigger an earlier
propagation of delamination and subsequently result in a lower laminate
strength. However, further mesh reﬁnement is computationally expensive
and the right extent of reﬁnement is diﬃcult to be estimated. A more ac-
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curate and eﬃcient way of modelling would be to explicitly represent the
sharp matrix crack as done in [135, 146] or by the method proposed in the
next chapter.
Table 3.6: Parametric sensitivity analysis
Failure
modes
Experimental
strength
(MPa)
Predicted strength (MPa) with
τ cT = 50
MPa
GIIc =
0.631
kJ/m2
τ cT = 90
MPa
GIIc =
0.631
kJ/m2
τ cT = 50
MPa
GIIc = 1
kJ/m2
Pull-out 570 (cv,
7.69%)
566.6
(-0.6%)
589.9
(+3.5%)
591.2
(+3.7%)
Delamination 396 (cv,
5.18%)
410.8
(+3.7%)
490
(+23.7%)
514.8
(+30%)
3.5 Conclusion
This chapter presents a numerical study of the size eﬀects observed on
open-hole composite laminates. On the numerical side, it is shown that
models without considering delamination give mesh-dependent and over-
estimated strength predictions and therefore are not suitable for the failure
modelling of composite laminates. The CSLI model, where the ﬁbre break-
ing and matrix cracking are modelled by the smeared crack formulation
and delamination is modelled by cohesive elements, gives accurate and
mesh-independent strength predictions when a minimum of two cohesive
elements are inside the numerical cohesive zone determined by the formula
proposed in [58].
The thickness-dependence of the translaminar fracture toughness is ac-
counted for in the numerical modelling, and the thickness size eﬀect of
the sublaminate-scaled specimens is predicted by a deterministic model.
Therefore, it is concluded that the thickness size eﬀect is deterministic and
the thickness-dependence of translaminar fracture toughness needs to be
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taken into account in the failure modelling of composites. The in-plane
size eﬀect of the sublaminate-scaled specimens is predicted with uniform
input properties which shows that the in-plane size eﬀect associated with
ﬁbre-breaking is deterministic. For the ply-scaled specimens which fail
by delamination, good predictions on the failure mode and patterns are
obtained with the CSLI model. However, the model has limitations on ac-
curately representing the stress concentration caused by the matrix crack
tip at the interface, and the laminate strength prediction is shown to be
sensitive to the interface shear strength used for the cohesive elements.
Therefore, the quantitative prediction by this model on the strengths of
the laminates failed by delamination is limited.
A guideline of choosing appropriate numerical methods can be pro-
posed:
(a) if the laminate fails in a brittle manner with minimal delamination,
then the CLT model can be used [29].
(b) if there is delamination but the load-drop is still caused by ply failure
(such as pull-out), then the CSLI model can be used.
(c) if the laminate fails by widespread delamination between plies before
all plies break, then the matrix crack/delamination interaction becomes
critical. In this case, the CSLI model can give a qualitative analysis of the
failure mode and the trend of the size eﬀect, but have limitations on quan-
titative strength predictions. A model which better captures the matrix
crack/delamination interaction such as the ones proposed in [2, 135, 146]
and Chapter 4 can be used for higher accuracy.
In the case where the failure mode of the laminate cannot be estimated
before analysis, the CSLI model can be ﬁrstly used to predict the failure
mode of the specimen. If the predicted failure mode is brittle failure or
pull-out, then the predicted strength can be considered reliable. However
if the predicted failure mode is delamination, then the predicted strength
is no longer accurate and a revised analysis with a more advanced model
for matrix crack/delamination interaction is needed for a more reliable
strength prediction. Furthermore, the predicted matrix crack directions by
the smeared crack model can be biased by the mesh orientation. Although
the eﬀect of this limitation is not found to be signiﬁcant in this study, it
limits the applicability of the model in generic situations where the mesh
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is not necessarily aligned with the critical cracks [43, 128, 144, 146]. In
such cases, a method which explicitly represent matrix cracks in a mesh-
independent manner is required. A new numerical method will be presented
in the next chapter for these purposes.
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Chapter 4
Floating Node Method
In this chapter, a new method is presented for the explicit modelling of dis-
continuities within a ﬁnite element, which is shown to possess some advan-
tages in the modelling of complex damage and failure scenarios over existing
methods (see Chapter 2). Figure 4.1 compares the computational archi-
tectures of the reviewed methods in Chapter 2 which explicitly represent
the discontinuities, namely the remeshing method, XFEM and the PNM.
The remeshing method is essentially a re-application of the standard FEM,
according to an updated geometry and with carefully optimized element
size and shape; the element formulation and assembly procedure remain
the same as in FEM [4, 8, 9, 26, 74, 75, 77, 86, 93–95, 101, 122–124, 134]
. XFEM [7, 21, 23, 51, 59, 63, 65, 73, 92, 97, 116, 117, 129, 130] enriches
the element interpolation functions to explicitly represent the displacement
ﬁelds in the presence of discontinuities, i.e., each element is changed to a
diﬀerent formulation when a crack propagates within its domain. The PNM
[6, 33, 46, 49, 50, 57, 83, 89–91, 113, 118, 126, 127, 143, 146, 147] introduces
one more level of hierarchy in the assembly architecture; each damaged el-
ement is replaced with two or more sub-elements, whose system matrices
are ﬁrstly assembled within the original element system equation, before
being assembled together as one element into the global system. In sum-
mary, remeshing models crack propagation globally (i.e., in the main pro-
gramme) through updating the domain geometry while XFEM and PNM
do it locally (i.e., in the local element subroutine) through modifying the
element formulation. With the latter approach, the global quantities (ge-
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of assembly architectures of diﬀerent methods
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ometry, mesh and element connectivities) remain unchanged as opposed to
the general case in remeshing. Extra databases used in remeshing for the
storage, update and transfer (from the old mesh to the new one) of solution
dependent variables are not needed as they can be directly updated in the
local element. The local approach of XFEM and PNM is particularly ad-
vantageous in the modelling of composite structures where the number of
cracks is generally large and the geometries of crack networks can be very
complex. In such cases, updating the crack geometries and the mesh in
the main programme (as done in remeshing) is not an eﬃcient approach of
modelling and its capability can be limited; while with XFEM and PNM,
more cracks can be eﬀectively modelled with more enriched or partitioned
local elements, whose calculations are standardized and remain relatively
simple. These advantages of XFEM and PNM have lead to several appli-
cations of these methods in the progressive failure modelling of composites
[50, 65, 73, 83, 135, 143, 146, 147].
We propose a new method, a Floating Node Method (FNM), which is
similar to the PNM in terms of computational architecture, where disconti-
nuities are modelled locally within an element by partitioning the original
element into sub-elements (Figure 4.1d). The FNM has the following ad-
vantages over the PNM:
• the integration of sub-elements is simpler, as it does not require nu-
merical integration over only part of a domain after transforming to
the natural space;
• it can incorporate weak discontinuities and cohesive cracks readily;
• it is ideally suited for the representation of multiple and complex
networks of discontinuities, such as the multiple T-shaped cracks in
Section 4.4;
• it does not introduce an error on the crack geometry when mapping
from physical to natural coordinates; and
• it is conceptually simpler.
In terms of solution, the FNM is equivalent to local remeshing within the
cracked element; but crucially, the FNM:
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• is structurally diﬀerent in computational architecture;
• is computationally more eﬃcient than remeshing (eg. no modiﬁca-
tion of global quantities such as initial geometry, mesh and element
connectivities) when modelling a large number of cracks and complex
crack networks, such as those typically found in composite laminates;
• can be readily implemented in relatively closed FE codes (using user-
deﬁned elements); and
• allows sub-elements within an original element to readily share infor-
mation.
When applying to the progressive failure modelling of composites, the
FNM:
• can model multiple plies and interfaces of a composite laminate within
a user-deﬁned element;
• can readily share information between diﬀerent plies and interfaces
within the local element;
• can model both matrix cracking and delamination within an element;
and
• can predict the interaction between matrix cracking and delamination
accurately.
Due to the similarities of the proposed FNM with the existing PNM,
we review the PNM in Section 4.1, before introducing the proposed FNM
in Section 4.2. Validation examples are presented in Section 4.3, and ap-
plications are shown in Section 4.4, before concluding in Section 4.5.
4.1 Overview of the Phantom Node Method
4.1.1 Introduction
The static equilibrium of a body with volume Ω under body forces with
density f (acting on Ω) and traction t acting on the boundary ΓΩ can be
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Figure 4.2: Phantom Node Method
expressed in the weak form as:
∫
Ω
T(v)σ (u) dΩ =
∫
Ω
vTf dΩ +
∫
ΓΩ
vTt dΓΩ (4.1)
where u is the displacement vector; v is the test function;  is the strain
tensor, related to u through the diﬀerential operator relative to Cartesian
coordinates Lx as  = Lx(u); and σ is the stress tensor, related to the
strains through Hook’s law as σ = D, with D being the constitutive
tensor.
In the PNM, each real node i (characterised by its nodal coordinates xi
and associated DoF qi) is accompanied by a phantom node i′ (characterised
by the same nodal coordinates xi′ , i.e. xi′ ≡ xi, and associated DoF qi′ ; in
general, qi′ 
= qi). Figure 4.2 shows on the top left an example of a ﬁnite el-
ement suitable for the PNM; the positions of the real nodes ([x1,x2,x3,x4])
coincide with the positions of the phantom nodes ([x1′ ,x2′ ,x3′ ,x4′ ]).
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4.1.2 Without a discontinuity
If there is no discontinuity to be modelled by the element (e.g. before
failure), the element is simply a standard ﬁnite element. The vector of
nodal coordinates is given as xΩ. In the case of Figure 4.2,
xTΩ =
[
xT1 ,xT2 ,xT3 ,xT4
]
=
[
xT1′ ,xT2′ ,xT3′ ,xT4′
]
. (4.2)
The Jacobian of the transformation from physical coordinates x to nat-
ural coordinates ξ is:
J = dxdξ =
dN
dξ xΩ , (4.3)
where N is a standard matrix of shape functions. Assuming an isopara-
metric formulation, the displacement ﬁeld u is related to the real DoF q
through the same matrix N, i.e.:
u = Nq. (4.4)
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In the case of Figure 4.2, qT =
[
qT1 ,qT2 ,qT3 ,qT4
]
. The strains can also
be expressed in terms of the real DoF q as:
 = Lx (u) = Lξ (N)J−1q = Bq with B = Lξ (N)J−1, (4.5)
leading to the stiﬀness matrix:
K =
∫
Ξ
BTDB det (J) dΞ, (4.6)
where Ξ is the integration domain (in natural coordinates) corresponding
to Ω (in physical coordinates), and to the vector of nodal forces:
Q =
∫
Ξ
NTf det (J) dΞ +
∫
ΓΞ
NTt det (J) dΓΞ (4.7)
where ΓΞ is similarly the boundary corresponding to ΓΩ. The weak form
of equilibrium, Equation 4.1, becomes then:
Kq = Q. (4.8)
Equation 4.8 involves only the real DoF; for completeness, the phantom
DoF can be deﬁned using constraint equations so that they coincide with
the real DoF; otherwise, they can be removed from the system of equations
during the assembly process.
4.1.3 With a strong discontinuity
A discontinuity in the element can be predicted through generic stress-
based criteria or otherwise; Section 4.2.9 delves in more detail into prop-
agation models and criteria. Once a discontinuity is predicted, the points
at which it crosses the element are deﬁned (points with coordinates xr and
xs in Figure 4.2). In this case, the vector of nodal coordinates xΩ is still
given by Equation 4.2, and the Jacobian J is still given by Equation 4.3.
However, the element is split in two sub-elements ΩA and ΩB, as indicated
in Figure 4.2, and the displacement u is no longer related to the real DoF q
by Equation 4.4. Instead, the displacements uA and uB, in sub-elements
ΩA and ΩB respectively, are interpolated separately from the respective
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DoF:
uA = NqA and uB = NqB. (4.9)
In the case of Figure 4.2, qTA =
[
qT1′ ,qT2′ ,qT3 ,qT4
]
and qTB =
[
qT1 ,qT2 ,qT3′ ,qT4′
]
.
The strains then become:
A = Lx (uA) = Lξ (N)J−1qA = BqA, B = Lξ (N)J−1 (4.10)
B = Lx (uB) = Lξ (N)J−1qB = BqB. (4.11)
Note that the B matrix (Equations 4.10 and 4.11) is the same for both
sub-elements ΩA and ΩB; their respective stiﬀness matrices are obtained
by integrating over the corresponding domains in the natural space, i.e.:
KA =
∫
ΞA
BTDB det (J) dΞ and KB =
∫
ΞB
BTDB det (J) dΞ. (4.12)
Note that the integrands for sub-elements ΩA and ΩB in Equation 4.12
are the same; only the integration domains (ΞA and ΞB respectively) are
diﬀerent. Similarly, the force vectors are:
QA =
∫
ΞA
NTf det (J) dΞ +
∫
ΓΞA
NTt det (J) dΓΞ and (4.13)
QB =
∫
ΞB
NTf det (J) dΞ +
∫
ΓΞB
NTt det (J) dΓΞ, (4.14)
where again the integrands are the same for both sub-elements but the
integration domains diﬀer. From Equation 4.1, the equations of equilibrium
for the two sub-elements are:
KAqA = QA and KBqB = QB. (4.15)
Finally, the equation of equilibrium of the Phantom Node (PN) element
is the assembly of those of the two sub-elements:
Kq = Q. (4.16)
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where
K =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
KA
KB
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (4.17)
and
qT =
[
qTA, qTB
]
, (4.18)
and
QT =
[
QTA, QTB
]
. (4.19)
4.1.4 With other types of discontinuities and scenar-
ios
Weak discontinuities can be modelled with the PNM, for instance, by using
appropriate constraints between the displacements of the two sub-elements
along the discontinuous interface Γ:
uA (Γ) = uB (Γ) ⇒ N (Γ) (qA − qB) = 0. (4.20)
The above constraint equation involves all the DoF, i.e. both the real
DoF and the phantom DoF (note that the shape function interpolations
in the PNM along the discontinuity interface are all non-zero (Figure 4.2),
thus all terms in qA and qB are used to interpolate the displacements of the
two sub-elements along that surface). The number of DoF for modelling
weak discontinuities is therefore the same as that for modelling strong
discontinuities.
Similarly, cohesive cracks can be modelled for instance by introducing
a suitable non-linear forcing function between uA (Γ) and uB (Γ) of Equa-
tion 4.20, which would then also depend on both the real and the phantom
DoF sets as in the case for weak discontinuity. Therefore, in the case of
Figure 4.2, the cohesive traction directly aﬀects eight DoF sets; while in
the FEM/remeshing method, the cohesive crack is explicitly represented by
a linear cohesive element which contains only four DoF sets. As a result,
more coupling terms are present in the eventual stiﬀness matrix (which is
less favourable for calculation) in the PNM than in the FEM/remeshing
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method.
While the PNM is well suited for modelling an individual discontinu-
ity within an element, extensions which allow modelling more complex
networks of discontinuities (such as multiple intersecting cohesive cracks)
become considerably more challenging.
4.1.5 Comparison with other methods
Comparison with XFEM
The PNM has been shown to be equivalent to XFEM with Heaviside en-
richement [5, 127]. The PNM displacement solution over a cracked element
can be expressed as:
u (x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
uA (x) if x ∈ ΩA;
uB (x) if x ∈ ΩB,
(4.21)
which is equivalent to:
u = H uA + (1 − H)uB, (4.22)
where
H (x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 if x ∈ ΩA;
0 if x ∈ ΩB.
(4.23)
After rearrangement, u becomes:
u = uB + H (uA − uB) . (4.24)
Since the two superposing sub-elements in the PNM are identical in
shape in physical coordinates (Figure 4.2), they share the same inter-
polation functions in physical coordinates, i.e., uA (x) = Φ (x) qA and
uB (x) = Φ (x) qB, where Φ is the shape function matrix in physical coor-
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dinates; thus, u can be expressed as:
u (x) = Φ (x) qB + H (x) Φ (x) (qA − qB) (4.25)
Denoting q◦ = qB and q∗ = qA − qB, we obtain the standard XFEM
expression of the displacement solution [21, 92]:
u (x) = Φ (x) q◦ + H (x) Φ (x) q∗ (4.26)
where q◦ and q∗ correspond to the standard and enriched DoF, respec-
tively. Therefore, the PNM and the XFEM with Heaviside enrichment are
equivalent variations of each other in terms of displacement approximation.
However, the two methods diﬀer in terms of methodology and implementa-
tion in that the PNM duplicates the number of nodes to form an assembly
of two superposing sub-elements, while XFEM keeps the number of nodes
constant; and that the PNM uses only standard FEM shape functions
for the displacement approximation, while XFEM employs extra enrich-
ment functions for it; and that the PNM associates only the displacement
DoF with each node, while XFEM assigns extra DoF at each node. The
PNM is easier to be implemented in existing FEM packages than XFEM
as it is more compatible with the conventional FEM architecture, where
it is easier to duplicate an element than introducing enrichment functions
into its formulation.
Comparison with FEM/remeshing
The equations of equilibrium of the PNM (Equation 4.15, see also Fig-
ure 4.2) are fundamentally diﬀerent from those of an equivalent ﬁnite ele-
ment mesh representing the same discontinuity explicitly (Figure 4.3). As
shown in Figure 4.3, the two elements on ΩA and ΩB in the FEM or remesh-
ing are transformed to the natural coordinates for integration through dif-
ferent Jacobians and full integration is performed on the element domain,
as opposed to the approach in the PNM (Figure 4.2). Furthermore, the two
elements on ΩA and ΩB in remeshing are created according to the global ge-
ometry and are assembled directly into the global system equation; those
in the PNM are created according to the local element’s damage status
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and are assembled locally within the PN element (c.f. Figure 4.1b and
Figure 4.1d). In this way, the original mesh and the element connectivities
remain unchanged in the PNM and no geometrical update and mesh regen-
eration is needed, as opposed to in remeshing [4, 8, 9, 26, 74, 75, 77, 86, 93–
95, 101, 122–124, 134].
Figure 4.2 highlights that the PNM introduces in general an error in the
representation of the geometry of discontinuities, when mapping the dis-
continuities from the physical to the natural space. For instance, a straight
crack will in general not be straight in the natural space; this is due to the
fact that the shape functions of a quadrilateral element contain the term
ξη, making the interpolation nonlinear within the element domain. In the
actual calculation, a curved crack is often approximated as a straight crack
so as to form polygonal sub-domains for numerical integrations [51]. This is
also mentioned in [113] and demonstrated with an example in Appendix B.
The integration over the partial domains ΞA and ΞB (Figure 4.2) consti-
tutes another source of complexity. It should be noted that as XFEM is
equivalent to the PNM, the same error and complexity exist in XFEM in
the transformation and integration of cracked elements [51]; however, they
are not associated with the FEM or remeshing method as the crack coin-
cides with edges of the elements along which the interpolation is always
linear, and integration is always performed on the full element domain
(Figure 4.3).
4.2 Floating Node Method
4.2.1 Overview of the approach
Section 4.1 shows that, in the PNM, phantom DoF do not need an associ-
ated position vector before the element is split (Section 4.1.2). After the
element is split, the nodal position associated with the phantom DoF is
not the most suitable in terms of transformation to the natural coordi-
nate system nor in terms of integration (Section 4.1.4). In fact, when a
crack needs to be propagated within an element, the nodal coordinates
of new crack tips are calculated from the failure theory, and thus they be-
come directly available to deﬁne the two material domains separated by the
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crack, which are the actual integration domains of the two sub-elements in
Figure 4.2. Transformation and integration directly performed on these
material domains, rather than on the partial domains of the PN element,
would constitute a more straightforward choice of calculation.
This observation forms the basis of the FNM, which we detail in this
section. In the FNM, see Figure 4.4, each real node i is characterised by
its nodal coordinates xi and associated DoF qi; in addition, the element
contains a suitable number of ﬂoating DoF, i.e., DoF without pre-deﬁned
associated nodal position vectors. For implementation in existing FE codes,
DoF cannot in general be deﬁned independently without associated nodal
coordinates. Therefore, in the current implementation, ﬂoating DoF are
deﬁned in the form of ﬂoating nodes where any position vector, such as
the origin, can be associated to their DoF (thus the name ﬂoating nodes);
these position vectors are not used in the analysis. This will be detailed in
Section 4.2.9. Figure 4.4 shows an example of such an element with four real
nodes (1 to 4, deﬁning the geometry through x1, ...,x4 and with associated
DoF sets q1, ...,q4) and four further ﬂoating nodes with associated sets of
ﬂoating DoF (q5, ...,q8) required to represent a strong discontinuity.
4.2.2 Without a discontinuity
If there is no discontinuity to be modelled by the element (e.g. before
failure), the formulation is the same as in the standard FEM or the PNM.
The vector of nodal coordinates is given as xΩ. In the case of Figure 4.4,
xΩ is given by the same equation as in the PNM, Equation 4.2. The
Jacobian of the transformation is equally given by Equation 4.3. Assuming
an isoparametric formulation, the displacement ﬁeld u is also related to
the real DoF q through Equation 4.4. The strains are given by Equation
4.5, and the stiﬀness matrix and vector of nodal forces by Equations 4.6
and 4.7 respectively, thus leading to the equilibrium equations expressed
in Equation 4.8.
4.2.3 With a strong discontinuity
Once a discontinuity in the element is predicted (see Section 4.2.9), and
thus the coordinates of the points which deﬁne the intersection between
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Figure 4.4: Floating Node Method
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the discontinuity and the element (xr and xs in Figure 4.4) deﬁned, the
proposed formulation becomes diﬀerent from the PNM presented in Sec-
tion 4.1.3. As the discontinuity is deﬁned, the element is split in two or
more sub-elements (depending on the discontinuity). Without loss of gen-
erality, we will illustrate in detail ﬁrstly the most typical situation in which
the element is split in two sub-elements, ΩA and ΩB (Figure 4.4).
Unlike in the PNM, we make direct use of the coordinates of crack
boundaries, xr and xs, and deﬁne a vector of nodal coordinates for each sub-
element ΩA and ΩB, xΩA and xΩB respectively. For the case in Figure 4.4,
these would be (c.f. Equation 4.2):
xTΩA =
[
xTr ,xTs ,xT3 ,xT4
]
and xTΩB =
[
xT1 ,xT2 ,xTs ,xTr
]
. (4.27)
Unlike in the PNM, each sub-element has then a separate Jacobian
(c.f. Equation 4.3),
JA =
dx
dξ =
dN
dξ xΩA and JB =
dx
dξ =
dN
dξ xΩB . (4.28)
The displacements uA and uB, in sub-elements ΩA and ΩB respectively,
are interpolated separately from the respective DoF. Assuming an isopara-
metric formulation,
uA = NqA and uB = NqB. (4.29)
qA and qB are formed by using a suitable number of ﬂoating DoF. In
the case of Figure 4.4, which represents a strong discontinuity, qTA =[
qT8 ,qT7 ,qT3 ,qT4
]
and qTB =
[
qT1 ,qT2 ,qT6 ,qT5
]
which employs four sets of
ﬂoating DoF: q5, q6, q7 and q8. Note that no initial coordinates
need to be associated with these ﬂoating DoF; they are not needed in
the analysis. If, for instance, a weak discontinuity were to be mod-
elled, only two sets of ﬂoating DoF would be included in the element,
i.e., q5 and q6 would coincide with q7 and q8 (Figure 4.5a).
The strains then become (c.f. Equations 4.10 and 4.11):
A = Lx (uA) = Lξ (N)J−1A qA = BAqA, BA = Lξ (N)J−1A , (4.30)
B = Lx (uB) = Lξ (N)J−1B qB = BBqB, BB = Lξ (N)J−1B . (4.31)
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The stiﬀness matrices for sub-elements ΩA and ΩB are (c.f. Equation 4.12):
KA =
∫
Ξ
BTADBA det (JA) dΞ and KB =
∫
Ξ
BTBDBB det (JB) dΞ.
(4.32)
Note that the integrands for sub-elements ΩA and ΩB in Equation 4.32 are
diﬀerent; full integration on the natural domain Ξ is performed for both
sub-elements and standard Gauss integration procedures can be employed.
Similarly, the force vectors are (c.f. Equations 4.13 and 4.14):
QA =
∫
Ξ
NTf det (JA) dΞ +
∫
ΓΞ
NTt det (JA) dΓΞ and
QB =
∫
Ξ
NTf det (JB) dΞ +
∫
ΓΞ
NTt det (JB) dΓΞ.
(4.33)
From Equation 4.1, the equations of equilibrium for the two sub-elements
are:
KAqA = QA and KBqB = QB. (4.34)
Finally, in the same way as the PNM, the equation of equilibrium of the
Floating Node (FN) element is the assembly of those of the two sub-
elements:
Kq = Q. (4.35)
where
K =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
KA
KB
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (4.36)
and
qT =
[
qTA, qTB
]
, (4.37)
and
QT =
[
QTA, QTB
]
. (4.38)
Comparing Figure 4.4 with Figure 4.3, it is easy to verify that un-
like in the PNM, the system equations of a sub-element in the FNM are
the same as those of a standard ﬁnite element deﬁned on the same do-
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(a) Weak discontinuity (b) Cohesive crack
Figure 4.5: Weak discontinuity and cohesive crack
main. Therefore, in terms of the solution, the FN element after splitting
(Figure 4.4) is equivalent to a FEM mesh representing the same cracking
scenario (Figure 4.3), and thus the error in the representation of the dis-
continuity geometry associated with the PNM (Section 4.1.5) is mitigated
in this case.
4.2.4 With weak discontinuities and cohesive cracks
The representation of weak discontinuities is analogous to the representa-
tion of strong discontinuities, requiring only fewer ﬂoating DoF, the latter
being shared (through the assembly process) between both sub-elements
(Figure 4.5a). This is simpler to implement and involves less DoF, than in
the PNM where the modelling of a weak discontinuity requires constraints
imposed on generally all the DoF (Section 4.1.4).
Cohesive cracks (Figure 4.5b) can be represented by partitioning the
integration domain Ω into two quadrilaterals (ΩA and ΩB) and a surface
(ΓΩc). Consider an element as in Figure 4.5b with integration domain Ω
partitioned into two sub-elements with integration domains ΩA and ΩB, as
well as a cohesive sub-element with integration domain ΓΩc . The left hand
side of the equilibrium equation (Equation 4.1) can be expanded from the
integration domain Ω to the three integration domains ΩA, ΩB and ΓΩc :∫
Ω
T(v)σ(u) dΩ =
∫
ΩA
T(v)σ(u) dΩ+
∫
ΩB
T(v)σ(u) dΩ+
∫
ΓΩc
vTτc(u) dΓΩc .
(4.39)
where • represents the jump of a function between the top and bottom
surfaces of the cohesive element, and τc is the traction vector acting on the
surfaces of the cohesive sub-element. In this section, we are interested in
using the last term on the right hand side of Equation 4.39 to deﬁne the
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stiﬀness matrix for the cohesive sub-element.
The cohesive element topology can be deﬁned through the vector of
nodal coordinates xΓΩc which deﬁnes the discontinuity; in the case of Fig-
ure 4.5b, and using the notation in Figure 4.4, xTΓΩc =
[
xTr ,xTs
]
. The
physical coordinates of a point can be deﬁned from the natural coordinates
using suitable shape functions, as x = NCExΓΩc , leading to the Jacobian
of the transformation:
JCE =
dx
dξ =
dNCE
dξ xΓΩc . (4.40)
The displacement jump u (and v) can be obtained from the DoF as:
u = [NCE − NCE]qCE. (4.41)
In the case of Figure 4.5b, and using the notation in Figure 4.4, qTCE =[
qT5 ,qT6 ,qT7 ,qT8
]
, i.e., the DoF vector of the cohesive sub-element is entirely
formed by ﬂoating DoF. The traction vector τc is typically related to the
displacement jump through a constitutive relation of the form:
τc = DCEu = DCE [NCE − NCE]qCE. (4.42)
where DCE embodies the cohesive constitutive law. Replacing Equa-
tions 4.41 and 4.42 in the last term on the right hand side of Equation 4.39
leads to the deﬁnition of the stiﬀness matrix for the cohesive sub-element:
KCE =
∫
ΓΞc
[NCE − NCE]T DCE [NCE − NCE]JCE dΓΞc . (4.43)
Therefore, with the FNM, the ﬂoating DoF sets can directly interpolate
the displacement jump across the cohesive interface. The stiﬀness matrix
of the cohesive sub-element is locally assembled to the stiﬀness matrix of
the FN element, together with those of ΩA and ΩB. It is easy to verify
that the formulation of the cohesive sub-element is the same as that of a
standard cohesive element. In the case of a 2D linear cohesive sub-element,
the cohesive traction directly aﬀects four DoF sets, as opposed to in the
PNM where a double of that is directly involved (Section 4.1.4). Therefore,
the resulted stiﬀness matrix of the FN element after partitioning (which
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is the same as that of a FEM mesh of two quadrilateral elements and one
cohesive elements representing the same cracking scenario) has less coupling
terms than that of the PNM (Section 4.1.4).
It should be noted that the partitioning of the FN element only forms
the cohesive sub-element along the line of propagation; the eventual frac-
ture of the cohesive surface is determined by the cohesive law associated
with the cohesive sub-element. Therefore, two criteria, i.e., one to initiate
the partitioning of the FN element and one to determine the failure of the
cohesive sub-element, are needed for the eventual propagation of a cohesive
crack within a FN element (see details in Section 4.2.9).
4.2.5 Diﬀerent geometries for the discontinuities and
integration
Figure 4.4 shows one particular case for the intersection between a quadri-
lateral element and a strong discontinuity. This case leads naturally to
the partition of the domain Ω into two quadrilateral sub-domains ΩA and
ΩB; for integration, each sub-domain then maps trivially into a quadrilat-
eral element in the natural space Ξ (see Figure 4.4). Another possibility
is shown in Figure 4.6a, where a linear triangular sub-element is formed
over the partition ΩA with nodal coordinates deﬁned by the crack tip and
two real nodes, and the crack tip DoF represented by a ﬂoating DoF set
(Figure 4.7). Following the procedures presented in Section 4.2.3, it can be
shown that the resulting equilibrium equation of the triangular sub-element
is the same as that of a standard linear triangular element (Figure 4.7);
thus, standard Gauss integration method can be employed. Finally, other
possibilities for the intersection may lead to the partition of Ω into two
triangular sub-elements (Figure 4.6b) or one triangular sub-element and
one pentagon; the pentagon is then partitioned into three triangular sub-
elements for integration (Figure 4.6c). Depending on the actual intersec-
tion between the discontinuity and the element, accurate integration may
require a more complex integration scheme, such as the one shown in Fig-
ure 4.6d, where the pentagon is integrated by decomposing it into ﬁve
triangular sub-elements, using for instance Delaunay triangulation. The
pentagons in Figure 4.6c and Figure 4.6d are equivalent to a FEM mesh of
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(a) Strong discontinuity, 2nd case (b) Strong discontinuity, 3rd case
(c) Strong discontinuity, 4th case (d) Strong discontinuity, 5th case
(e) Strong discontinuity, 6th case (f) Strong discontinuity, 7th case
(g) T-crack (h) Intersecting cracks
Figure 4.6: Examples of diﬀerent geometries of elements, partitions and
discontinuities that can be modelled by the FNM(see key in
Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.7: FNM with one triangular partition and one quadrilateral par-
tition; N′ is the standard linear triangular element shape
function matrix.
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Figure 4.8: Example of local DoF, vertices and edges numbering for the
FN element in Figure 4.6h. To facilitate assembly, a pair of
ﬂoating DoF are associated with each edge, and four ﬂoating
DoF are internal.
three and ﬁve linear triangular elements respectively, and standard Gauss
integration procedures can be employed for their stiﬀness integration (note
that the DoF set associated with the centre vertex of triangulation in Fig-
ure 4.6d can be calculated from those of the other vertices through static
condensation and therefore is actually not needed).
The method is not limited to quadrilateral elements. A crack propagat-
ing through a triangular element may cut the domain into one quadrilateral
and one triangle (Figure 4.6e) or into two triangles (Figure 4.6f); both cases
can be modelled by a FNM triangular element with a suitable number of
ﬂoating DoF. Before failure initiation, the FNM triangular element would
behave like a standard linear triangular element and the ﬂoating nodes are
not used. When a discontinuity is to be modelled within its domain, the
triangular element is partitioned as shown in Figure 4.6e or Figure 4.6f; a
suitable number of ﬂoating DoF are used to form the displacement vector
of each sub-element, and the calculations of each sub-element follow from
the standard procedures presented Section 4.2.3, Figure 4.4 or Figure 4.7.
More complex scenarios for the topology of the discontinuity can be
represented, requiring only that a suitable number of ﬂoating DoF are in-
cluded in the element formulation. Figure 4.6g shows how a T-shaped
crack leads to partitioning the integration domain Ω into three quadrilat-
erals; Figure 4.6h shows that two intersecting cracks lead to the partition
of Ω into four quadrilaterals.
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(a) The FN element in Figure 4.8 can represent a wide range of cracking sce-
narios locally within its formulation.
Global system
Elm i. . . . . .
. . .
Sub i1 Sub i2 Sub i1 Sub i2
. . .
Partition 1
Sub i3
. . . . . . Partition j
(b) Schematic drawing of the calculation and assembly procedures.
Figure 4.9: A FN element can represent a wide range of cracking sce-
narios by adopting diﬀerent partitioning strategies to form
sub-elements for integration; the change from one scenario to
another can be achieved by switching between the diﬀerent
partitioning strategies within the local element calculation.
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4.2.6 Element topology and assembly
Consider, as a relatively generic example, the FN element shown in Fig-
ure 4.8 suitable to modelling two intersecting strong discontinuities. The
vertices, edges, real DoF and ﬂoating DoF are clearly labelled with their
local index numbers. The full deﬁnition of a completely generic FN element
with global index ielem can be represented as:
ielem, Node (1 : Nnode) , Edge (1 : Nedge) , rDOF (1 : NrDOF) ,
fDOFj
(
1 : NfDOFj
)
with j = 1 to Nedge, fDOFD (1 : NfDOFD)
(4.44)
where the arrays Node, Edge, rDOF, fDOFj and rDOFD contain respec-
tively the global indices for the Nnode nodes, for the Nedge edges, for the
NrDOF real DoF, for the NfDOFj ﬂoating DoF on edge j and for the NfDOFD
DoF inside the original element domain (i.e. those not at the edges), all for
element ielem.
Some ﬂoating DoF are topologically associated to the edges of the el-
ement (to represent the DoF of crack tips) which are generally shared by
neighbouring elements. As such, ﬂoating DoF must be duly assembled. To
exemplify the assembly process, we consider again the FN element shown in
Figure 4.8. During integration, the domain of this element is partitioned as
detailed previously in Figure 4.6h (see also Section 4.2.5). Each of the ﬂoat-
ing DoF is associated either to an edge (DoF sets 9 to 12) or to the inner
domain of the element (DoF sets 13 to 16). Shared ﬂoating DoF associated
with common edges of neighbouring elements are assembled to the same
positions in the global DoF vector according to their global DoF indices,
in the same way as the assembly of the shared real nodes.
A wide range of possible cracking scenarios can be modelled by such a
FN element (Figure 4.9b), and the solutions are the same as those of the
FEM meshes which represent the cracking scenarios explicitly. The change
from one scenario to another, e.g., from a single discontinuity (Figure 4.4)
to a T-crack network (Figure 4.6g) and then further to an intersecting
network (Figure 4.6h), requires only the change of the domain partitioning
strategy for stiﬀness integration and activating the right sets of ﬂoating
DoF to form the nodal DoF vectors for the new sub-elements; all these can
be directly implemented within the local FN element subroutine; no global
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update of geometry and subsequent remeshing are needed; the original
mesh and element connectivities are preserved.
4.2.7 Comparison with other methods
Comparison with PNM
Similarly to the PNM, the modelling of a crack by the FNM is essentially
realised by partitioning the original element into sub-elements to represent
the cracking scenario; all DoF of the sub-elements are only displacement
DoF and the interpolation only uses standard shape functions, making the
implementation of the FNM in existing FEM packages straightforward.
However, the diﬀerences between the PNM and the FNM are that:
• the FNM makes direct use of the available crack boundary coordi-
nates for the deﬁnition and transformation of the sub-elements (Sec-
tion 4.2.3), for which the PNM uses the coordinates of the phantom
nodes instead (Section 4.1.3); the coordinates of the ﬂoating nodes in
the FNM are not used in the calculation and eﬀectively they can be
anywhere (Section 4.2.3), while those of the phantom nodes need to
coincide with the coordinates of the real nodes in the PNM;
• in the FNM, the sub-elements are transformed onto the natural space
for integration through diﬀerent Jacobians, and the integrands for the
calculation of system matrices of the two sub-elements are diﬀerent
(Section 4.2.3); while in the PNM, the Jacobians and the integrands
of the two sub-elements are the same (Section 4.1.3); the integration
in the FNM is performed on the full domain where the standard
Gauss integration can be employed (Figure 4.4); the integration over
the partial domains ΞA and ΞB in the PNM (Figure 4.2) and XFEM
[51] is not required in the FNM;
• unlike the PNM and XFEM (see Section 4.1.5), the FNM leads to
equations of equilibrium (Equation 4.34, see also Figure 4.4) which
coincide exactly with those that would correspond to an equivalent
FE mesh representing the same discontinuity explicitly (Figure 4.3),
and thus the respective numerical solutions will always coincide; the
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error in the representation of discontinuities in the natural coordi-
nates associated with the PNM and XFEM (see Section 4.1.5) is
mitigated in the FNM (Figure 4.4);
• the FNM is naturally well suited for representing weak discontinuities
and cohesive cracks (Section 4.2.4); unlike the PNM, weak disconti-
nuities in the FNM lead directly to fewer DoF than strong discon-
tinuities; cohesive cracks can be readily represented exactly with co-
hesive sub-elements, as if cohesive elements were used directly, thus
simplifying considerably its calculation and assembly procedures as
compared to the case with the PNM (Section 4.2.4);
• while modelling more types of cracking scenarios in the PNM is chal-
lenging, this can be achieved with the FNM by simply adopting the
appropriate partitioning strategies and activating the correct sets
of ﬂoating DoF topologically associated with the FN element (Sec-
tion 4.2.6);
• by avoiding the initial choice of requiring that the extra nodes be
coincident with the real nodes (as is the case in the PNM), the FNM
is conceptually simpler to understand, as the ﬂoating DoF have a
direct meaning: the displacement at a deﬁned material point on the
surface of the discontinuity.
Comparison with remeshing
In terms of the ﬁnal solution, the FNM eﬀectively implements a local
remeshing within the cracked element. However, the FNM diﬀers from
remeshing [4, 8, 9, 26, 74, 75, 77, 86, 93–95, 101, 122–124, 134] in terms
of the methodology. Remeshing models discontinuities by essentially re-
applying the FEM over a new geometry description according to a new
mesh requirement; element formulation and assembly architecture remain
unchanged. Similarly as in the PNM, the FNM models discontinuities
within a user-deﬁned element through modifying the original element’s
formulation into an assembly of sub-elements, and the sub-element sys-
tem equations are assembled locally within the element. In this way, the
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global quantities (geometry, mesh and element connectivities) remain un-
changed in the FNM as opposed to the general case in remeshing. Extra
databases used in remeshing for the storage, update and transfer (from the
old mesh to the new one) of solution dependent variables are not needed
in the FNM; the variables are stored and updated locally within each FN
element. In remeshing, the elements (either new or old) are generally in-
dependent from each other in their calculation, and a dedicated algorithm
would be required to manage and exchange information between them;
while in the FNM, the local sub-elements are within a single element and
all their information is shared (which facilitates the modelling of multiple
intersecting cohesive cracks, see Section 4.4). Remeshing with an appropri-
ate error estimator usually leads to an optimal mesh with minimal element
distortion [9, 26, 93, 101, 122]; however, in the FNM (or XFEM and PNM),
the crack may partition the element domain into distorted shapes or very
small sub-domains which lead to diﬃculties in integration and calculation
[51].
Comparison with XFEM
The FNM is not equivalent to XFEM as opposed to the PNM (see Sec-
tion 4.1.5). This is due to the fact that the shapes of the two FNM
sub-elements in physical space are diﬀerent from each other (Figure 4.4),
and their corresponding interpolation functions in physical coordinates
(which are mapped from the same shape functions in natural coordi-
nates through diﬀerent transformations) are diﬀerent from each other, i.e.,
uA (x) = ΦA (x) qA and uB (x) = ΦB (x) qB and Equation 4.25 cannot be
obtained (note that the same arguments hold for the comparison between
XFEM and FEM/remeshing (Figure 4.3)).
4.2.8 Formulation of FN elements for composite lam-
inates
In composite laminates, matrix cracking often triggers the subsequent de-
lamination from the matrix crack tips [137, 138]. Existing computational
methods for composites usually model each ply and each interface sep-
arately, and the damage/failure status of a ply element is generally not
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(a) A non-matching mesh at a crack in-
tersection, after Fang et al. [49].
x
ushear
90◦
0◦
Node-to-edge
constraint
(b) A matching mesh representing inter-
secting cracks, after Fang et al. [49].
Figure 4.10: Modelling the intersection between matrix cracks and de-
lamination. Non-matching mesh fails to capture the dis-
placement jump across the crack tip (a); matching mesh
captures the displacement jump across the crack tip (b).
available to its adjacent interface element. When a matrix crack occurs
in the ply element (e.g., using the PNM), the cohesive element at the in-
terface does not reﬂect this discontinuity, leading to a non-matching mesh
at the matrix crack tip (Figure 4.10a). Fang et al. [49] showed that using
non-matching meshes at a crack intersection leads to an inaccurate repre-
sentation of the displacement jump (and hence of the cohesive traction)
at the interface (Figure 4.10a); capturing correctly the displacement jump
requires further DoF at the intersection between cracks (Figure 4.10b).
They then developed a breakable cohesive element using the Augmented
FEM (an approach very similar to the PNM), such that the cohesive ele-
ment breaks into two sub-elements when the adjacent ply elements break;
such an approach requires passing damage variables among diﬀerent ele-
ments across the thickness of the laminate which is non-trivial to implement
within existing FEM packages.
With the capability of modelling complex crack networks shown in Sec-
tion 4.2.5, the FNM can be applied to formulate speciﬁc elements for com-
posite laminates to model accurately the network of matrix crack and de-
lamination in an integrated manner. Without loss of generality, the formu-
lation of a FN element for cross-ply laminates is shown as a example. The
cross-ply FN element is formed with both real nodes and ﬂoating nodes,
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Before matrix cracking After matrix cracking
0◦ ply
90◦ ply
Cohesive Element
90◦ 90◦
C.E.
C.E.
C.E.
0◦
Interpolation
(matching)
Elm i
0◦ ply
90◦ ply
Partition 1 Partition 2
Global mesh
(a) FN element for cross-ply laminates.
After matrix cracking
90◦ 90◦
C.E.
C.E.
0◦
(non-matching)
(b) A non-matching
partition after matrix
cracking..
Figure 4.11: The FN element formulated for cross-ply composites with
a matching partition at the interface after matrix cracking
(a); and the non-matching partition after matrix cracking
(b).
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as shown in Figure 4.11a. The entire laminate across the thickness is mod-
elled within such an element. A pair of ﬂoating nodes is topologically
associated with the left, right and bottom edge, as well as the internal
0/90 interface of the FN element. The FN element makes use of the known
position of the interface, so that the interface is not seeded with real nodes;
instead, it is represented by a cohesive sub-element formed with ﬂoating
nodes (Figure 4.11a ’Partition 1’). In this way, minimum seeding is re-
quired during preprocessing. The advantage of modelling all the plies and
interfaces within a local element is that all the information (stress, strain,
failure, etc.) across the thickness of the laminate is shared, thus allow-
ing the straightforward representation of any interacting scenario across
the thickness. For example, a matching representation at the intersection
of the matrix crack and the interface (Figure 4.10b) can be implemented
within the FN element by having the cohesive sub-element at the interface
break into two sub-elements as soon as a matrix crack is judged to appear
in the 90-ply sub-element (Figure 4.11a ’Partition 2’). The FN element in
Figure 4.11a behaves in such a way that:
(a) initially, the element is partitioned into three sub-elements as shown
in Figure 4.11a ’Partition 1’; each ply is represented by a quadrilateral
sub-element and the interface by a cohesive sub-element;
(b) upon satisfaction of the failure criterion in the 90◦ ply (Equa-
tion 4.48), the element switches to the partition as shown in Fig-
ure 4.11a ’Partition 2’; the 90◦ ply is split into two quadrilateral sub-
elements and one cohesive sub-element, and the interface is split into
two cohesive sub-elements, such that the intersection of the matrix
crack and the interface can be accurately represented;
(c) if energetically favourable, the cohesive sub-elements then propagate
the matrix crack and eventually also the delamination, according to
their individual failure propagation theories.
A non-matching partition (Figure 4.11b) uses only one cohesive sub-
element to model the delamination along the interface, rather than two.
A FN element with this partition corresponds very closely to a model in
which the matrix crack in the 90◦ ply is modelled with the PNM or XFEM,
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and the delamination is modelled independently using a cohesive element.
Such a non-matching model will be shown to have erroneous prediction of
the delamination propagation and the matrix crack density saturation (see
Section 4.4).
4.2.9 Other details
Closing the crack tip
Considering Figure 4.8, suppose that the strong discontinuity terminates
at edge E2, i.e., the element to the right of E2 has not failed. The existence
of a crack tip at edge E2 implies that q6 = q10. There are several ways in
which this can be imposed, as discussed below.
Internal assembly of the ﬂoating DoF When a suitable criterion pre-
dicts that a discontinuity should be created inside an element, the disconti-
nuity will intersect two edges of the element. The equations of equilibrium
for the partitions of the FN element (Equation 4.34) can be assembled (to
form the equations of equilibrium for the FN element) such that the two
sets of ﬂoating DoF at the crack tip are assembled into one single set; in
other words, only one set of ﬂoating DoF is actually used. For instance,
if the FN element in Figure 4.8 partitions into ΩA and ΩB as shown in
Figure 4.2 and the crack tip lies at edge E2, then during assembly of the
stiﬀness matrix for the FN element, terms corresponding to ﬂoating DoF set
q6 (of domain ΩB) and q10 (of domain ΩA) are assembled into the same set
of slots in the element’s stiﬀness matrix (e.g., that of q6), and only one of
the two DoF sets (in this case, q6) is actually used.
Constraint equations The equilibrium of an element, prior to the exis-
tence of a discontinuity, is given (for the real DoF) in Equation 4.8. Con-
straint equations can be employed to ensure that the two sets of ﬂoating
DoF on a non-failed edge coincide (and hence that the crack tip is closed).
For instance, considering the ordering of DoF in Figure 4.8, this gives:
k
(
qi − qi+Nedge
)
= 0, (4.45)
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where k is a penalty stiﬀness, Nedge is the number of edges (in the case
of Figure 4.8, Nedge = 4) and i = 5, · · · , 8. Therefore, the equilibrium
of non-failed elements is represented by Equation 4.8 (for the real DoF)
and Equation 4.45 (for the ﬂoating DoF). Together with the assembly of
adjacent elements, this leads naturally to the representation of crack tips.
Improving the representation of the crack tip
Considering Figures 4.12a and 4.12b, it is clear that closing the crack tip
is not suﬃcient for an accurate representation of the crack tip; in fact; the
transition from a strong discontinuity to no discontinuity can lead to an
artifact whereby the element at the crack tip (see Figures 4.12a and 4.12b)
does not have the adequate topology for connecting to the adjacent un-
cracked element (lack of compatibility). Figures 4.12c and 4.12d show
that this can be mitigated to an extent using constraint equations which
deﬁne the DoF at the crack tip through interpolation of suitable DoF of
the element at the crack tip.
A better solution is shown in Figures 4.12e and 4.12f; the lack of com-
patibility can be avoided by using a transition element at the crack tip (in
fact, the code required for doing Figures 4.12e is exactly the same used to
represent weak discontinuities within the FNM). The partition line can run
from the crack tip to one of the opposing vertices of the transition element
as shown in Figures 4.12e or to a point within the domain (whose DoF can
be removed from static condensation) as shown in Figures 4.12f, regard-
less of the exact orientation of the crack. While Figures 4.12e and 4.12f
show two possibilities for element partitioning, other possibilities could be
considered, such as joining the crack tip with the two opposing vertices to
divide the transition element domain into three triangular elements.
Figure 4.12g shows that reﬁnement elements can be used as well, leading
to further improvements in the representation of the crack tip. If at least
one reﬁnement element is used (Figure 4.12g), then the virtual crack closure
technique (VCCT) can be used directly to model propagation of strong
discontinuities, which will be detailed in section 4.2.9.
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(a) Artifact in the transition from a
strong discontinuity to no discontinu-
ity.
(b) Artifact when modelling the crack
with cohesive elements.
(c) Artifact is mitigated by interpolating
the crack tip’s DoF from neighbouring
DoF.
(d) The mid-point (or edge in 3D) of the
cohesive element at the crack tip is
constrained.
(e) Using a transition element improves
the representation of the crack tip.
(f) Transition element used with a cohe-
sive crack.
(g) Use of one reﬁnement element improves repre-
sentation of crack tip further, and allows direct
use of VCCT.
Figure 4.12: Using local reﬁnement elements and transition elements to
represent the crack tip more accurately (see key in Fig-
ure 4.4).
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Representation of discontinuities
Representing a discontinuity across an entire mesh implies passing infor-
mation which deﬁnes this discontinuity to each element. With this infor-
mation, the element will follow the appropriate integration procedure (see
Figure 4.6). The level set method is for instance well suited for this purpose
[22]. We present below an alternative to the level set method which oﬀers
some advantages for the representation of complex crack networks.
We ﬁrstly deﬁne an edge status variable μ for each edge with global
index j:
μ(j) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
−1, if there is no discontinuity at edge Ej;
0, if Ej corresponds to the tip of a discontinuity;
1, if a discontinuity crosses through edge Ej.
(4.46)
and then deﬁne a dataset for each edge j:
μ(j) , ξ(j) (4.47)
where ξ(j) contains the natural coordinates of the intersection of a discon-
tinuity with edge j, if such intersection exists. The dataset is then made
available to all elements that include edge j. The initial status of a dis-
continuity (prior to an analysis) can be deﬁned through an array of initial
values for the dataset in Equation 4.47. The following explains the appli-
cation of the edge status variable on the modelling of a crack propagating
through an element (with topology shown in Figure 4.8) in a mesh:
• if no discontinuity is present in the element or on its edges, μ(j) = −1
for all the edges and ξ(j) is empty;
• if a crack propagates until an edge (e.g. E4 in Figure 4.8) of the
element but not going through (μ of E4 changes from -1 to 0), the
element would partition its domain and change its stiﬀness integration
to become a transition element as in Figure 4.12e or 4.12f so as to
improve the representation of the ﬁeld variables ahead of a crack tip
(Section 4.2.9);
• if the crack is judged to propagate in the element (by a propagation
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criterion, see Section 4.2.9) and terminate on one of its edge (e.g. E2
in Figure 4.8), the element would partition its domain and update its
stiﬀness matrix to represent this crack and close the tip on its edge
as shown in Figure 4.12c or 4.12d (Section 4.2.9), and modify the
datasets associated with its edges according to Equation 4.46 (μ = 1
on E4 and μ = 0 on E2); the neighbouring element ahead of the tip
(which shares edge E2) would then changes to a transition element
upon accessing its edge status variables;
• if μ is changed from 0 to 1 on the edge with the tip (E2), indicating
that the neighbouring transition element has propagated the crack,
the element would then repartition its domain and update its stiﬀ-
ness matrix to represent the crack through the element as shown in
Figure 4.4 or 4.5b, depending on its type;
• if another crack were to go through the element from another edge
(e.g. E3), the element may be repartitioned to represent a T-crack as
shown in Figure 4.6g; the discontinuity between ΩA and ΩB in Fig-
ure 4.6g could be weak (if μ = 0 for E3) to improve the representation
of the tip, or strong/cohesive (if μ = 1 for E3) to propagate the crack
in the element and form the T-crack network.
Therefore, elements only need to check and update their associated edge
status variables, and do the necessary partitioning/repartitioning accord-
ingly, to represent the propagation of discontinuities within the mesh. Note
that with this approach, each element only accesses a ﬁxed amount of in-
formation (the status variables of its edges); the tracking of all the cracks
by every element in the mesh is not needed.
Propagation of discontinuities
Discontinuities can propagate according to diﬀerent laws or criteria, de-
pending on the type of discontinuity. In principle, any method suitable for
FE implementation can be used with the FNM. When the discontinuities
represent cracks, there are two approaches of particular interest; these are
are detailed below.
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Stress based criteria with cohesive formulations When a crack in a
FN element is represented through a cohesive model, with the latter having
a stress-based failure initiation criterion embedded in its formulation, it is
natural to also use an identical stress-based failure criterion to decide on
the partitioning of the FN element to form a cohesive sub-element along
the cohesive surface (Section 4.2.4). If the failure criterion for the cohesive
sub-element is:
f(σ) = 0, (4.48)
then the partitioning criterion of the FN element can be:
f(σ) = , with − 1 ≤  ≤ 0, (4.49)
where  is a user-deﬁned non-positive number such that the cohesive sub-
element is activated before the actual propagation is due to occur. A more
negative value of  implies an earlier allocation of the cohesive sub-element.
In the limit, if  equals −1, then the crack tips are pre-determined and
cohesive sub-elements are eﬀectively pre-allocated before analysis.
For the initiation of a crack, Equation 4.49 can be applied to the stresses
at the integration points of any non-failed element. For the propagation
of a crack through a transition element as shown in Figure 4.12f, Equa-
tion 4.49 can be applied to both the stresses at the integration points of
the transition element and the cohesive traction at the crack tip (calculated
using the displacement jump between qT and qB in Figure 4.12f). Once the
partitioning criterion in Equation 4.49 is veriﬁed, the edge status variables
are updated and the integration is carried out accordingly, as detailed in
Sections 4.2.9, 4.2.9 and 4.2.9. The eventual propagation of the cohesive
crack is then determined by the failure criterion of the cohesive sub-element
(Equation 4.48).
Virtual crack closure technique It is possible to propagate cracks
without using stress measures directly, i.e. using fracture mechanics con-
cepts only. For this, VCCT [121] is particularly well suited for using with
the FNM. An extensive review of VCCT is provided in [76]. Traditionally,
VCCT is used to obtain energy release rates in cases where the crack path is
known beforehand and can be aligned with the elements’ edges, such as for
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delamination. Combining VCCT with the FNM enables the energy release
rates to be obtained for cracks having an arbitrary orientation relative to
the mesh.
Consider Figure 4.12g, where the element at the crack tip (reﬁnement
element labelled R) has not failed yet, but contains a weak discontinuity.
The weak discontinuity is introduced to better represent the crack tip. It
is equivalent to a local mesh reﬁnement, and can be extended to several
elements ahead of the crack tip. Let F be the internal force vector at the
crack tip and q be the displacement jump at the opposing edge in the
wake element. Also, let AW be the area of the crack surface in the element
on the wake of the crack (for a 2 dimensional problem, AW = Wb, where
W is indicated in Figure 4.12g and b is the thickness) and ACT be the area
of the crack surface in the element at the crack tip (for a 2 dimensional
problem, ACT = CTb, where CT is indicated in Figure 4.12g). Then, the
energy release rates for modes I and II can be calculated as [76]:
GI =
1
2AW
Fnqn
(
AW
ACT
)1/2
(4.50)
GII =
1
2AW
Ftqt
(
AW
ACT
)1/2
(4.51)
where Fn and Ft are respectively the components of F in the normal and
tangential directions to the crack, and qn and qt are respectively the
components of q in the normal and tangential directions to the crack.
Once the energy release rates are known, a criterion of the form:
f(GI, GII) = 0 (4.52)
can be used to decide on the eventual propagation of a crack through
the element and on the direction of the crack. Once the failure criterion is
veriﬁed, the edge status variables are updated and the integration is carried
out accordingly, as detailed in Sections 4.2.9,4.2.9 and 4.2.9.
Calculating the energy release rates in Equations 4.50 and 4.51 requires
that the element at a crack tip has access to the displacement jump at the
opposing edge in the element in the wake of the crack (i.e., in Figure 4.12g,
the reﬁnement element (R) needs to know q at element (W).) This can
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be achieved by expanding the dataset for each edge j (Equation 4.47) with
more information to become:
μ(j) , ξ(j) , q
(
j¯
)
, n
(
j¯
)
, A
(
j¯
)
(4.53)
where q
(
j¯
)
is the displacement jump at the other (opposing) edge of the
element in the wake of the crack (W in Figure 4.12g), n
(
j¯
)
is the normal
to the crack direction in element W, and A
(
j¯
)
is the crack area in element
W. The neighbouring element which shares edge j would then have access
to all the data necessary for the implementation of VCCT.
Implementation in existing FE codes
In most existing FE codes, commercially available or otherwise, DoF are
deﬁned in an analysis as part of the deﬁnition of nodes. It is therefore
convenient to deﬁne all DoF as being associated with a nodal position.
The diﬃculty of course is that the ﬂoating DoF express displacements at
positions which are not necessarily known at the beginning of the analysis.
However, as in the PNM, the ﬂoating DoF in the FNM can be allocated to
the element by deﬁning nodes, in this case ﬂoating nodes, which belong to
the element’s connectivity. The actual coordinates of these ﬂoating nodes,
deﬁned when discretising the domain, are in fact not used by the method.
For simplicity, the ﬂoating nodes can be all given nil physical coordinates.
Using the FN element in Figure 4.8 as an example, the element can be
deﬁned to have 16 nodes (4 real nodes plus 12 ﬂoating nodes); the ﬂoating
nodes (with nil coordinates) can be created and added to the FN element’s
connectivity during analysis if the main programme is accessible; otherwise,
they can be created and allocated before analysis as part of the initial
element connectivities.
Since, in most existing FE codes, the edges of an element are not at-
tributed global indices, the dataset in Equation 4.47 or 4.53 (required for
the representation of the crack; of the crack tip; and, in the case of Eq 4.53,
for modelling propagation) can be deﬁned in terms of ﬂoating nodes in-
stead. Taking a strong discontinuity as an example, an edge will have two
ﬂoating nodes on it; the dataset associated with the edge can therefore be
associated with one of the ﬂoating DoF (or both) on that edge. The edge
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Figure 4.13: For this edge crack model, the FNM converges monotoni-
cally, unlike the PNM.
status variable becomes therefore a ﬂoating node status variable which can
be stored in a global array indexed by the global ﬂoating node index inode.
If propagation is modelled using cohesive elements, each entry of the global
array will be:
inode, μ(inode) , ξ(inode) , (4.54)
while, if propagation is modelled with VCCT, each entry of the global array
will be:
inode, μ(inode) , ξ(inode) , q
(¯
inode
)
, n
(¯
inode
)
, A
(¯
inode
)
. (4.55)
Note that the dataset will be the same for each pair of DoF topologically
associated with a given edge, hence it needs only to be deﬁned for one of
them.
The validation and application examples below were obtained through
an implementation of the FNM in an User Element (UEL) subroutine in
the commercial code Abaqus [1]. Floating nodes are preallocated to the
elements before analysis.
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4.3 Validation
4.3.1 Convergence of Stress Intensity Factors for an
edge crack
In this section, we compare the mesh convergence of the PNM and FNM
in the evaluation of Stress Intensity Factors (SIF) for an edge crack prop-
agating in mode I (Figure 4.13a). The numerical evaluations for the FNM
are performed with VCCT as presented in Section 4.2.9, and for PNM with
VCCT as implemented in the commercial software Abaqus [1].
The model has dimensions W = 9mm, L = 37mm and a = 3mm.
The Young’s modulus is E = 200GPa and the Poisson’s ratio is ν =
0.3. The applied stress is σ = 1MPa. The plate is discretised uni-
formly with nW and nL four-noded plain stress elements in the width and
height directions respectively. The four meshes created have (nW , nL) =
(9, 37); (18, 75); (36, 149) and (42, 173). Under plain stress conditions, the
energy release rates GI and GII obtained by Equation 4.50 and 4.51 relate
to KI and KII by:
KI =
√
GIE (4.56)
KII =
√
GIIE (4.57)
The results are summarized in Figure 4.13b. The FNM can be seen to
converge monotonically and more rapidly than the PNM implementation
used for comparison.
4.3.2 Evaluation of Stress Intensity Factors for a cen-
tre slant crack
In this section, we evaluate the SIF for a centre slant crack (Figure 4.14a)
obtained by the FNM against the corresponding analytical solutions [136] in
mode I (KI) and mode II (KII), for diﬀerent orientations θ of the crack. The
numerical evaluations for the FNM are performed with VCCT as presented
in Section 4.2.9. For FNM with VCCT, when the crack separates the
original element domain into a triangle and a pentagon, both the partitions
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Figure 4.14: For this slant crack model, the FNM captures the SIF well
in modes I and II for diﬀerent angles θ.
shown in Figure 4.6c and that shown in Figure 4.6d are employed. The
model has dimensions L = W = 10mm and the horizontal projection of
the crack is a cos θ = 0.1W . The Young’s modulus is E = 200GPa and
the Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3. The applied stress is σ = 1MPa. The plate
is discretised uniformly with a coarse mesh (80 elements across the width
and 81 elements across the height). Plain stress conditions are assumed;
GI and GII relate to KI and KII by (4.56) and (4.57).
The results are summarized in Figure 4.14b. The data-points labelled
‘Int. 1’ are obtained with FNM-VCCT using the partition in Figure 4.6c,
and the data-points labelled ‘Int. 2’ are obtained with FNM-VCCT using
the partition in Figure 4.6d. For KI evaluations, the FNM with both
integration methods achieves good agreement with the analytical solution
for all orientations θ of the crack. For KII evaluations, the FNM with a
more reﬁned integration (Int. 2, Figure 4.6d) gives in general slightly more
accurate predictions.
4.3.3 Double Cantilever Beam bending test
In this section, a Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) test is used to simu-
late a propagating crack for a case in which the analytical solution (using
corrected beam theory [115]) is known. The material is representative of
carbon/PEEK ﬁbre reinforced composite (Table 4.1) and is modelled as an
orthotropic material. The geometry, boundary conditions and mesh are de-
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Figure 4.15: DCB validation case, showing that, for the same mesh seed-
ing, the FNM predicts accuratelly the force (P ) vs. displace-
ment curve while the PNM overpredicts the force.
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Figure 4.16: DCB simulation using FNM. 8 partitioned elements are
present between the crack tip and the transition element.
The red dots indicate failure at the corresponding integra-
tion points.
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Table 4.1: Mechanical properties representative of carbon/PEEK [143]
used for the DCB test.
Property Value
Longitudinal Young’s modulus E1 (GPa) 122.7
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.25
Transverse tensile strength Yt (MPa) 80
Mode I critical energy release rate GIc (kJ/m2) 0.969
scribed in Figure 4.15a; the width of the specimen is 25.4mm; the elements
are 0.25mm in length and the most reﬁned elements near the mid-section
are 0.124mm in height. The cohesive zone approach with a standard bi-
linear law and a stress-based criterion as described in Section 4.2.9 is em-
ployed to determine the initiation and propagation of a crack. Since the
loading is purely in Mode I, the choice of failure initiation criterion and
mixed-mode damage propagation law are irrelevant; we therefore use the
typical quadratic interaction criteria for both initiation and propagation.
This case is analysed with both the FNM and the PNM (the latter
implemented in the commercial software Abaqus [1]). For the FNM, the
transition element shown in Figure 4.12f is employed for the element in
front of the crack tip. The repartitioning of the transition element into an
element containing a cohesive sub-element (Figure 4.5b) is carried out as
detailed in Section 4.2.9 with  = 0. The propagation of the crack is then
determined by the failure of the cohesive sub-elements. The results are
shown in Figure 4.15b. Both methods are able to model the propagation
of the crack. A signiﬁcant over-prediction of the force during propagation
is observed for the PNM, suggesting that the high stress concentration in
front of the crack tip is not suﬃciently captured, resulting in a delayed onset
of crack propagation and thus over-prediction of the applied force. For the
FNM, the predicted force vs. opening displacement are in good agreement
with the analytical solution, showing that the transition element captures
well the stress concentration ahead of the crack tip. Figure 4.16 shows the
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element topology, deformation and failure prediction of the FNM in the
region close to the crack tip.
4.4 Applications
In this section, we analyse the problem of interaction between matrix cracks
and delamination in cross-ply laminates, using the FN element presented
in Section 4.2.8. Two experimental work in the literature are studied. The
ﬁrst experiment was on a toughened glass/epoxy laminate. It was tested in
tension by Joﬀe and Varna [68], who reported the crack density vs. applied
strain. The second work was on three AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy laminates
of diﬀerent thickness of 90 plies. This set of experiments was performed by
Nairn et al. [99] who reported the crack density vs. applied stress on the
laminates.
Failure occurs essentially under tension (mode I) in the 90◦ ply and
under shear (mode II) for the delamination. The choice of failure initiation
criterion and mixed-mode damage propagation law are therefore largely
irrelevant in this case. We therefore use the typical quadratic interaction
criteria for both initiation and propagation. Thermal residual stresses are
not considered in the current study and this constitutes a limitation of the
model; they would in principle promote the onset of delamination due to the
fact that the 90 ply would be in tension. However, the gradual moisture
absorption relaxes the thermal stress after curing and thus it is diﬃcult
to accurately estimate the residual stresses in the specimen immediately
before testing. As the current study focuses on the method development
rather than the application, thermal residual stresses are neglected for sim-
plicity; they can however be included as detailed in [56, 146] to improve
the accuracy of the approach.
4.4.1 Crack density evolution in a toughened
glass/epoxy cross-ply laminate
In this section, the numerical study of the experiment by Joﬀe and Varna
[68] using the FNM is presented. The laminate is of the lay-up [02/904]S.
The total thickness of the [02] sub-laminate is h1 = 0.288mm and the total
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thickness of the [908] sublaminate is h2 = 1.152mm. All material properties
are given in Table 4.2. Material strength and toughness properties related
to matrix cracking and delamination are not all directly available. The
transverse tensile strength Yt is calculated from the transverse Young’s
modulus E2 and the experimental transverse tensile failure strain f2 [69] by
Yt = E2f2. The Mode I critical energy release rate was obtained through
Monte-Carlo simulation in [69]. The shear strength and Mode II critical
energy release rate of the toughened Glass-Epoxy material used in [68] are
not found by the authors; those of other Glass-Epoxy materials that are
available in [54] are employed. The delamination strengths and toughness
values are assumed to be the same as those for matrix cracking. Since
the loading is uniform in tension, a 10% reduction on transverse tensile
strength and mode I critical energy release rate is introduced in a selected
element at the centre so as to initiate failure at the centre of the model.
The model, shown in Figure 4.17a, represents half of the laminate, with
symmetric boundary conditions applied on the bottom surface of the 90◦
plies.
Figures 4.17b and 4.17c show the failure pattern predictions for the
laminate when using the FN element from Figure 4.11a. It can be seen that
the interaction between matrix cracks and delamination is clearly captured.
In the simulation, it is observed that matrix cracks develop ﬁrst; their
density increases and gradually saturates. Delamination starts then to
develop and T-shaped crack networks start to form.
To demonstrate how crucial it is to have matching meshes at the crack
intersections, a second model was created, diﬀering only in that only one
cohesive sub-element is used to model the delamination in each FN element
(as in Figure 4.11b), rather than two. The resulting crack pattern, at the
same level of strain as in Figures 4.17b and 4.17c, is shown in Figures 4.17d
and 4.17e. The second model predicts signiﬁcantly less delamination than
the FNM model. The simulation shows that delamination does not start
from the element containing the matrix crack; instead, it occurs ﬁrstly
in the elements next to the cracked element. This non-physical sequence
of delamination propagation is expected in the stress analysis of the non-
matching meshes (Figure 4.10a).
Figure 4.18 shows the crack density vs. applied strain predictions. While
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Table 4.2: Mechanical properties of toughened glass/epoxy composite
Property Value Reference
Longitudinal Young’s modulus E1 (GPa) 44.73 [68]
Transverse Young’s modulus E2 (GPa) 12.76 [68]
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.297 [68]
Shear modulus G12 (GPa) 5.8 [68]
Transverse tensile failure strain f2 0.78% [69]
Transverse tensile strength Yt = E2f2 (MPa) 100 Calculated
Mode I critical energy release rate GIc
(kJ/m2)
0.584 [69]
Shear strength S (MPa) 75 [54]
Mode II critical energy release rate GIIc
(kJ/m2)
0.9 [54]
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(a) FNM model. Note that there is only one FN element along the height (see Fig-
ure 4.11a).
(b) Accurate modelling of the transition from matrix cracking to delamination when
using the FN element from Figure 4.11a.
(c) Zoom of FNM mesh in Figure 4.17b.
(d) Model with non-matching mesh at the intersection (using the element partition
in Figure 4.11b), showing that some transition to delamination is not correctly
captured.
(e) Zoom of non-matching mesh in Figure 4.17d.
Figure 4.17: Modelling the transition from matrix cracking to delami-
nation in a cross-ply composite specimen. The red dots
indicate failure at the corresponding integration points.
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Figure 4.18: The saturation crack density is correctly captured using
the FN element from Figure 4.11a. FN element with non-
matching partition (Figure 4.11b) results in over-prediction
of this density. Experimental data is from Joﬀe and Varna
[68].
both models are able to capture the growth of crack density with applied
strain, only the ﬁrst model (with matching mesh at the crack intersections)
is able to predict saturation accurately; the second model continues to
predict an increase in crack density, albeit at a lower growth rate, after
saturation should have occurred.
4.4.2 Crack density evolution in AS4/3501-6 car-
bon/epoxy cross-ply laminates
This section presents the FNM modelling of the experiment by Nairn et
al. [99] on three cross-ply AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy laminates of lay-ups
[0/90]S, [0/902]S and [0/904]S, respectively. Each ply is roughly 0.125mm
thick. It has been observed that the saturation crack density is inversely
proportional to the thickness of the 90 ply-block, and that the tendency
for delamination increases with increasing thickness of the 90 ply-block
[85, 98, 99]. Figure 4.19 shows the experimental data of matrix crack den-
sity at diﬀerent loading stresses, as well as theoretical predictions based
on variational mechanics. The theoretical model gives good prediction of
the trend of the eﬀect of 90 plies’ thickness on the crack density evolution,
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Figure 4.19: Matrix crack density with respect to applied stress for three
cross-ply AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy composites of diﬀerent
90 ply block thicknesses. Symbols represent experimental
data and solid lines are theoretical predictions based on vari-
ational mechanics [98].
but does not provide a clear answer for the saturation crack densities (Fig-
ure 4.19). The same FN element in Section 4.4.1 is employed to model this
set of experiments to see if the crack density evolution, the saturation of
crack density, and the eﬀects of 90 plies’ thickness can be predicted.
All the material properties used are summarized in Table 4.3. It has
been shown that the transverse strengths of a ply within a laminate are
higher than those of a unidirectional lamina [40, 149]. For the problem in
this study, the cross-ply laminates are under uniform tension and matrix
cracks in 90 plies are essentially caused by Mode I fracture; hence, only
the in situ eﬀect of the transverse tensile strength is considered. A formula
proposed by Pinho et al. [108, 109] is used to calculate the in situ transverse
tensile strength Y istt of the 90 plies embedded in the laminates from the
unidirectional lamina’s transverse tensile strength Y UDt as follows:
Y istt = 1.12
√
2Y UDt (4.58)
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Table 4.3: Mechanical properties of AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy composite
Property Value Reference
Longitudinal Young’s modulus E1 (GPa) 130 [85]
Transverse Young’s modulus E2 (GPa) 9.7 [85]
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3 [85]
Shear modulus G12 (GPa) 3.6 [85]
Unidirectional lamina’s transverse tensile
strength/delamination normal strength Y UDt
(MPa)
53 [96]
In situ transverse tensile strength Y istt (MPa) 84 (mode) Calculated
[108]
Matrix cracking GIc (kJ/m2) 0.1
(mean);
0.069
(mode)
[87, 114]
Delamination GIc (kJ/m2) 0.069 [114]
Matrix cracking/delamination shear
strength S (MPa)
42 [96]
Matrix cracking/delamination GIIc (kJ/m2) 0.56 [114]
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The Mode I and II fracture toughness for delamination are available in [114].
It is generally assumed that the fracture toughness for matrix cracking are
the same as those for delamination, as the fracture in both cases occur
within the epoxy resin or at the ﬁbre/matrix interface.
In the problem of matrix crack density evolution of cross-plies, both the
non-uniform stress-state (caused by the ﬁrst matrix crack and continuously
modiﬁed by the occurrence of subsequent matrix cracks) and the variations
in material properties determine the critical regions of the 90 plies. For a
material with a relatively uniform material property distribution without
signiﬁcant variation, the matrix crack initiates at the weakest point and the
non-uniform stress state would subsequently lead to the next occurrence
of matrix crack at the location of highest transverse tensile stress. In the
previous example of the glass/epoxy laminate [69], it is found that intro-
ducing a weak point in the domain suﬃces to trigger an evolution of matrix
crack density which agrees very well with the experimental data, suggest-
ing that the material has a relatively uniform property distribution and the
non-uniform stress in the domain determines the next occurrence of matrix
crack. Therefore, no further statistical variations of material properties are
introduced. On the other hand, the AS4/3501-6 material studied [98] has
been found to have large variations on the material properties in the litera-
ture [87], suggesting that the statistical variation needs to be considered in
the modeling; this is also the approach followed by other numerical studies
on the same problem in the literature [98, 147]. It is shown in [87] that the
value of GIc in the literature varies from ≈ 0.06 kJ/m2 to ≈ 0.14 kJ/m2.
For the problem in this study, transverse tensile properties are directly
involved in the calculation of matrix cracking; their statistical variations
can be expected to have a strong inﬂuence on the progression of the crack
density accumulation. For this reason, Y istt and GIc for matrix cracking are
assumed to follow a log-normal distribution of the same scaling factor. In
a log-normal distribution, the mode is the point with the maximum prob-
ability density and it is always smaller than the mean. In the DCB tests
for the determination of GIc, the entire interface is fractured. Therefore,
the measured GIc value represents the mean GIc for diﬀerent parts of the
interface. A mean GIc value of 0.1 kJ/m2 is used, obtained from averaging
the minimum and maximum values in [87]. The mode GIc value is assumed
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to be 0.069 kJ/m2, corresponding to the experimental data in [114]. In
transverse tensile tests, only the weakest transverse plane of the lamina is
fractured; hence, the experimental Y UDt represents the weakest strength,
rather than the average one, of diﬀerent parts of the lamina. For this rea-
son, the Y istt (calculated from the experimental Y UDt ) is assumed to be the
mode, rather than the mean, of the log-normal distribution. In practice,
the GIc of an element is generated according to the log-normal distribution
with the mean and mode GIc values in Table 4.3; the Y istt of the element is
calculated as follows:
Y istt of element i = mode Y istt ×
GIc of element i
mode GIc
(4.59)
The delamination in this problem is caused by the high stress concen-
tration at the matrix crack tips; the rest part of the interface is subject
to a much lower interfacial stress. Therefore, it is assumed that the crack
tip stress concentration is the dominant factor in determining the extent
of delamination and the role of material property variation is secondary.
In addition, the study intends to focus on the delamination induced by
matrix crack rather than by initial weakness of the interface. For these
reasons, statistical variation of strength and toughness is not included for
delamination; however, it can be employed in the same way as for matrix
cracking for better completeness and accuracy.
The FEM model is the same as the one shown in Figure 4.17a. The
simulation on each of the three laminates was performed twenty times to
investigate the eﬀect of the introduced statistical variation, and to obtain
a set of meaningful average predictions.
Figure 4.20 shows the comparisons of experimental data with the pre-
dictions of all simulation runs on the three cases. It can be seen that the
scatters caused by the statistical variations of transverse tensile properties
are within a reasonable band which covers the experimental data. The
average of the twenty predictions are compared against experimental data
in Figure 4.21. Very good correlations are obtained for the laminates of
lay-ups [0/904]S and [0/902]S, where both the initiation and the ﬁnal satura-
tion densities of the two laminates are accurately predicted. For the [0/90]S
laminate, the initial part of the curve correlates very well with the experi-
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Figure 4.20: FNM Simulation results of all twenty runs vs. experimental
data
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Figure 4.22: Failure pattern predictions for the same section of all three
laminates
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mental data; however, the predicted saturation density is much higher than
the largest recorded experimental crack density. It is also noted that the
maximum experimental crack densities in [0/902]S and [0/90]S laminates
are almost the same, which contradicts the general trend observed in the
experiment that a cross-ply laminate with thinner 90 plies tends to have
a higher saturation crack density [85, 98, 99]. Looking at the end slope of
the experimental data for the [0/90]S laminate, it is clear that the slope at
the end is still rising, indicating a potentially premature stoppage of the
experiment. In [99], it was written that ”The specimens were continually
reloaded into the MTS frame and tested to higher displacements until the
end tabs failed, the specimen broke, or delamination began”, which provides
some possible causes of the potentially early termination of experimental
recording for the [0/90]S laminate.
The failure pattern predictions are shown in Figure 4.22 for the same
horizontal section of the three laminates. The experimentally-observed
thickness eﬀect of the 90 plies in [85, 98, 99] can be clearly observed. The
area of delamination increases, and the crack density decreases, with re-
spect to the increasing thickness of the 90 plies from the [0/90]S laminate
to the [0/904]S laminate.
This example, together with the example in Section 4.4.1, demonstrates
the capability of the FNM in constructing elements for the modelling of spe-
ciﬁc geometries and complex crack networks, and in capturing accurately
the interactions between matrix cracking and delamination.
4.5 Discussion and conclusion
The essential idea that gives rise to the FNM is that the DoF and the
nodal coordinates are regarded as two independent entities, which can be
created separately at diﬀerent stages of the analysis and only become asso-
ciated with each other when required. A DoF vector can be deﬁned initially
without being associated with nodal coordinates, or for the ease of imple-
mentation, with random coordinates, and be used to represent the DoF of
a chosen material point at a later stage of the analysis; a DoF vector is
therefore freed from being constrained to a ﬁxed point in the domain after
creation.
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In summary, a novel numerical method, the FNM, is proposed for the
modelling of complex networks of discontinuities in solids, especially in
composites. It is shown that the FNM has a similar computational archi-
tecture as that of the PNM (which is equivalent in solution to XFEM with
Heaviside enrichment), but oﬀers several advantages over the latter in that:
• the integration is simple, as it does not require numerical integration
over only part of a domain after transforming to the natural space;
• it can incorporate weak discontinuities and cohesive cracks readily;
• it is ideally suited for the representation of multiple and complex
networks of discontinuities, such as the multiple T-shaped cracks in
Section 4.4;
• it does not introduce an error on the crack geometry when mapping
from physical to natural coordinates; and
• it is conceptually simpler.
It is also demonstrated that the FNM eﬀectively implements local remesh-
ing in terms of solution, but crucially:
• it is computationally more eﬃcient than remeshing (eg. no modiﬁca-
tion of initial mesh and geometry, and the element connectivities are
not changed during the analysis);
• it can be readily implemented in relatively closed FE codes (using
user elements); and
• it allows (sub-)elements near a crack tip to readily share information.
Furthermore, the FNM is shown to possess the following capabilities:
• it can incorporate transition elements at crack tips easily;
• it can be readily combined with VCCT;
• it can provide accurate predictions for stress intensity factors under
generic mode ratios;
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• it can be used to construct a speciﬁc element according to the lay-up
of the composite laminate so as to model multiple plies and inter-
faces, and both matrix cracking and delamination, all within such a
user-deﬁned element, allowing the immediate exchange of information
between diﬀerent parts of the laminate; and
• it can accurately predict certain interactions between matrix cracking
and delamination, by correctly representing the kinematics of the
crack intersection.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This research aims to ﬁnd an accurate model for composites which is ca-
pable of capturing the critical failure mechanisms and their interactions
in composite laminates, such as those shown in the open-hole tension ex-
periments in Chapter 3 and the matrix crack/delamination interaction in
Chapter 4 Section 4.4.
Chapter 3 examines the capabilities and limitations of some commonly-
used numerical methods on the open-hole tension problem in [53], using ex-
isting failure theories; it also employs the recently-discovered thickness de-
pendence of translaminar fracture toughness [79] in the failure predictions.
The work shows that the thickness-dependence of translaminar fracture
toughness is an important parameter that needs to be taken into account
in the failure modelling of composites; it is used as a novel input in the
numerical model for the size eﬀect studies of open-hole tension composite
laminates, which helps to accurately predict the thickness size eﬀect of the
sublaminate-scaled specimens by a deterministic model.
It is also shown in Chapter 3 that numerical models without considering
delamination give mesh-dependent and over-estimated strength predictions
and therefore, they are not suitable for the failure modelling of composite
laminates. The CSLI model, where the ﬁbre breaking and matrix cracking
are modelled by the smeared crack formulation and delamination mod-
elled by cohesive elements, gives generally accurate and mesh-independent
predictions when a minimum of two cohesive elements are present within
the numerical cohesive zone, the length of which is determined by the for-
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mula proposed in [58]. However, for the ply-scaled specimens which fail by
delamination, the CSLI model gives good predictions on the failure mode
and patterns but exhibits limitations on accurate strength predictions. The
predicted strength is shown to be sensitive to the interface shear strength
used for the cohesive elements. The smeared crack formulation in the CSLI
model smears the matrix crack and its tips. This simpliﬁcation of the ge-
ometrical representation of the crack limits the ability of the method to
accurately represent the stress concentration caused by the matrix crack
tip at the interface.
A novel numerical method, the FNM, is established in Chapter 4 for the
modelling of multiple discontinuities and their interactions within one ﬁnite
element. The concepts of ﬂoating DoFs and ﬂoating nodes are introduced.
Floating DoFs are used to represent the displacements of the discontinuities;
they are not associated with any initial position vector. For implementation
in existing FE packages, ﬂoating DoFs are created in the form of ﬂoating
nodes, where random initial coordinates are assigned to these nodes and
they are not used throughout the analysis; only the DoF vectors are actually
needed to represent the DoFs of the discontinuities. The ﬂoating nodes do
not coincide with the real nodes as opposed to the case in the PNM; for
simplicity, they are assigned nil coordinates, i.e., the ﬂoating nodes are
positioned at the origin. The FNM shares similarities with the PNM in
that both methods model a discontinuity through partitioning the original
element into sub-elements. In the PNM, only part of the domain of the sub-
element is active, and the DoFs of the discontinuities are interpolated from
both the real and the phantom DoFs through shape functions. In the FNM,
the sub-elements are deﬁned directly on the material domain partitions, and
the ﬂoating DoFs directly represent the DoFs of discontinuities. The latter
approach possesses several advantages in that:
• the integration is simple, as it does not require numerical integration
over only part of a domain as in the PNM;
• it leads to exactly the same solution as a ﬁnite element mesh where
the discontinuity is represented explicitly;
• it can incorporate weak discontinuities and cohesive cracks readily;
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• it is ideally suited for the representation of multiple and complex
networks of (weak, strong and cohesive) discontinuities;
• unlike XFEM and PNM, it does not introduce an error on the crack
geometry when mapping from physical to natural coordinates;
• unlike remeshing, it can be readily implemented in relatively closed
FE codes (using user elements);
• it allows (sub-)elements near a crack tip to readily share information.
• it can incorporate transition elements at crack tips easily;
• it can be readily combined with VCCT; and
• it can provide accurate predictions for stress intensity factors under
generic mode ratios.
The biggest advantage of the method is its ﬂexibility in modelling multiple
and complex networks of diﬀerent types of discontinuities within a single
user-deﬁned element. A FN element can be designed to have a range of
diﬀerent partitions, such that the assembly of the sub-elements in each
partition is equivalent to a diﬀerent FE mesh which solves the problem of a
diﬀerent cracking scenario. In another word, a FN element can be designed
to perform the tasks of several diﬀerent FE meshes, and changing from one
task to another requires only local modiﬁcations of sub-element domains
within the FN element subroutine. When applied to the failure modelling
of composites, a special FN element can be constructed for a laminate of a
certain lay-up such that:
• it can model multiple plies and interfaces through the thickness of
the composite laminate, and both matrix cracking and delamination,
within its local element subroutine; and
• it can readily share information between diﬀerent plies and interfaces,
allowing the straightforward implementation of laws and criteria in-
volving the information across the thickness of the laminate.
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The cross-ply FN element can accurately predict certain interactions be-
tween matrix cracking and delamination which have been shown to be dif-
ﬁcult by the conventional approach of modelling (Chapter 4 Section 4.4).
The FNM is still in the early stage of development and its potential has
not been fully explored. In the next chapter, some possible future work on
the FNM will be presented.
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Chapter 6
Future work
6.1 Developing a Multi-scale FNM element
for laminates
It has been proposed in the conclusions of Chapter 3 that when the failure
of the laminate is dominated by brittle fracture, CLT model can be used
for the failure modelling of the laminate; and that when the failure of the
laminate is pull-out, CSLI model should be used instead. It is only when
the failure mode is delamination (such that the explicit representation of
matrix cracks may be critical), that the CSLI model becomes insuﬃcient
for high-ﬁdelity predictions of laminate strength. A more advanced method
(such as the FNM element in Chapter 4 Section 4.4) then needs to be
employed.
By exploiting the ﬂexibility of the FNM in the in-situ modiﬁcation of
the element topology through changing partition strategies, the above three
models could all be written within the formulation of one FN element. The
general FN element would ideally behave as follows:
• initially, its formulation is based on CLT, i.e., linear interpolation
of displacement across the thickness of the laminate is used and no
delamination is considered;
• when the state of the above element reaches a certain criterion (e.g.,
delamination initiation or delamination front reaching one of the
edges), ﬂoating nodes are introduced and the element is partitioned
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into a mesh of sub-elements, such that each ply is represented by
a single element individually, and each interface is represented by a
cohesive element, as in the case of the CSLI model;
• when the state of the above element reaches another criterion which
indicates the necessity of having matrix cracks explicitly represented,
the element can be repartitioned such that each matrix crack tips
are embedded in the cohesive elements at the interface, as shown in
Chapter 4 Section 4.2.8. This element topology is denoted by the
name ‘FNM’ in Figure 6.1.
In this way, the mesh of FNM elements would automatically have CLT for-
mulation for non-critical areas of the laminate, the FNM formulation for
critical areas of the laminate involving signiﬁcant interaction between ma-
trix cracking and delamination, and the CSLI formulation for areas having
delamination passing through or having delamination front at an edge (Fig-
ure 6.1). This strategy is expected to achieve both accuracy and economy
in the calculation, at the expense of building more complexity in the par-
titioning strategies of the FN element. Implementation details such as the
accuracy in the connection between neighbouring FN elements of diﬀerent
formulations and the accuracy of the CLT formulation for thick laminates,
etc., need to be addressed.
6.2 Extension of the FNM to higher-order
and 3D elements
Currently, the FNM is implemented only for 2D linear elements. Practical
application of this method would require that it is implemented for higher-
order and 3D elements. The extensions of the FNM into second-order
elements and 3D elements do not have any theoretical barrier. However,
implementation issues with respect to the geometrical partitioning of the
element domain (when cut by a discontinuity) need to be considered. In
3D situation, a crack may cut an element domain into sub-domains of
complex geometries. The partitioning of these sub-domains into regular
3D sub-elements may require complex algorithms.
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Figure 6.1: A multi-scale FN element which can incorporate three diﬀer-
ent topologies for the modelling of failure at diﬀerent scales,
e.g., on the problem of 2D delamination migration in a cross-
ply laminate (see key in Figure 4.4)
6.3 Reliable strength predictions of the ply-
scaled open-hole tension laminates
In Chapter 3 Section 3.4.5, it has been shown that the CSLI model has
limitations in the accurate strength prediction of the ply-scaled open-hole
tension specimens (which fail in the delamination failure mode) due to the
model’s sensitivity on the value of interfacial shear strength. This limi-
tation could be due to the smearing of matrix cracks associated with the
smeared crack approach in the CSLI model. It was discussed in Chapter 3
Section 3.4.4, and later shown in Chapter 4 Section 4.4 that the smeared
crack approach for matrix cracking has diﬃculties capturing the stress con-
centration at the intersections of matrix cracks and interfaces. The FNM
has been shown to predict accurately the matrix crack/delamination pre-
diction in a cross-ply laminate in Chapter 4 Section 4.4. The FNM could
be applied to the ply-scaling open-hole tension problem to see if more reli-
able strength predictions can be obtained compared to those by the CSLI
model. A FN element could be constructed for the quasi-isotropic lami-
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nate, in a way similar to that presented in Chapter 4 Section 4.4, such that
the intersections of matrix cracks and interfaces are explicitly represented
to allow for more accurate predictions of the stress concentrations in those
regions.
6.4 Modelling of delamination migration in
composite laminates
Delamination migration is the phenomenon of sudden jump of propagation
plane for delamination within a laminate (Figure 6.2). This phenomenon
typically happens in the DCB or ENF tests of the laminate. A clear mech-
anism of interaction between the delamination and the matrix cracking is
visible at the point of migration. Accurate modelling of this migration
phenomenon requires physically-based migration criteria to accurately de-
termine the conditions of migration, and adequate numerical representation
of the kinematics of the migration. The FNM, with its ﬂexibility in the rep-
resentation of complex crack networks, is particularly well-suited for this
problem. A speciﬁc FN element could be constructed for the laminate in
the same way as shown in Chapter 4 Section 4.4, so that the geometry of
the migration crack path could be accurately represented within the FN el-
ement. A particular advantage of the FN element on the migration problem
is that all the information through the thickness of the laminate is directly
available within each element (i.e., within one UEL subroutine), such that
complex migration criteria (which may need to simultaneously access infor-
mation across diﬀerent plies and interfaces) could be easily implemented.
This advantage may also be useful for other problems involving bimaterial
interfaces or trimaterial junctions, where the application of a constitutive
theory may require the simultaneous access of information across several
material domains and their interfaces.
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Figure 6.2: Delamination migration in a multi-directional composite lam-
inate from Tao and Sun [138]
6.5 Evaluation of the edge status variable
approach of the FNM in representing a
large number of discontinuities
The progressive failure of composite materials typically involves a large
number of matrix cracks in diﬀerent plies. The FNM edge status variable
approach for the representation of discontinuities presented in Chapter 4
Section 4.2.9 could be particularly advantageous for the modelling of com-
plex crack networks involving a large number of discontinuities. In such
situations, rather than tracing the crack tips of all the new and existing
cracks, each element only needs to keep updated its own edge status vari-
ables to represent the discontinuities reaching its boundaries or passing
through its domain. The continuity of discontinuities is naturally guaran-
teed by the sharing of edge status variables between neighbouring elements.
In this way, the number of sets of information that each element accesses
to keep track of the evolution of an arbitrary number of discontinuities is
equal to the number of edges the element has (under the assumption that
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each edge can only crack once). A comparative study could be performed
to evaluate the computational time that the edge status variable approach
would consume when modelling an increasingly large number of disconti-
nuities, compared to that by the conventional methods used in XFEM or
PNM which typically track the global coordinates of all crack fronts.
6.6 Error estimation and adaptivity
The adaptive FEM employs the a-posteriori error estimation to calculate
the error of the current FE solution with respect to an approximated real
solution (the so called recovered solution), and adaptivity refers to the
process of iteratively modifying the element formulation or the mesh until
this estimated error reduces within an acceptable tolerance [159]. Diﬀerent
types of adaptivity exist, such as the H-adaptivity, P-adaptivity, and R-
adaptivity, etc. The a-posteriori error estimation and adaptivity have also
been developed for XFEM in the so called E-adaptivity, where elements
are adaptively enriched with XFEM enrichment functions according to the
speciﬁc error estimator, so as to better approximate the stress ﬁeld in
the domain [47]. Error estimation and adaptivity are areas of research
targeting at improving the smoothness of the FE solution, not directly
associated with the kinematic modelling of crack propagation; they can
be used together with methods such as remeshing or XFEM to improve
the solution accuracy along with the modelling of crack propagation. A-
posteriori error estimation and adaptivity have not been considered in this
work. However, they can be studied in the future work of the FNM, where
a suitable error estimator and an adaptivity scheme could be implemented
to improve the solution accuracy in the domain.
6.7 Strain smoothing in distorted sub-
elements
In the FNM, distorted sub-elements may arise since the crack may cut
through the element in an arbitrary angle. At the moment, no special
treatment has been performed to improve the accuracy of the distorted
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sub-elements in the FNM. Recently, a Smoothed Finite Element Method
(S-FEM) has been introduced to allow accurate solutions to be obtained
on heavily distorted elements [84]. The method uses the strain smoothing
technique, so that the stiﬀness integration can be performed in the physical
space directly on the shape functions using line integrals, rather than on
the derivatives of shape functions using volume integrals [25, 67]. Strain
smoothing could be implemented in the FNM for the stiﬀness integration of
the distorted sub-elements to improve the solution accuracy of the method.
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Appendix A
Phantom Node Method
Evaluation and Extension
A.1 Literature Review
The Phantom Node Method (PNM) was ﬁrstly proposed by Hansbo and
Hansbo [57] and later promoted and implemented by Belytschko and co-
workers [5, 6, 127]. It has since been further extended and implemented in
[33, 46, 49, 50, 83, 89–91, 113, 118, 126, 143, 146, 147]. In the PNM, a mate-
rial domain with a potential internal discontinuity can be modelled by one
element with two pairs of nodes, namely the real nodes and the phantom
nodes. When the stress state of the element exceeds the strength limit of
the material within the element, a discontinuity is modelled by forming two
superposing elements with the help of phantom nodes (Figure A.1); each
of the two elements contains only part of the material domain. Since all
nodes (both real and phantom) of the elements are deﬁned before analysis,
the location of the discontinuity does not need to be known a priori. When
modelling a strong discontinuity within an element, the PNM has been
proven to be equivalent to the eXtended Finite Element Method (XFEM)
with only the Heaviside enrichment [5, 127]. Both methods essentially use
extra Degrees of Freedom (DoF) to interpolate the new crack surfaces. The
diﬀerence between the two is that the PNM keeps the nodal DoF as dis-
placement DoF and stores the extra DoF needed as the displacement DoF of
the phantom nodes, while XFEM keeps the number of nodes constant and
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Figure A.1: Modelling of a crack by the FEM and the PNM
stores the extra DoF needed as enriched DoF at each node. The advantage
of the former is that it is easier to be implemented in existing FEM pro-
grammes as each node has only the standard displacement DoF and only
the standard FEM shape functions are used for interpolation.
Currently, the PNM has only been used to model one crack within an
element. Although some concept of modelling multiple cracks has been
presented in [83], the detailed formulation and implementation remain ab-
sent in the literature. The PNM is investigated and compared with the
standard FEM in Section A.2 and some extension is proposed to the PNM
to more eﬃciently model multiple cohesive cracks within one element in
Section A.3, followed by applications in Section A.4 and discussions in
Section A.5. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section A.6.
A.2 Comparison of FEM and PNM
In this section, a comparison between the solution procedures of the FEM
and the PNM is presented. Taking the elements in Figure A.2 as an ex-
ample, the displacement solutions over Ω by both the FEM and the PNM
elements will be presented.
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Figure A.2: A FEM element vs. a PNM element over the same material
domain
The static equilibrium of a body with volume Ω under body forces with
density f (acting on Ω) and traction t acting on the boundary ΓΩ can be
expressed in the weak form as:
∫
Ω
T(v)σ (u) dΩ =
∫
Ω
vTf dΩ +
∫
ΓΩ
vTt dΓΩ (A.1)
where u is the displacement vector; v is the test function;  is the strain
tensor, related to u through the diﬀerential operator relative to Cartesian
coordinates Lx as  = Lx(u); and σ is the stress tensor, related to the
strains through Hook’s law as σ = D, with D being the constitutive
tensor.
The displacement approximation by the FEM in Ω is:
u (x) = N (x)q, (A.2)
where q and N are respectively the nodal displacement vector and the
shape function matrix (in physical coordinates) of the FEM element. They
are typically of the following form:
q = {q1x, q1y , . . . , q4x, q4y}T (A.3)
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and
N (x) =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N1 (x) 0 . . . N4 (x) 0
0 N1 (x) . . . 0 N4 (x)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (A.4)
where qji is the ith degree of freedom of node j and Nj is the shape function
associated with node j, j = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Under the assumption of inﬁnitesimal deformation, the strain of the
standard element can be calculated as:
 (x) = Lx (u (x)) = Lx (N (x))q = B (x)q, (A.5)
where
B (x) = Lx (N (x)) , (A.6)
leading to the stiﬀness matrix:
K =
∫
Ω
BT DB dΩ, (A.7)
and to the vector of nodal forces:
Q =
∫
Ω
NT f dΩ +
∫
ΓΩ
NT t dΓΩ, (A.8)
and ﬁnally to the FEM equilibrium equation:
Kq = Q. (A.9)
The solution procedures of the PNM are the same as those of the FEM,
except that another set of nodal displacement vector and shape functions
are used. The PNM displacement approximation over the domain Ω, u′,
can be expressed as:
u′ (x) = N′ (x) |x∈Ω q′, (A.10)
where q′ and N′ are respectively the nodal displacement vector and the
shape function matrix (in physical coordinates) of the PNM element.
It is easy to see that the shape functions of the FEM element in Fig-
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ure A.2 are:
N1(x, y) =
(x2 − x)(y3 − y)
(x2 − x1)(y3 − y1) , (A.11)
N2(x, y) =
(x1 − x)(y4 − y)
(x1 − x2)(y4 − y2) , (A.12)
N3(x, y) =
(x4 − x)(y1 − y)
(x4 − x3)(y1 − y3) , (A.13)
N4(x, y) =
(x3 − x)(y2 − y)
(x3 − x4)(y2 − y4) , (A.14)
and those of the PNM element in Figure A.2 are
N ′1(x, y) =
(x2′ − x)(y3′ − y)
(x2′ − x1′)(y3′ − y1′) , (A.15)
N ′2(x, y) =
(x1′ − x)(y4′ − y)
(x1′ − x2′)(y4′ − y2′) , (A.16)
N ′3(x, y) =
(x4′ − x)(y1′ − y)
(x4′ − x3′)(y1′ − y3′) , (A.17)
N ′4(x, y) =
(x3′ − x)(y2′ − y)
(x3′ − x4′)(y2′ − y4′) . (A.18)
It can be seen that the above FEM and the PNM shape functions are
polynomials of the same order over Ω and they both form a basis. There-
fore, each PNM shape function (restricted over Ω) can be expressed as a
unique linear combination of the FEM shape functions, and vice versa:
N ′l (x)|x∈Ω =
4∑
j=1
aljNj(x), l = 1, 2, 3, 4, (A.19)
where
alj = N ′l (xj). (A.20)
In other words, there exist a constant invertible map T such that:
N′(x)|x∈Ω = N(x)T, (A.21)
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where
T =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A11 A21 . . . A41
A12 A22 . . . A42
... ... . . . ...
A14 A24 . . . A44
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (A.22)
and
Aji =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
aji 0
0 aji
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (A.23)
Substituting A.21 into A.10, we can get:
u′ (x) = N (x)Tq′, (A.24)
Proceeding to strain approximation, we can get:
 (x) = Lx (u′(x)) = Lx (N′ (x))q′ = B′ (x)q′, (A.25)
where
B′ (x) = Lx (N′ (x)) = Lx (N (x))T = B (x)T, (A.26)
leading to the PNM stiﬀness matrix:
K′ =
∫
Ω
B′TDB′ dΩ = TT KT, (A.27)
and to the PNM nodal force vector:
Q′ =
∫
Ω
N′Tf dΩ +
∫
ΓΩ
N′Tt dΓΩ = TT Q, (A.28)
and ﬁnally to the PNM equilibrium equation:
K′ q′ = Q′, (A.29)
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Ω Ω Ω 
Figure A.3: Complete distinction between the numerical domain and the
material domain
or
TT KTq′ = TT Q, (A.30)
Comparing (A.30) with A.9 and making use of the fact that T is in-
vertible and K is symmetric positive deﬁnite, we can obtain the following
relationship for nodal displacement vectors:
Tq′ = q, (A.31)
and for displacement solutions:
u′(x) = N′(x)|x∈Ω q′ = N(x)Tq′ = N(x)q = u(x). (A.32)
Therefore, the displacement approximations over Ω by the FEM element
and the FNM element in Figure A.2 are identical.
A.3 Extension
A.3.1 Separation of numerical domain and material
domain
Looking back at the derivations in Section A.2, it can be observed that
as long as the mapping in (A.21) holds, the same conclusions (A.31) and
A.32 can be reached. Section A.2 has shown that the mapping in (A.21)
exists when the shape functions of both the FEM element and the PNM
element are well-deﬁned in physical coordinates and they both form a basis
for same-ordered polynomials over the material domain. This is the case
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Ω Ω Ω 
Figure A.4: Linear triangular FNM elements are equivalent to a FEM
triangular element.
when the material domain (hence the FEM element domain) is rectangular
and the PNM element is also rectangular with edges parallel to those of the
material domain (Figure A.2), as long as the numerical domain of the PNM
element contains the material domain and regardless of the positions of the
phantom nodes. Therefore, the PNM rectangular element in Figure A.2
can have all its nodes as phantom nodes (completely detached from the
material domain that it interpolates on) and it still gives the same solution
(Figure A.3).
It can be proven that the mapping in (A.21) also exists between a
linear triangular FEM element and a linear triangular PNM element on
the same material domain, regardless of the orientation of the edges and
the positions of the nodes, as long as the numerical domain of the PNM
element contains the material domain (Figure A.4). This is because the
shape functions of linear triangular elements are well-deﬁned in physical
coordinates and they form basis for ﬁrst-order polynomial interpolations
over their domains. Over the same material domain, there exists a constant
invertible map between two sets of basis functions, thus the relationship in
(A.21) holds between any of the two elements in Figure A.4.
The mapping described by (A.21) also holds between a linear FEM
cohesive element (Figure A.5 (a)) and linear rectangular PNM cohesive
elements with a boundary parallel to the cohesive surface (Figure A.5 (b)
and (c)), as the restrictions of the PNM element shape functions along the
cohesive surface are linear and they are equivalent to the FEM cohesive
element shape functions.
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(a) 
Γ Γ Γ 
(b) (c) 
Figure A.5: A FEM cohesive element (a) is equivalent to linear rectan-
gular PNM cohesive elements (b, c), when a boundary of the
PNM cohesive element is parallel to the cohesive interface.
All the nodes of the PNM cohesive elements are phantom
nodes.
A.3.2 Modelling cohesive cracks by PNM cohesive
elements
The above insights lead to the idea of an extension to the current PNM,
where cohesive cracks can be modelled more eﬃciently within a PNM ele-
ment, where all its nodes are phantom nodes. When modelling one cohesive
crack within a rectangular PNM element with an extra pair of phantom
nodes and the cohesive surface is parallel to an edge of the element (Fig-
ure A.6 (a)), the element can be broken into three parts with the cohesive
crack modelled by a PNM cohesive element (Figure A.6 (b)). The cohesive
forces are represented as internal forces of the PNM cohesive element, which
contribute directly to the internal energy of the PNM element, rather than
to the surface tractions on the boundaries of ΩA and ΩB (as done in previ-
ous works on the PNM [83, 127, 143]). In this way, the need of modifying
the equilibrium equations of the two material domains ΩA and ΩB, and
solving the coupled system of equations for the two domains, is eliminated;
the system equation of the PNM element after introducing the cohesive
crack can be obtained by the standard FEM assembly procedure for a
mesh of three elements. Similarly, multiple cohesive cracks can be mod-
elled within a PNM element, using a suitable number of phantom nodes to
form multiple PNM cohesive elements (Figure A.6).
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PNM 
element 
Cohesive 
element 
ΩA 
ΩB 
ΩA 
ΩB 
PNM 
cohesive 
element 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure A.6: Modelling of a cohesive crack in a PNM element; the phan-
tom nodes for the PNM cohesive element are actually not
needed as they can be fully interpolated by the nodes of the
other two elements. The PNM element in (a) is equivalent to
a FEM mesh of two rectangular elements and one cohesive
element in (c).
FEM mesh PNM 
element 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure A.7: Modelling of multiple cohesive cracks in a PNM element; the
phantom nodes for the PNM cohesive elements can be fully
interpolated by the nodes of the rectangular elements. The
PNM element in (a) is equivalent to a FEM mesh of three
cohesive elements and three retangular elements in (c).
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Table A.1: Mechanical properties of a glass/epoxy composite (assumed)
Property Value
Longitudinal Young’s modulus E1 (GPa) 50.0
Transverse Young’s modulus E2 (GPa) 10.0
Poisson’s ratio ν 0.3
Shear modulus G12 (GPa) 5.0
Transverse tensile strength Yt (MPa) 60
Mode I critical energy release rate GIc (kJ/m2) 0.2
Shear strength S (MPa) 90
Mode II critical energy release rate GIIc (kJ/m2) 1.0
A.4 Applications
A.4.1 Modelling of single cohesive crack
The extended PNM is ﬁrstly employed in the modelling of a single cohesive
crack within an element. A standard FEM mesh as shown in Figure A.6 (c)
with ΩA and ΩB modelled by two quadrilateral elements and the cohesive
crack modelled by a cohesive element is built in Abaqus. A PNM element
as shown in Figure A.6 (a) and (b) is written in an Abaqus User Element
(UEL) subroutine. Based on the conclusion in Section A.3, the PNM ele-
ment should behave exactly like the standard FEM mesh. A simple tension
loading and a simple shear loading are performed on both the Abaqus FEM
mesh and the UEL PNM element, assuming that the material is a 90 de-
gree lamina with a cohesive crack appearing in the middle of the element
upon failure initiation. The material is assumed to be a typical glass-epoxy
composite and the properties used are summarised in Table A.1. The stress-
displacement curves by the two methods are compared in Figure A.8a and
Figure A.8b. It can be seen that the two methods give identical response
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(b) Simple shear loading
Figure A.8: Single cohesive crack modelling by the PNM
which supports the conclusion in Section A.3, and that the area under the
two curves correspond to the fracture toughness of the respective fracture
modes which indicate that correct energy dissipations have been predicted
on both cases.
A.4.2 Modelling of multiple crack interactions in a
composite laminate
A simple uniform tensile loading problem of a section of a cross-ply laminate
is studied in this section (Figure A.9). The material is assumed to be the
same glass-epoxy composite as that of the previous section whose properties
are shown in Table A.1. It has been shown in [49] that for such a problem,
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Figure A.9: Uniform tensile loading of a small section of a cross-ply lam-
inate
it is important for the numerical model to represent the 90-ply matrix crack
tip at the interface to be able to capture the correct stress concentration
at that location, as illustrated in Figure A.10.
The extended PNM is employed to develop a complex element with
multiple pairs of phantom nodes to model multiple discontinuities of a
cross-ply [90/0]S composite laminate, as shown in Figure A.11. The entire
laminate across the thickness is modelled within such an element. The
PNM behaves in such a way that:
• initially, four phantom nodes of the PNM element are already active
and the PNM element is composed of two PNM rectangular elements
(for the two plies) and one PNM cohesive element (for the interface);
they are equivalent to a FEM mesh of two quadrilateral elements and
one cohesive element (Figure A.11a).
• After the stress state within the 90-ply PNM element fulﬁls the fail-
ure criterion, more phantom nodes are activated and the 90-ply PNM
element is broken into two rectangular PNM elements and one PNM
cohesive element; the PNM cohesive element at the interface also
breaks into two new PNM cohesive elements with respect to the po-
sition of the matrix crack tip (Figure A.11b).
The PNM element is written in an Abaqus UEL subroutine. Post-
processing is performed by a Matlab program.
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Crack tip represented 
Cohesive elements’ shear stress profiles;  
Stress concentration captured 
Two cohesive elements 
(a) Laminate interface modelled by two cohesive elements with matrix crack tip em-
bedded
Crack tip not represented 
Cohesive element shear stress profile;  
Stress concentration not captured 
One cohesive element 
(b) Laminate interface modelled by one cohesive element without embedding matrix
crack tip
Figure A.10: Importance of matrix crack tip representation on the lami-
nate interface [49]
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Figure A.11: A PNM element representing a cross-ply laminate
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Figure A.12: Two other models for the modelling of a cross-ply section
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Figure A.13: Comparison of load-displacement curves of Abaqus FEM
result, Abaqus PNM result and the extended PNM element
result (UEL)
The PNM element in Figure A.11 is applied to model the problem in
Figure A.9 with one such element. In order to compare the performance of
the proposed PNM element against existing methods, two other models as
shown in Figure A.12 are built and applied on this problem. Figure A.12
(a) is the Abaqus FEM model which comprises of a standard FEM mesh
of three linear quadrilateral elements and three linear cohesive elements;
the delamination, matrix crack and the matrix crack tip at the interface
are all explicitly represented. Figure A.12 (b) is the Abaqus PNM model
composed of a mesh of three elements; the 0-ply is a linear quadrilateral
element, the interface is a linear cohesive element and the 90-ply element
is a PNM element (Abaqus XFEM element). The matrix crack tip at the
interface cannot be considered by the Abaqus PNM model as the topology
of cohesive element at the interface cannot be modiﬁed during analysis.
The predictions of the laminate load-displacement curve by the three
models do not show any signiﬁcant diﬀerence and they are summarised in
Figure A.13. The predictions of matrix crack and delamination by the three
methods are compared in Figure A.14. For the PNM element, failure infor-
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(a) Abaqus FEM model failure patterns
Final Initial 
(b) Abaqus PNM model failure patterns
Initial Final 
(c) Extended PNM (UEL) failure patterns
Figure A.14: Comparison of failure patterns by three diﬀerent models;
blue color indicates intact and red indicates failure for (a)
and (b); red dots in (c) indicate failure at the Gauss inte-
gration points.
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mation is available only at the integration points of the cohesive elements; a
red dot appears when there is failure. Both the deformation and the failure
sequence predictions by the FEM mesh and the extended PNM are in good
agreement with each other; they both predict an eventual formation of a
‘T’ shaped crack network. However, the Abaqus PNM approach cannot
predict the initiation of delamination throughout the analysis, which is the
expected result from the analysis in Figure A.10.
A.5 Discussions
The above results are limited to the case of PNM elements’ shape being
rectangular and the cohesive crack surface being straight and parallel to an
edge of the PNM element. Under generic conditions, the PNM elements’
shape and/or the material domain shape may be distorted, resulting in
general quadrilateral elements whose shape functions may not be deﬁned
in physical coordinates (Figure A.15 (a) and (b)). The cohesive crack may
not be parallel to the edges of the PNM element, resulting in higher-order
polynomial interpolation along the crack surface (Figure A.15 (c)). In such
situations, the mapping in (A.21) does not exist between the PNM element
and the FEM element deﬁned over the material domain or the cohesive
crack surface.
In generic situations, the idea of using PNM cohesive elements to rep-
resent cohesive cracks within a PNM element can still be employed; but
the solution by the PNM element are generally diﬀerent from that by a
FEM mesh. Figure A.16 illustrates the solution procedures of both a FEM
mesh and a PNM element on the modelling of a straight cohesive crack in
a quadrilateral material domain. It can be seen that when mapping the
element from physical coordinates to natural coordinates for numerical in-
tegration, the PNM would transform a straight boundary into a curved one,
which would require more complex procedures for an accurate integration
(Figure A.16 (b)).
The work in this chapter has evolved into the Floating Node Method
(FNM) which is presented in Chapter 4. The FNM removes the complexity
of integration in the PNM, while retains the ﬂexibility of modelling multiple
cohesive cracks during analysis. The FNM solutions are the same as those
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(b) Arbitrary quadrilateral numerical domain
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(c) Cohesive crack not parallel to edges of the PNM element
Figure A.15: Situations where the mapping between the FEM element
and the PNM element does not exist
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Figure A.16: Comparison of FEM and PNM solutions in a generic case
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of a FEM mesh under generic situations and the integration and assembly
employ standard FEM procedures.
A.6 Conclusion
The PNM is reviewed and compared against the FEM. It was found that
under certain conditions, the PNM solution is the same as that of the
FEM. A complete separation of numerical domain and material domain is
proposed, where a PNM element can have all its nodes completely detached
from the material domain, enabling the representation of cohesive cracks
by PNM cohesive elements where all its nodes are phantom. This extension
facilitates the modelling of multiple cohesive cracks within a PNM element,
and enables the capturing of interaction mechanisms between intersecting
cracks in a composite laminate. This extension has now evolved into the
FNM in Chapter 4 which is simpler, more accurate and more generic.
A.7 Publications
The content of this chapter has produced the following publications:
• B. Y. Chen, P. M. Baiz, S. T. Pinho, and T. E. Tay. An extended
phantom node method for crack interactions in composites. In Pro-
ceedings of the 20th UK Conference of the Association for Compu-
tational Mechanics in Engineering, the University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK, March 2012
• B. Y. Chen, S. T. Pinho, P. M. Baiz, and T. E. Tay. An extended
phantom node method for crack interactions in composites. In Pro-
ceedings of the 10th World Congress on Computational Mechanics,
Sa˜o Paulo, Brazil, number 19582, July 2012
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Appendix B
Error in the mapping of a
straight crack in the
PNM/XFEM
In the actual XFEM/PNM calculation, a curved crack is often approxi-
mated as a straight crack so as to form polygonal sub-domains for numer-
ical integration [51]. This approximation would introduce an error in the
areas of integration for the two sub-domains. Consider, as an example, the
linear quadrilateral element with domain in physical coordinates shown in
Figure B.1 (a); a straight crack passes through the origin, and the slope
of the line is k. Using standard shape functions for linear quadrilateral
elements, we can express the physical coordinates of a point (x, y) in terms
of the natural coordinates (ξ, η) as:
x (ξ, η) =
4∑
i=1
Ni (ξ, η)xi =
δ
4 +
(
1 + δ4
)
ξ + δ4η +
δ
4ξη,
y (ξ, η) =
4∑
i=1
Ni (ξ, η) yi = η, (B.1)
where Ni are the shape functions of a linear quadrilateral element and
(xi, yi) are the physical coordinates of node i whose values are shown in
Figure B.1 (a).
The equation of the line of crack in the physical coordinates shown in
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Figure B.1 (a) is:
y = kx. (B.2)
In XFEM/PNM, this line is mapped to the natural coordinates through
the shape functions of the original element, i.e., shape functions of the
quadrilateral. Using Equation B.1, we can write Equation B.2 in natural
coordinates:
η (ξ) = kδ + k (4 + δ) ξ(4 − kδ) − kδξ , (B.3)
which shows that the straight line given by Equation B.2 in the physical
coordinate system corresponds to a curved line given by Equation B.3 in
the natural coordinate system. Denoting:
A = kδ, B = k (4 + δ) , C = 4 − kδ. (B.4)
Equation B.3 can be expressed as:
η (ξ) = A + Bξ
C − Aξ = −
B
A
− 1 +
BC
A2
ξ − C
A
. (B.5)
The actual area of ΞB in Figure B.1 (b) can be obtained as:
AreaΞB =
∫ 1
−1
(η (ξ) + 1) dξ = 2 − 2B
A
−
(
1 + BC
A2
)
ln|A − C
A + C |. (B.6)
If the equation of crack line in the natural coordinates is approximated
by connecting a straight line between the two ends ξr and ξs in Figure B.1
(b), whose coordinates can be easily obtained as:
ξr = −1, ηr = −k
ξs = −1, ηs = k (2 + δ)2 − kδ , (B.7)
then the approximated area of is ΞB:
Area∗ΞB = ηr + ηs + 2 = 2 − k −
k (2 + δ)
2 − kδ . (B.8)
If k = 0.5 and δ = 0.5, Equation B.6 would give an exact area of 2.160
while Equation B.8 would give an approximate area of 2.214, resulting in a
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Figure B.1: Geometry of the cracked domain
2.5% over-approximation of the area of ΞB; the exact and approximate area
of ΞA are then 1.840 and 1.786 respectively, the latter giving a 2.9% under-
approximation of the area of ΞA. This error is not associated with the FNM
(or FEM/remeshing), as the crack line coincides with edges of the elements
along which the interpolation is always linear (Figure 4.4). Therefore, a
straight crack remains straight after transformation onto the natural space,
leading to an exact area of integration. The eventual diﬀerences in the
calculated stiﬀness matrix between PNM/XFEM and FNM are however
subject to the individual numerical integration schemes used.
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Appendix C
Sample codes for the
implementation of the ﬂoating
node method
A sample Abaqus UEL subroutine written in Fortran 77 is attached for
reference in Section C.1. The UEL only models a single cohesive crack
within an element in a two-dimensional context under the assumption of
inﬁnitesimal deformation. However, it suﬃces to demonstrate the work-
ing of the method. The codes are written by the author. Some subrou-
tines for basic matrix operations are modiﬁed or re-written from exist-
ing codes in the Applied Mechanics Lab, Department of Mechanical En-
gineering, National University of Singapore. The cohesive element sub-
routine ‘kcoh2d4 elm’ and related subroutines are modiﬁed and re-written
from the openly-available UEL code ‘CZM for instability.for’ by Gao and
Bower in 2004 [52]. The UEL subroutine only considers linear quadrilateral
sub-elements and linear cohesive sub-elements for the purpose of method
demonstration. More element subroutines can be included and more ele-
ment types can be considered for the parent and sub-element calculations.
Extensions to model more complex cracking cases can be achieved by al-
lowing more ﬂoating nodes in the input and enriching the failure criterion
subroutine ‘kplyfail’ to generate more types of failure status and their re-
spective partitions.
The raw input ﬁle ‘Job-1.inp’ in Section C.2.1 is created using Abaqus
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CAE. It is pre-processed by a Matlab pre-processing programme to obtain
the input ﬁle ‘uel2d-Job-1.inp’ in Section C.2.2 suitable for the UEL sub-
routine. The pre-processing programme ‘uelpreproc2d.m’ is attached in
Section C.3.
To run the calculation, it suﬃces to type in the Abaqus command
‘abaqus job=uel2d-Job-1 user=UEL2d.f’. The analysis generates a sta-
tus ﬁle ‘uel2d-Job-1.sta’ and a data ﬁle ‘uel2d-Job-1.dat’. The status ﬁle
tells the number of increments and the data ﬁle has all the output vari-
ables from the UEL calculation. These two ﬁles are passed in a Matlab
post-processing programme for the visualization of deformation and fail-
ure. The post-processing programme is attached in Section C.4.
C.1 Sample Abaqus UEL subroutine
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c Abaqus user-element subroutine to implement the floating node method for the modelling
c of one cohesive crack within a quadrilateral element; for demonstration purpose, the 
c   crack is assumed to appear horizontally in the middle of the parent element.
c -- codes written by Bo-Yang Chen
c Department of Mechanical Engineering, National University of Singapore and 
c Department of Aeronautics, Imperial College London
c -- Last modified on 20 February, 2014, by Bo-Yang Chen
c
c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine uel for floating node method ******************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine uel(rhs,amatrx,svars,energy,ndofel,nrhs,nsvars,
& props,nprops,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,du,v,a,jtype,time,dtime,
& kstep,kinc,jelem,params,ndload,jdltyp,adlmag,predef,npredf,
& lflags,mlvarx,ddlmag,mdload,pnewdt,jprops,njprop,period)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension rhs(mlvarx,*),amatrx(ndofel,ndofel),props(*)
dimension svars(*),energy(8),coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel)
dimension du(mlvarx,*),v(ndofel),a(ndofel),time(2),params(*)
dimension jdltyp(mdload,*),adlmag(mdload,*),ddlmag(mdload,*)
dimension predef(2,npredf,nnode),lflags(*),jprops(*)
c     variables to be updated:
c     rhs         residual vector
c     amatrx      element k (stiffness) matrix or jacobian
c   svars   solution dependent variables (sdvs)
c
c     variables passed in:
c     coords      nodal coordinate matrix: coord(j,n) is jth coord of nth node
c     u           element displacement vector, (u_i^1, u_i^2,.. u_i^mcrd), i=1,...,nnode
c     du          element incremental displacement vector
c     nnode       no. of nodes in the element
c     ndofel      no. of dof in the element
c     nprops      no. of real-valued user-defined properties
c     mcrd        max value of coordinates parameter
c
c
c==========================================================================
c----- define internal variables ------------------------------------------ 
c==========================================================================
c     2d condition (plain stress/strain)
integer j2d
c   no. of real nodes and no. of floating nodes
integer nndr,nndfl,ndofr,ndoffl
c     no. of strains and integration points in parent element 
integer nst,nig0
c     no. of cohesive cracks; no. of sub-elements; max no. of nodes in an elm
integer ncoh,nsub,mxnd
c     parent element type 
character(len=10):: parent
c
c==========================================================================
c --- check element type from jtype: --------------------------------------
c==========================================================================
c   jtype: 4-digit number
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c   digit1: number of real nodes
c   digit2: number of floating nodes
c   digit3: max number of cohesive cracks designed to be modelled by this elm
c   digit4: max number of sub-elements designed to be allowed in this elm
c
if(jtype .eq. 4413) then
c
c---- example: 2d solid floating node element ------------------------------
c nnode=8 8-node element, 4 real and 4 floating
c
c assuming crack appears horizontally in the middle:
c 4----3     4 ---- 3
c |  | ----> (5)----(6) + (8)----(7)
c 1----2    1 ---- 2
c   partition 1   partition 2: after failure
c ndofel=16
c   mcrd=2 (x,y)
c--------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c       extract element information from jtype
j2d=0 ! 0:plane stress; 1:plane strain
nndr=4 ! no. of real nodes = 4 (quadrilateral parent element)
parent='quad4'
nndfl=4 ! no. of floating nodes = 4 (sufficient for one coh. crack)
ndofr=8 ! no. of real dof
ndoffl=8 ! no. of fl. dof
ncoh=1 ! max no. of coh. crack = 1
nsub=3 ! max no. of sub-elms (2 quad4 and 1 coh2d4 in this example)
nst=3 ! 3 strains in 2d bulk element
mxnd=4 ! max 4 nodes in 2d element
nig0=4 ! 4 integration points in quad4 element
c       check user element inputs 
if (nnode .ne. 8) then
write(7,*) 'no. of nodes inconsistent!'
call xit
end if
if (mcrd .ne. 2) then
write(7,*) 'no. of coordinates inconsistent!'
call xit
end if
c
call kfnm2d(rhs,amatrx,svars,energy,ndofel,nrhs,nsvars,
& props,nprops,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,du,v,a,jtype,time,dtime,
& kstep,kinc,jelem,params,ndload,jdltyp,adlmag,predef,npredf,
& lflags,mlvarx,ddlmag,mdload,pnewdt,jprops,njprop,period,
& j2d,nndr,nndfl,ndofr,ndoffl,ncoh,nsub,parent,nst,nig0,mxnd)
else
write(7,*) 'element type undefined!'
call xit
end if
c
return
end subroutine uel
c
c
c
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c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine kfnm2d for 2d floating node method ************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kfnm2d(rhs,amatrx,svars,energy,ndofel,nrhs,nsvars,
& props,nprops,coords,mcrd,nnode,u,du,v,a,jtype,time,dtime,
& kstep,kinc,jelem,params,ndload,jdltyp,adlmag,predef,npredf,
& lflags,mlvarx,ddlmag,mdload,pnewdt,jprops,njprop,period,
& j2d,nndr,nndfl,ndofr,ndoffl,ncoh,nsub,parent,nst,nig0,mxnd)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension rhs(mlvarx,*),amatrx(ndofel,ndofel),props(*)
dimension svars(*),energy(8),coords(mcrd,nnode),u(ndofel)
dimension du(mlvarx,*),v(ndofel),a(ndofel),time(2),params(*)
dimension jdltyp(mdload,*),adlmag(mdload,*),ddlmag(mdload,*)
dimension predef(2,npredf,nnode),lflags(*),jprops(*)
c     parent element type 
c      character(len=10):: parent
c
c==========================================================================
c----- define internal variables ------------------------------------------ 
c==========================================================================
c -- parent element arrays
dimension xr(mcrd,nndr) !-coordinates of real nodes
dimension ar(ndofr,ndofr),fr(ndofr),ur(ndofr) !-a*u=f
dimension sigr(nst,nig0),epsr(nst,nig0)!-stresses&strains at gauss points
integer cncr(ndofr) !-dof connectivity matrix
c -- floating nodes arrays
dimension xfl(mcrd,nndfl),ufl(ndoffl) !-coords&dof of fl. nodes; initially all zero
integer cncfl(ndoffl)
c -- coords of all nodes after failure (fl. nodes coords are crack tip coords)
dimension coordsf(mcrd,nnode)
c -- sub-element connectivities
integer cncsub(mxnd+1,nsub) !-max nsub sub-elements with max. mxnd nodes per elm
c -- 2d standard sub-elm relevant arrays
c  4 node quadrilateral sub-element: quad4
dimension xquad4(2,4) !-coordinates of 4 nodes
dimension aquad4(8,8),fquad4(8),uquad4(8) !-a*u=f
dimension sigquad4(3,4),epsquad4(3,4)!-3 stresses&strains at 4 gauss points
integer cncquad4(8) !-dof connectivity matrix (quad elm)
c    4 node cohesive sub-element: coh2d4
dimension xcoh4(2,4) !-coordinates of 4 nodes
dimension xigcoh4(2,2) !-coordinates of 2 integration points
dimension acoh4(8,8),fcoh4(8),ucoh4(8) !-a*u=f
dimension sigcoh4(2,2) !-2 stresses at 2 integration points
integer cnccoh4(8) !-dof connectivity matrix (coh elm)
c    damage & failure of all coh elms (stored in svars)
dimension fstcoh4(2,ncoh) !-failure status variables(at 2 intg pnts of all coh elms)
dimension dcoh4(2,ncoh),decoh4(2,ncoh) !-damage variables
dimension u0coh4(2,ncoh),ufcoh4(2,ncoh) !-initial&final failure displacements
c    increment counter, failure step and failure increment
integer iinc,istep0,iinc0
integer i,ic,j,l,m,kntr !counters; ic: index of coh crack
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integer ksdvpr,ksdvfl,ksdvsb,ksdvcoh !no. sdvs prnt elm, fl nds, sub-elm, coh-elms
integer cntsdv,cntsdv0,cntsdv1,cntsdv2 ! counts of sdvs used
integer ksub,isb ! no. of sub-elms
c
c -- character variable: sub-element type
character(len=10):: element
c
c -- define parameters
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,three=3.d0,four=4.d0)
c
c
c==========================================================================
c----- initialize input and stored properties ----------------------------- 
c==========================================================================
c
c    initialize local matrices and vectors of the parent element
call kinitial(xr,mcrd,nndr)
call kinitial(ar,ndofr,ndofr)
call kinitial(fr,ndofr,1)
call kinitial(ur,ndofr,1)
call kinitial(sigr,nst,nig0)
call kinitial(epsr,nst,nig0)
call kinitial(xfl,mcrd,nndfl)
call kinitial(ufl,ndoffl,1)
call kinitial(coordsf,mcrd,nnode)
call kinitial(fstcoh4,2,ncoh)
call kinitial(dcoh4,2,ncoh)
call kinitial(decoh4,2,ncoh)
call kinitial(u0coh4,2,ncoh)
call kinitial(ufcoh4,2,ncoh)
c       initialize integer arrays of parent element
call kinitial_n(cncr,ndofr,1)
call kinitial_n(cncfl,ndoffl,1)
call kinitial_n(cncsub,mxnd+1,nsub)
c
c     - read material properties from uel property line in input file
if (nprops .lt. 15) then
write(7,*) 'no. of properties insufficient!'
call xit
end if
e1 = props(1) !-young's modulus
e2 = props(2)
e3 = props(3)
g12 = props(4) !-shear modulus
g13 = props(5)
g23 = props(6)
v12 = props(7) !-poisson's ratio
v13 = props(8)
v23 = props(9)
theta = props(10) !- material orientation w.r.t global x direction
yt = props(11) !-transverese tensile strength
s = props(12) !-shear strength
gnc = props(13) !-mode i fracture toughness
gsc = props(14) !-mode ii fracture toughness
bketa = props(15) !- eta for bk formula of mixed-mode gc
c       - cohesive element penalty stiffness
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cohk=100.d0*max(e2,e3)
c       - initialize cnc and u of real nodes
do i = 1,ndofr
cncr(i)=i !-connectivity matrix
ur(i)=u(cncr(i))
end do
c       - initialize cnc and u of floating nodes
do i = 1,ndoffl
cncfl(i)=ndofr+i !-connectivity matrix
ufl(i)=u(cncfl(i))
end do
c     - initialize svars array
if(kstep .eq. 1 .and. kinc .eq. 0) then
do i=1,nsvars
svars(i)=zero
end do
end if
c     - read stored variables from svars
c - about iinc & kinc, iinc0 & istep0:
c - kinc: the increment number (of a step) of the current iteration given by abaqus
c - iinc: the increment number (of a step) of the previous iteration stored in svars
c - if kinc = iinc: the increment hasn't converged (still running iterations)
c - else: the previous increment has converged and new increment has started
fstat=svars(1) !-failure status of the parent element
iinc=svars(2) !- increment number of last iteration
istep0=svars(3) !- failure step number
iinc0=svars(4) !- failure increment number
ksdvpr=4
c (4 svars are used to store failure variables of parent element)
c       - update floating nodes coordinates
kntr=0
do i=1,nndfl
do j=1,mcrd
kntr=kntr+1
xfl(j,i)=svars(ksdvpr+kntr)
end do
end do
ksdvfl=kntr !-ksdvfl=mcrd*nndfl
c       - update sub-element connectivities
kntr=0
do i=1,nsub
do j=1,mxnd+1
kntr=kntr+1
cncsub(j,i)=int(svars(ksdvpr+ksdvfl+kntr))
end do
end do
ksdvsb=kntr !-ksdvsb = nsub*mxnd
c       - read damage variables of all cohesive cracks
cntsdv1=ksdvpr+ksdvfl+ksdvsb !-counter to count the number of svars used
kntr=0
do ic=1,ncoh
c  cohesive element ic stored failure information
do j=1,2 ! 2 intg pnts for coh2d4 element
fstcoh4(j,ic)=svars(cntsdv1+kntr+1) !-failure status of coh elm gauss point j
dcoh4(j,ic)=svars(cntsdv1+kntr+2) !- damage of coh elm gauss point j
decoh4(j,ic)=svars(cntsdv1+kntr+3) !- danage of prev, equilibrium at gauss point j
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u0coh4(j,ic)=svars(cntsdv1+kntr+4) !- effect. disp. at fail. init. of gauss point j
ufcoh4(j,ic)=svars(cntsdv1+kntr+5) !- effect. disp. at total fail of gauss point j
kntr=kntr+5
end do
end do
ksdvcoh=kntr !-ksdvcoh=ncoh*10
cntsdv2=cntsdv1+ksdvcoh !-counter to count the number of svars used
c (10 svars per cohesive element are used to store variables wrt failure)
c
c==========================================================================
c----- postprocessing with nodal coords output in .dat file ---------------
c==========================================================================
c       svars are output in .dat file as sdvs
c abaqus .dat file format: 9 svars per line;
c       1 coh. crack may create n sub-elms, with max 4 nodes and 8 coords per elm,
c       one line in .dat file can output the nodal coords of one bulk sub-elm;
c       one line can output the coords & damage of intg pnts in one coh sub-elm.
c       thus, the proposed rules for svars output and postprocessing:
c           - initially, the lines output the nodal coords of all the bulk sub-elms;
c           - the first svars in the line is the no. of nodes in the bulk sub-elm;
c           - afterwards, the lines output coords&damage of intg pnts in all coh sub-elms;
c           - if the first svars = -1, it indicates the line is for a coh sub-elm.
c
c initialize svars counter for nodal coords output in .dat file; 
if(mod(cntsdv2,9).ne.0) then
cntsdv0=(cntsdv2/9+1)*9 !- svars output for nodal coords starts from next line
else
cntsdv0=cntsdv2
end if
c       in this example, 1 coh crack partitions the parent elm into 2 bulk sub-elms
c       and 1 coh sub-elm (nsub=3); no. of svars needed is 3*9. in a general case,
c       the crack may partition the parent elm into 1 tri and 1 hex sub-domains;
c       more sub-elms are needed, depending on the partition of the hex sub-domain.
c       without loss of generality, only the case of nsub=3 is demonstrated here.
c       check if the number of svars (nsvars) is sufficient
if (nsvars .lt. (cntsdv0+nsub*9)) then
write(7,*) 'no. of svars insufficient!'
call xit
end if
c
c
c============================================================================
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c----- when the element is intact : quad4 element ---------------------------
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c============================================================================
c
if (fstat .eq. zero) then !-parent element intact
c - initialize arrays
call kinitial(amatrx,ndofel,ndofel)
call kinitial(rhs,ndofel,1)
c - set initial counter value for svars
cntsdv=cntsdv0
c
c****** parent element calculation *********************************
c - initialize coords matrix of parent elm
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do i=1,mcrd
do j=1,nndr
xr(i,j)=coords(i,j)
end do
end do
c
c - get a matrix, f vector, stress and strain
if (parent .eq. 'quad4') then
call kquad4_elm(e1,e2,e3,g12,g13,g23,v12,v13,v23,theta,
1 nndr,mcrd,j2d,nst,nig0,ndofr,xr,ar,fr,ur,epsr,sigr)
else
write(7,*) 'parent element type not supported!'
call xit
end if
c*******************************************************************
c
c****** check for failure initiation in parent element *************
c       -failure criterion to calculate failure status and crack tip coords
call kplyfail(nst,nig0,sigr,yt,s,fstat,parent,
& mcrd,xr,xfl,nndfl,nndr,cncsub,mxnd)
c
if (fstat .eq. zero) then !- no failure, export amatrx & rhs
c - assemble to global amatrx and rhs
do i = 1,ndofr
do j = 1,ndofr
amatrx(cncr(i),cncr(j))=amatrx(cncr(i),cncr(j))+ar(i,j)
end do
rhs(cncr(i),1)=rhs(cncr(i),1)-fr(i)
end do
c       - update nodal positions to svars for postprocessing
cntsdv=cntsdv+1 ! 1st output of a new line in .dat file
svars(cntsdv)=nndr+100 !100(indic. parent elm)+no. nodes
kntr=0
do i=1,nndr
do j=1,mcrd !-2d
cntsdv=cntsdv+1
kntr=kntr+1
svars(cntsdv)=xr(j,i)+ur(kntr)
end do
end do
cntsdv=cntsdv+(8-kntr) !-fill up the line
else !- failure initiated, fstat>1
istep0=kstep !- failure step number
iinc0=kinc !- failure increment number 
c      - update failure info in svars
svars(1)=fstat
svars(3)=istep0
svars(4)=iinc0
c     - update fl. nodes coords (crack tip coords) in svars
kntr=0
do i=1,nndfl
do j=1,mcrd
kntr=kntr+1
svars(ksdvpr+kntr)=xfl(j,i)
end do
end do
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c           - update sub-element connectivities
kntr=0
do i=1,nsub
do j=1,mxnd+1
kntr=kntr+1
svars(ksdvpr+ksdvfl+kntr)=cncsub(j,i)
end do
end do
end if
c
end if !-fstat=0
c
c
c
c============================================================================
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c----- when the element is failed (partitions): -----------------------------
c----------------------------------------------------------------------------
c============================================================================
c
if (fstat .gt. zero) then !- parent element failed
c - initialize arrays
call kinitial(amatrx,ndofel,ndofel)
call kinitial(rhs,ndofel,1)
c       - initialize and update coordsf matrix
do i = 1,nnode
do j = 1,mcrd
coordsf(j,i)=coords(j,i)
end do
end do
do i = 1,nndfl
do j = 1,mcrd
coordsf(j,i+nndr)=xfl(j,i) !-coords of crack tips
end do
end do
c - set initial counter value for svars
cntsdv=cntsdv0
c
ksub=int(fstat/10) !- no. of sub-elements
ic=0 !-cohesive sub-elm index
c-------------------------------------------------------
c******* sub-elm calculation *************************
c-------------------------------------------------------
do isb=1,ksub ! isb: index of sub-element
if(cncsub(1,isb).gt.0) then !-bulk sub-elm
nnds=cncsub(1,isb) ! no. of nodes in sub-elm
if(nnds .eq. 4) then
element='quad4'
nig=4 !-no. of intg pnts
ndofs=8 !-no. of dof in sub-elm
c      - initialize arrays for quad4 sub-element
call kinitial(xquad4,mcrd,nnds)
call kinitial(aquad4,ndofs,ndofs)
call kinitial(fquad4,ndofs,1)
call kinitial(uquad4,ndofs,1)
call kinitial(sigquad4,nst,nig)
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call kinitial(epsquad4,nst,nig)
call kinitial_n(cncquad4,ndofs,1)
c            - obtain element coords, connec, u vector 
l=0 !-counter
do i=1,nnds
do j=1,mcrd
xquad4(j,i)=coordsf(j,cncsub(1+i,isb))
l=l+1
cncquad4(l)=(cncsub(1+i,isb)-1)*mcrd+j
uquad4(l)=u(cncquad4(l))
end do
end do
c           - calculate a matrix and f vector
call kquad4_elm(e1,e2,e3,g12,g13,g23,v12,v13,v23,theta,
1 nnds,mcrd,j2d,nst,nig,ndofs,xquad4,aquad4,fquad4,uquad4,
1 epsquad4,sigquad4)
c     - assemble to global amatrx and rhs
do i = 1,ndofs
do j = 1,ndofs
amatrx(cncquad4(i),cncquad4(j))=
1 amatrx(cncquad4(i),cncquad4(j))+aquad4(i,j)
end do
rhs(cncquad4(i),1)=rhs(cncquad4(i),1)-fquad4(i)
end do
c           - update nodal positions to svars for postprocessing
cntsdv=cntsdv+1 ! 1st output of a new line in .dat file
svars(cntsdv)=nnds ! no. of nodes in this element
kntr=0
do i=1,nnds
do j=1,mcrd !-2d
cntsdv=cntsdv+1
kntr=kntr+1
svars(cntsdv)=xquad4(j,i)+uquad4(kntr)
end do
end do
cntsdv=cntsdv+(8-kntr) !-fill up the line
c
else ! no. nodes not 4
write(7,*) 'no. of nodes in bulk sub-elm is not supported!'
call xit
end if
c
else if (cncsub(1,isb).lt.0) then !-coh sub-elm
ic=ic+1 !-update cohesive sub-elm index
nnds=-cncsub(1,isb) ! no. of nodes in sub-elm
if(nnds .eq. 4) then
element='coh2d4'
nig=2 !-no. of intg pnts
ndofs=8 !-no. of dof in sub-elm
c      - initialize arrays for quad4 sub-element
call kinitial(xcoh4,mcrd,nnds)
call kinitial(xigcoh4,mcrd,nig)
call kinitial(acoh4,ndofs,ndofs)
call kinitial(fcoh4,ndofs,1)
call kinitial(ucoh4,ndofs,1)
call kinitial(sigcoh4,mcrd,nig)
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call kinitial_n(cnccoh4,ndofs,1)
c            - obtain element coords, connec, u vector 
l=0
do i=1,nnds
do j=1,mcrd
xcoh4(j,i)=coordsf(j,cncsub(1+i,isb))
l=l+1
cnccoh4(l)=(cncsub(1+i,isb)-1)*mcrd+j
ucoh4(l)=u(cnccoh4(l))
end do
end do
c           calculate a matrix and f vector
call kcoh2d4_elm(cohk,yt,s,gnc,gsc,bketa,ucoh4,fcoh4,acoh4,
& xcoh4,xigcoh4,sigcoh4,fstcoh4,dcoh4,decoh4,u0coh4,ufcoh4,
& istep0,iinc0,kstep,kinc,iinc,dtime,ndofs,nnds,nig,mcrd,ic)
c     assemble to global amatrx and rhs
do i = 1,ndofs
do j = 1,ndofs
amatrx(cnccoh4(i),cnccoh4(j))=
1 amatrx(cnccoh4(i),cnccoh4(j))+acoh4(i,j)
end do
rhs(cnccoh4(i),1)=rhs(cnccoh4(i),1)-fcoh4(i)
end do
c           - update damage variables to svars for postprocessing
cntsdv=cntsdv+1
svars(cntsdv)=-nig ! neg. value for coh subelm; nig: no. of intg pnts
kntr=0
do i=1,nig
do j=1,mcrd !-2d
cntsdv=cntsdv+1
kntr=kntr+1
svars(cntsdv)=xigcoh4(j,i)
end do
end do
do i=1,nig
cntsdv=cntsdv+1
kntr=kntr+1
svars(cntsdv)=decoh4(i,ic)
end do
cntsdv=cntsdv+(8-kntr) !-fill up the line
c
else
write(7,*) 'no. of nodes in coh sub-elm is not supported!'
call xit
end if
c
else
write(7,*) 'no. of nodes in sub-elm is zero!',isb
call xit
end if
c
end do ! looping over all sub-elms
c
c       - update damage variables of all cohesive cracks
kntr=0
do ic=1,ncoh !-looping over all cohesive cracks
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c  cohesive element ic failure information
do j=1,2 ! 2 intg pnts for coh2d4 element
svars(cntsdv1+kntr+1)=fstcoh4(j,ic) !-failure status of coh elm gauss point j
svars(cntsdv1+kntr+2)=dcoh4(j,ic) !- damage of coh elm gauss point j
svars(cntsdv1+kntr+3)=decoh4(j,ic) !- danage of prev, equilibrium at gauss point j
svars(cntsdv1+kntr+4)=u0coh4(j,ic) !- effect. disp. at fail init. of gauss point j
svars(cntsdv1+kntr+5)=ufcoh4(j,ic) !- effect. disp. at total fail of gauss point j
kntr=kntr+5
end do
end do
c
end if !-fstat=1
c
svars(2)=kinc !- update increment number of last iteration
c
return
end subroutine kfnm2d
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine kplyfail ****************************************************
c*********** quadratic stress failure criteria and element partition criterion **************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kplyfail(nst,nig,sig,yt,s,fstat,element,
& ndim,xelm,xfl,nndfl,nndr,cncsub,mxnd)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension sig(nst,*),xelm(ndim,*)
dimension xfl(ndim,*)
integer cncsub(mxnd+1,*)
c
integer ig
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,three=3.d0,half=one/two)
c
fstat=zero
c
if((yt .eq. zero) .or. (s .eq. zero)) then
write(7,*) 'zero strength value!'
call xit
else
do ig=1,nig
if(nst .eq. 3) then
ff=(max(zero,sig(2,ig))/yt)**2+(sig(3,ig)/s)**2
else
write(7,*) 'unsupported no. of strains!'
call xit
end if
c
if(ff .ge. one) then
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fstat=one
else
fstat=zero
end if
end do
end if
c
c     -------- determine crack surface -----------
c     ideally, the crack tip locations are calculated based on the stress
c     or the damage variables in the element integration points;
c     this example focuses on the fnm rather than the failure theory;
c   thus, for simplicity, crack is assumed to appear horizontally in the middle:
c 4----3     4 ---- 3
c |  | ----> (5)----(6) + (8)----(7)
c 1----2    1 ---- 2
c   partition 1   partition 2: after failure
if(fstat .eq. one) then
if(element .eq. 'quad4') then
fstat=31.d0 ! 3 sub-elms
xct1=half*xelm(1,1)+half*xelm(1,4)
yct1=half*xelm(2,1)+half*xelm(2,4)
xct2=half*xelm(1,2)+half*xelm(1,3)
yct2=half*xelm(2,2)+half*xelm(2,3)
xfl(1,1)=xct1 !-fl. node 5 coord
xfl(2,1)=yct1
xfl(1,2)=xct2 !-fl. node 6 coord
xfl(2,2)=yct2
xfl(1,3)=xfl(1,2) !-fl. node 7 coord
xfl(2,3)=xfl(2,2)
xfl(1,4)=xfl(1,1) !-fl. node 8 coord
xfl(2,4)=xfl(2,1)
cncsub(1,1)=4 ! no. of nodes in bulk sub-elm 1
cncsub(1,2)=4 ! no. of nodes in bulk sub-elm 2 
cncsub(1,3)=-4 ! no. of nodes in coh sub-elm 3 
cncsub(1+1,1)=1 !-sub elm 1 connec
cncsub(1+2,1)=2
cncsub(1+3,1)=6
cncsub(1+4,1)=5
cncsub(1+1,2)=8 !-sub elm 2 connec
cncsub(1+2,2)=7
cncsub(1+3,2)=3
cncsub(1+4,2)=4
cncsub(1+1,3)=5 !-sub elm 3 connec
cncsub(1+2,3)=6
cncsub(1+3,3)=7
cncsub(1+4,3)=8
else
write(7,*) 'unsupported element for failure!'
call xit
end if
end if
c
return
end subroutine kplyfail
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
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c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine kquad4_elm **************************************************
c**** subroutine to calculate k-matrix and f-vector of a linear quadrilateral element *******
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kquad4_elm(e1,e2,e3,g12,g13,g23,v12,v13,v23,theta,
1 nnode,ndim,j2d,nst,nig,ndofel,coords,amatrx,au,u,strain,stress)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
c passed-in variables
dimension amatrx(ndofel,ndofel),au(ndofel),u(ndofel) ! elm system matrices
dimension coords(ndim,nnode) ! coordinates of the element nodes
dimension stress(nst,nig),strain(nst,nig) !stress&strain vectors at intg pnts
c
c local variables
dimension w(nig),pq(nig,ndim) !integration pnts weight & location
dimension fn(nnode),dn(nnode,ndim) ! shape functions & their deriv. physical space
dimension ajac(ndim,ndim),gn(nnode,ndim) ! jacobian & shape func. deriv. natural space
dimension bee(nst,ndofel),beet(ndofel,nst) ! b matrix and its transpose
dimension dee(nst,nst),deeg(nst,nst) ! d matrix in local & global coord. syst.
dimension btd(ndofel,nst),btdb(ndofel,ndofel) ! b'*d & b'*d*b
dimension stress_l(nst),strain_g(nst) ! local stress and global strain
integer i,j,ig
c
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,three=3.d0,four=4.d0,
+ five=5.d0,six=6.d0)
c
c    initialize local matrices and vectors
call kinitial(w,nig,1)
call kinitial(pq,nig,ndim)
call kinitial(fn,nnode,1)
call kinitial(dn,nnode,ndim)
call kinitial(ajac,ndim,ndim)
call kinitial(gn,nnode,ndim)
call kinitial(bee,nst,ndofel)
call kinitial(beet,ndofel,nst)
call kinitial(dee,nst,nst)
call kinitial(deeg,nst,nst)
call kinitial(btd,ndofel,nst)
call kinitial(btdb,ndofel,ndofel)
call kinitial(stress_l,nst,1)
call kinitial(strain_g,nst,1)
c
c
c----- calculate material local stiffness matrix dee ----------------------------------------
call kdeemat(e1,e2,e3,g12,g13,g23,v12,v13,v23,ndim,j2d,nst,dee)
c
c-------calculate material stiffness matrix in global coordinates deeg-----------------------
call kdeemat_global(nst,dee,deeg,theta)
c
c------ set up integration points and weights -----------------------------------------------
call kquad4_intg(pq,w,nig,ndim)
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c
c------ calculate amatrx --------------------------------------------------------------------
do ig=1,nig !-calculate at each int point
c
call kquad4_shape(pq,fn,dn,nig,ig,nnode,ndim) !-to get n and dn
call kmatrix_mul(coords,dn,ajac,ndim,nnode,ndim) !-ajac=coords*dn
call kdeterminant(ajac,detj,ndim) !-get det(ajac)
call kjac_inv(ajac,detj,ndim) ! invert ajac onto itself
call kmatrix_mul(dn,ajac,gn,nnode,ndim,ndim) !-gn=dn*inv(ajac)
call kbeemat(bee,gn,nnode,nst,ndofel) !-calculate b matrix nst*ndofel
call kmatrix_transpose(bee,beet,nst,ndofel) !-beet = transpose(bee)
call kmatrix_mul(beet,deeg,btd,ndofel,nst,nst) !-btd = beet * deeg
call kmatrix_mul(btd,bee,btdb,ndofel,nst,ndofel)!-btdb=beet*deeg*bee
c
do i=1,ndofel
do j=1,ndofel
amatrx(i,j) = amatrx(i,j)+btdb(i,j)*detj*w(ig) !-gauss integration
end do
end do
c
c-------- calculate strain in global coords: epsilon = b * u --------------------------------
do i=1,nst
do j=1,ndofel
strain_g(i) = strain_g(i)+bee(i,j)*u(j)
end do
end do
c-------- transform strain into local coords ------------------------------------------------
call ktransfer_strain(nst,strain_g,theta) !-strain_g now in local coords
c
c-------- calculate stress in local coords --------------------------------------------------
call kmatrix_mul(dee,strain_g,stress_l,nst,nst,1)
c
c-------- store in stress and strain for output ---------------------------------------------
do i=1,nst
strain(i,ig)=strain_g(i)
stress(i,ig)=stress_l(i)
end do
c
end do !-looped over all int points. ig=nig
c
c-------- calculate a*u ---------------------------------------------------------------------
call kmatrix_mul(amatrx,u,au,ndofel,ndofel,1) !- a*u = amatrx*u = -rhs
c
return
end subroutine kquad4_elm
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c*********** shape functions and derivatives for quad4 element ******************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kquad4_shape(pq,f,df,nig,ig,nnode,ndim)
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
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dimension f(nnode),df(nnode,ndim),pq(nig,ndim)
c
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,quarter=1.d0/4.d0)
c
c
if (ndim .eq. 2) then
xi=pq(ig,1)
eta=pq(ig,2)
if (nnode .eq. 4) then
f(1)=quarter*(one-xi)*(one-eta)
f(2)=quarter*(one+xi)*(one-eta)
f(3)=quarter*(one+xi)*(one+eta)
f(4)=quarter*(one-xi)*(one+eta)
df(1,1) = -quarter*(one-eta)
df(2,1) = quarter*(one-eta)
df(3,1) = quarter*(one+eta)
df(4,1) = -quarter*(one+eta)
df(1,2) = -quarter*(one-xi)
df(2,2) = -quarter*(one+xi)
df(3,2) = quarter*(one+xi)
df(4,2) = quarter*(one-xi)
else
write(7,*) 'no. of nodes incorrect for kquad4_shape!'
call xit
end if
else
write(7,*) 'dimension incorrect for kquad4_shape!'
call xit
end if
c
c
return
end subroutine kquad4_shape
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* integration points for quad4 element ***********************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kquad4_intg(pq,wt,nig,ndim)
c this subroutine updates pq(*,*), coords of intg pnts, and wt(*), weights
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension pq(nig,ndim),wt(nig)
c
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,three=3.d0,four=4.d0,
+ five=5.d0,six=6.d0,half=1.d0/2.d0,one_third=1.d0/3.d0,
+ two_third=2.d0/3.d0,quarter=1.d0/4.d0,one_sixth=1.d0/6.d0)
c
root3= one/sqrt(three)
c
if (ndim .eq. 2) then
if (nig .eq. 4) then
pq(1,1)= -root3
pq(1,2)= -root3
pq(2,1)= root3
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pq(2,2)= -root3
pq(3,1)= -root3
pq(3,2)= root3
pq(4,1)= root3
pq(4,2)= root3
do i=1,4
wt(i) = one
end do
else
write(7,*) 'no. of intg pnts incorrect for kquad4_intg!'
call xit
end if
else
write(7,*) 'dimension incorrect for kquad4_intg!'
call xit
end if
c
return
end subroutine kquad4_intg
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c************************ subroutine kdeemat ************************************************
c***** returns the elastic constitutive matrix of the material ******************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kdeemat(e1,e2,e3,g12,g13,g23,v12,v13,v23,
& ndim,j2d,nst,dee)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension dee(nst,nst)
c
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,half=one/two)
c
v21= e2*v12/e1
v31= e3*v13/e1
v32= e3*v23/e2
c
del= one-v12*v21-v13*v31-v23*v32-two*v21*v32*v13
if (nst .eq. 3) then
if (j2d .eq. 0) then
dee(1,1)= e1/(one-v12*v21)
dee(1,2)= e1*v21/(one-v12*v21)
dee(2,2)= e2/(one-v12*v21)
dee(2,1)= dee(1,2)
dee(3,3)= g12
else if (j2d .eq. 1) then
dee(1,1)= e1*(one-v23*v32)/del
dee(1,2)= e1*(v21+v23*v31)/del
dee(2,2)= e2*(one-v13*v31)/del
dee(2,1)= dee(1,2)
dee(3,3)= g12
else
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write(7,*) 'j2d value not supported for kdeemat!'
call xit
end if
else
write(7,*) 'no. of strains not supported for kdeemat!'
call xit
end if
c
c
return
end subroutine kdeemat
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************** subroutine deemat_global **********************************************
c**** to transform d matrix from local to global coordinates ********************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kdeemat_global(nst,dee,deeg,theta)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension dee(nst,nst), deeg(nst,nst)
c
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,four=4.d0,
& halfcirc=180.d0,pi=3.14159265359d0)
c
c=cos(pi*theta/halfcirc)
s=sin(pi*theta/halfcirc)
c
if (nst .eq. 3) then
deeg(1,1) = c*c*c*c*dee(1,1) + two*c*c*s*s*(dee(1,2)
& + two*dee(3,3)) + s*s*s*s*dee(2,2)
deeg(1,2) = s*s*c*c*(dee(1,1) + dee(2,2) - four*dee(3,3))
& + (s*s*s*s+c*c*c*c)*dee(1,2)
deeg(2,1) = deeg(1,2)
deeg(2,2) = s*s*s*s*dee(1,1) + two*c*c*s*s*(dee(1,2)
& + two*dee(3,3)) + c*c*c*c*dee(2,2)
deeg(1,3) = s*c*(c*c*(dee(1,1) - dee(1,2) - two*dee(3,3))
& + s*s*(dee(1,2) - dee(2,2) + two*dee(3,3)))
deeg(3,1) = deeg(1,3)
deeg(2,3) = s*c*(s*s*(dee(1,1) - dee(1,2) - two*dee(3,3))
& + c*c*(dee(1,2) - dee(2,2) + two*dee(3,3)))
deeg(3,2) = deeg(2,3)
deeg(3,3) = c*c*s*s*(dee(1,1)+dee(2,2)-2*dee(1,2))
& +(c*c-s*s)**2*dee(3,3)
else
write(7,*) 'no. of strains not supported for kdeemat_global!'
call xit
end if
c
return
end subroutine kdeemat_global
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
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c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine kmatrix_mul ***********************************************
c********************* matrix multiplication ************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kmatrix_mul(a,b,c,l,m,n)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension a(l,m), b(m,n), c(l,n)
c
integer i,j,k
parameter (zero=0.d0)
c
do i=1,l
do j=1,n
c(i,j) = zero !-initialize
do k=1,m
c(i,j) = c(i,j) + a(i,k)*b(k,j)
end do
end do
end do
c
return
end subroutine kmatrix_mul
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine kdeterminant **********************************************
c********* returns the determinant of a jacobian matrix *************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kdeterminant(ajacob,detj,ndim)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension ajacob(ndim,ndim)
c
if (ndim .eq. 2) then
detj= ajacob(1,1)*ajacob(2,2) - ajacob(1,2)*ajacob(2,1)
else
write(7,*) 'dimension not supported for kdeterminant!'
call xit
end if
c
return
end subroutine kdeterminant
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
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c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine kbeemat ***************************************************
c******* strain-displacement matrix for infinitesimal deformation ***************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
subroutine kbeemat(bee,gn,nnode,nst,ndofel)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension gn(nnode,*),bee(nst,ndofel)
c
integer i,j,k,l,m
parameter (zero=0.d0)
c
if (nst .eq. 3) then
do m=1,nnode
k= 2*m
l=k-1
x=gn(m,1)
y=gn(m,2)
bee(1,l)= x
bee(3,k)= x
bee(2,k)= y
bee(3,l)= y
end do
else
write(7,*) 'no. of strains not supported for kbeemat!'
call xit
end if
c
return
end subroutine kbeemat
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine kjac_inv **************************************************
c************** inverts a jacobian matrix onto itself ***************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kjac_inv(ajacob,detj,ndim)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension ajacob(ndim,ndim)
c
dimension ajac(ndim,ndim)
integer i,j
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0)
c
c   initialize local matrices and vectors
call kinitial(ajac,ndim,ndim)
c
do i=1,ndim
do j=1,ndim
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ajac(i,j)=ajacob(i,j)
end do
end do
c
if(ndim .eq. 2) then
ajacob(1,1)=ajac(2,2)
ajacob(2,1)=-ajac(2,1)
ajacob(1,2)=-ajac(1,2)
ajacob(2,2)=ajac(1,1)
else
write(7,*) 'dimension not supported for kjac_inv!'
call xit
end if
c
if(detj .gt. zero) then
do i=1,ndim
do j=1,ndim
ajacob(i,j)=ajacob(i,j)/detj
end do
end do
else
write(7,*) 'zero or negative detj in kjac_inv!'
call xit
end if
c
return
end subroutine kjac_inv
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c********************* subroutine kmatrix_transpose *****************************************
c********************* calculate matrix transpose *******************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kmatrix_transpose(a,at,m,n)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
dimension a(m,n), at(n,m)
c
do i=1,m
do j=1,n
at(j,i) = a(i,j)
end do
end do
c
return
end subroutine kmatrix_transpose
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine ktransfer_strain ********************************************
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c********** transfer strains form global to material coordinate systems *********************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine ktransfer_strain(nst,strain,theta)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension strain(nst)
c
dimension strn(nst),t(nst,nst)
integer i,j
parameter (halfcirc=180.d0,pi=3.14159265359d0,
& zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0)
c
c   initialize local matrices and vectors
call kinitial(strn,nst,1)
call kinitial(t,nst,nst)
c
c=cos(pi*theta/halfcirc)
s=sin(pi*theta/halfcirc)
c
if (nst .eq. 3) then
t(1,1)=c*c
t(1,2)=s*s
t(1,3)=c*s
t(2,1)=s*s
t(2,2)=c*c
t(2,3)=-c*s
t(3,1)=-two*c*s
t(3,2)=two*c*s
t(3,3)=c*c-s*s
else
write(7,*) 'no. of strains not supported for ktransfer_strain!'
call xit
end if
call kmatrix_mul(t,strain,strn,nst,nst,1)
c
do i=1,nst
strain(i) = strn(i)
end do
c
return
end subroutine ktransfer_strain
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine interface ***************************************************
c********* subroutine for the calculation of a 2d four node linear cohesive element *********
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kcoh2d4_elm(dcoh,yt,s,gnc,gsc,bketa,u,au,amatrx,
& coords,xigp,tract,cfstat,dm,dmeq,u0_eff,uf_eff,istep0,iinc0,
& kstep,kinc,iinc,dtime,ndof,nnode,nig,ndim,icoh)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
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c
dimension au(ndof),amatrx(ndof,ndof),u(ndof)
dimension coords(ndim,nnode),xigp(ndim,nig),tract(ndim,nig)
dimension cfstat(nig,*),dm(nig,*),dmeq(nig,*)
dimension u0_eff(nig,*),uf_eff(nig,*)
c       dcoh        penalty stiffness
c     nig     no. integration points
c       icoh        cohesive crack index
c     pq(nig)     local coordinates of integration points
c     w(nig)     weights of integration points
c     f(nnode) shape function
c     df(nnode) derivative of shape function w.r.t local coordinate
c
dimension w(nig),pq(nig,ndim-1)
dimension f(nnode),df(nnode,ndim-1),ccoords(ndim,nnode)
dimension rnm(ndim),tangent(ndim)
dimension qmatrx(ndim,ndim)
dimension ujump(ndim),fmatrx(ndim,ndof)
dimension delta(ndim),dmatrx(ndim,ndim)
dimension qf(ndim,ndof),dqf(ndim,ndof)
dimension ftqt(ndof,ndim),ftqtdqf(ndof,ndof)
dimension ftqttau(ndof),tract2(ndim)
integer isnewton,kntr,i,j,n
c
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,two=2.d0,half=one/two,dfail=one)
c     initialize local matrices and vectors
call kinitial(w,nig,1)
call kinitial(pq,nig,ndim-1)
call kinitial(f,nnode,1)
call kinitial(df,nnode,ndim-1)
call kinitial(ccoords,ndim,nnode)
call kinitial(rnm,ndim,1)
call kinitial(tangent,ndim,1)
call kinitial(qmatrx,ndim,ndim)
call kinitial(ujump,ndim,1)
call kinitial(fmatrx,ndim,ndof)
call kinitial(delta,ndim,1)
call kinitial(dmatrx,ndim,ndim)
call kinitial(qf,ndim,ndof)
call kinitial(dqf,ndim,ndof)
call kinitial(ftqt,ndof,ndim)
call kinitial(ftqtdqf,ndof,ndof)
call kinitial(ftqttau,ndof,1)
call kinitial(tract2,ndim,1)
c       check convergence of last iteration
isnewton=0
if(iinc .eq. kinc) then
isnewton=1 !-current increment still doing newton iterations
else !-previous increment has converged
do i=1,nig !-update dmeq
dmeq(i,icoh)=dm(i,icoh) !-equilibrium dm
end do
end if
c       calculate current coordinates of nodes
kntr=0
do i=1,nnode
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do j=1,ndim
kntr=kntr+1
ccoords(j,i)=coords(j,i)+u(kntr)
end do
end do
c       set up integration points and weights
call kcoh2d4_intg(pq,w,nig,ndim)
c
do ig=1,nig !-looping over all integration points
c
c           shape functions and derivatives
call kcoh2d4_shape(pq,ig,f,df,nnode,ndim,nig)
c
c     current coordinates of the integration point
xigp(1,ig)=half*(f(1)*ccoords(1,1)+f(2)*ccoords(1,2)+
& f(3)*ccoords(1,3)+f(4)*ccoords(1,4))
xigp(2,ig)=half*(f(1)*ccoords(2,1)+f(2)*ccoords(2,2)+
& f(3)*ccoords(2,3)+f(4)*ccoords(2,4))
c
c           compute tangent of the interface: node 2 coords - node 1 coords
tangent(1)=coords(1,2)-coords(1,1)
tangent(2)=coords(2,2)-coords(2,1)
c           normalize tangent vector
call kunitv(tangent,det,ndim) !-tangent vector normalized
det=half*det !-ref. line starts from -1 to 1, length=2
c
c           compute normal of the interface
rnm(1)=-tangent(2)
rnm(2)=tangent(1)
c
c     compute q matrix: rotate global coords to local coords
c     q = transpose[rnm,tangent]
do j=1,2
qmatrx(1,j)=rnm(j)
qmatrx(2,j)=tangent(j)
end do
c
c           ujump:displacement jump of the two crack surface, in global coords
c     fmatrx: ujump (at each int pnt) = fmatrx*u
do n = 1,ndim
do m = 1,nnode/2
fmatrx(n,n+(m-1)*ndim)= -f(m)
fmatrx(n,n+(nnode-m)*ndim)=f(m)
end do
end do
c     calculate ujump
call kmatrix_mul(fmatrx,u,ujump,ndim,ndof,1)
c           calculate separation delta in local coords: delta=qmatrx*ujump
call kmatrix_mul(qmatrx,ujump,delta,ndim,ndim,1)
c
c       -- cohesive law at integration pnt ig ----------------------
if(cfstat(ig,icoh) .eq. zero) then !-intact
dnn=dcoh
dss=dcoh
do k=1,ndim
tract(k,ig)=dcoh*delta(k)
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end do
c -- check for failure
fchck=(max(zero,tract(1,ig))/yt)**2+(tract(2,ig)/s)**2
if(fchck .ge. one) then
cfstat(ig,icoh)=one !-failure initiation
ratio=one/sqrt(fchck) !-fchck may >> 1
c -- effective displacement at failure
u_eff=sqrt(max(zero,delta(1))**2+delta(2)**2)*ratio
c           -- effective stress at failure
t_eff=dcoh*u_eff
c     -- work of normal and shear stress at failure
gn=half*max(zero,tract(1,ig))*max(zero,delta(1))
gs=half*tract(2,ig)*delta(2)
c     -- mixed-mode ratio (b-k) at failure
b=gs/(gn+gs)
c     -- mixed-mode fracture energy defined at failure
gmc=gnc+(gsc-gnc)*b**bketa
u0_eff(ig,icoh)=u_eff
uf_eff(ig,icoh)=two*gmc/(t_eff)
end if
end if
c
if(cfstat(ig,icoh) .eq. one) then !-damaged
c
if(dmeq(ig,icoh) .lt. dfail) then
c               -- degradation: linear
dm2=zero
if(uf_eff(ig,icoh) .le. u0_eff(ig,icoh)) then
dm2=dfail !-brittle failure
else
c -- effective displacement
u_eff=sqrt(max(zero,delta(1))**2+delta(2)**2)
if(u_eff .ne. zero) then
c                       - linear softening law
dm2=uf_eff(ig,icoh)*(u_eff-u0_eff(ig,icoh))/
1 (u_eff*(uf_eff(ig,icoh)-u0_eff(ig,icoh)))
dm2=min(dfail,dm2)
dm2=max(zero,dm2)
end if
end if
c
if(dm2 .ge. dmeq(ig,icoh)) then !-loading
dm(ig,icoh)=dm2
c update stresses
if(delta(1) .gt. zero) then
dnn = dcoh*(one-dm(ig,icoh))
else
dnn = dcoh !-damage doesn't show in compression
end if
dss = dcoh*(one-dm(ig,icoh))
tract(1,ig)=dnn*delta(1)
tract(2,ig)=dss*delta(2)
else !-unloading
dm(ig,icoh)=dmeq(ig,icoh) !-cannot < existing damage level
if(delta(1) .gt. zero) then
dnn = dcoh*(one-dm(ig,icoh))
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else
dnn = dcoh !-damage doesn't show in compression
end if
dss = dcoh*(one-dm(ig,icoh))
tract(1,ig)=dnn*delta(1)
tract(2,ig)=dss*delta(2)
end if !-loading/unloading
c
else ! dmeq=dfail, element already failed
dm(ig,icoh)=dfail
if(delta(1) .gt. zero) then
dnn = dcoh*(one-dfail)
else
dnn = dcoh !-damage doesn't show in compression
end if
dss = dcoh*(one-dfail)
tract(1,ig)=dnn*delta(1)
tract(2,ig)=dss*delta(2)
end if
c
end if !-damaged or not
c
c-------------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c -- calculate a matrix and rhs contribution of integration pnt ig --------
c a(ig) = (fmatrx'*q'*d*q*fmatrx)*w(ig), f(ig)=a*u=(fmatrx'*q'*tract)*w(ig) 
dmatrx(1,1)=dnn
dmatrx(2,2)=dss
c
call kmatrix_mul(qmatrx,fmatrx,qf,ndim,ndim,ndof)
call kmatrix_transpose(qf,ftqt,ndim,ndof)
call kmatrix_mul(dmatrx,qf,dqf,ndim,ndim,ndof)
call kmatrix_mul(ftqt,dqf,ftqtdqf,ndof,ndim,ndof)
c
do j=1,ndof
do k=1,ndof
amatrx(j,k) = amatrx(j,k)+ftqtdqf(j,k)*det*w(ig)
end do
end do
c
do j=1,ndim
tract2(j)=tract(j,ig)
end do
call kmatrix_mul(ftqt,tract2,ftqttau,ndof,ndim,1)
c
do j=1,ndof
au(j)=au(j)+ftqttau(j)*w(ig)*det
end do
c
c
end do !-looped over all integration pnts
c
c
return
end subroutine kcoh2d4_elm
c********************************************************************************************
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c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c***** shape functions and derivatives for coh2d4 element ***********************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
subroutine kcoh2d4_shape(pq,ig,f,df,nnode,ndim,nig)
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension f(nnode),df(nnode,ndim-1),pq(nig,ndim-1)
c
integer k,j
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0,half=1.d0/2.d0)
c
if(ndim .eq. 2) then
xi=pq(ig,1)
if(nnode .eq. 4) then
f(1)=half*(one-xi)
f(2)=half*(one+xi)
f(3)=f(2)
f(4)=f(1)
df(1,1)=-half
df(2,1)=half
df(3,1)=df(2,1)
df(4,1)=df(1,1)
else
write(7,*) 'wrong number of nodes for kcoh2d4_shape!'
call xit
end if
else
write(7,*) 'wrong dimension for kcoh2d4_shape!'
call xit
end if
c
c
return
end subroutine kcoh2d4_shape
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* integration points for coh2d4 element **********************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
subroutine kcoh2d4_intg(pq,wt,nig,ndim)
c this subroutine outputs pq(*,*), coords of all intg pnts, and wt(*), weight
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension pq(nig,ndim-1),wt(nig)
c
integer i,j
parameter (zero=0.d0,one=1.d0)
c
if(ndim .eq. 2) then
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if(nig .eq. 2) then
c           cn=0.5773502691896260d0 !-gauss
cn=one !-newton cotes
pq(1,1)=-cn
pq(2,1)=cn
wt(1)=one
wt(2)=one
else
write(7,*) 'wrong no. of intg pnts for kcoh2d4_intg!'
call xit
end if
else
write(7,*) 'wrong dimension for kcoh2d4_intg!'
call xit
end if
c
c
return
end subroutine kcoh2d4_intg
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine kunitv ******************************************************
c********** normalize vector and return its magnitude  **************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kunitv(a,amag,ndim)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension a(ndim)
integer i
parameter (zero=0.d0)
c
amag=zero
do i=1,ndim
amag=amag+a(i)*a(i)
end do
amag=dsqrt(amag)
if(amag .ne. zero) then
do i=1,ndim
a(i)=a(i)/amag
end do
else
write(7,*) 'zero vector for kunitv!'
c        do nothing
end if
c
return
end subroutine kunitv
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
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c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine kinitial ****************************************************
c******************* initialize a real*8 matrix *********************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kinitial(amtrx,nrow,ncol)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
dimension amtrx(nrow,ncol)
integer i,j
parameter (zero=0.d0)
c
do i=1,nrow
do j=1,ncol
amtrx(i,j)=zero
end do
end do
c
return
end subroutine kinitial
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
c
c
c
c********************************************************************************************
c******************* subroutine kinitial_n **************************************************
c******************* initialize an integer matrix *******************************************
c********************************************************************************************
subroutine kinitial_n(amtrx,nrow,ncol)
c
include 'aba_param.inc'
c
integer amtrx(nrow,ncol)
integer i,j,izero
parameter (izero=0)
c
do i=1,nrow
do j=1,ncol
amtrx(i,j)=izero
end do
end do
c
return
end subroutine kinitial_n
c********************************************************************************************
c********************************************************************************************
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C.2 Input ﬁle
C.2.1 Raw input ﬁle from Abaqus
209
*Heading
** Job name: Job-1 Model name: Model-1
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.11-1
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO
**
** PARTS
**
*Part, name=Part-1
*Node
      1,       -0.125,       -0.125
      2,        0.125,       -0.125
      3,       -0.125,        0.125
      4,        0.125,        0.125
*Element, type=CPS4R
1, 1, 2, 4, 3
*End Part
**
**
** ASSEMBLY
**
*Assembly, name=Assembly
**
*Instance, name=Part-1-1, part=Part-1
*End Instance
**
*Nset, nset=bottom, instance=Part-1-1
 1, 2
*Nset, nset=top, instance=Part-1-1
 3, 4
*Nset, nset=left, instance=Part-1-1
 1, 3
*Nset, nset=right, instance=Part-1-1
 2, 4
*End Assembly
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary
bottom, 1, 1
bottom, 2, 2
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary
top, 1, 1
** ----------------------------------------------------------------
**
** STEP: load
**
*Step, name=load
*Static
0.0001, 0.007, 7e-08, 0.0001
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: load Type: Velocity/Angular velocity
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY
210
top, 2, 2, 1.
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field, variable=PRESELECT
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT
*End Step
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C.2.2 Pre-processed input ﬁle for UEL
212
*Heading
** Job name: Job-1 Model name: Model-1
** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.11-1
*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO
**
** PARTS
**
*Part, name=Part-1
*Node
 1, -0.125000, -0.125000
 2, 0.125000, -0.125000
 3, -0.125000, 0.125000
 4, 0.125000, 0.125000
 5, 0.000000, 0.000000
 6, 0.000000, 0.000000
 7, 0.000000, 0.000000
 8, 0.000000, 0.000000
*USER ELEMENT, TYPE=U4413, NODES=8, COORDINATES=2, PROPERTIES=15, VARIABLES=72
1,2
*Element, type=U4413, elset=whole
 1, 1, 2, 4, 3, 5, 6, 8, 7
*Element, type=CPE4, elset=floating
 2, 1, 2, 4, 3
**Section: Section-1
*Solid Section, elset=floating, material=Material-1
*UEL PROPERTY, ELSET=whole
 100000.000000, 10000.000000, 10000.000000, 5000.000000, 5000.000000, 5000.000000, 0.300000, 
0.300000,
 0.300000, 0.000000, 60.000000, 90.000000, 0.200000, 1.000000, 2.000000,
*End Part
**
**
** ASSEMBLY
**
*Assembly, name=Assembly
**
*Instance, name=Part-1-1, part=Part-1
*End Instance
**
*Nset, nset=bottom, instance=Part-1-1
 1, 2
*Nset, nset=top, instance=Part-1-1
 3, 4
*Nset, nset=left, instance=Part-1-1
 1, 3
*Nset, nset=right, instance=Part-1-1
 2, 4
*End Assembly
*Material, name=Material-1
*Elastic
1.000000e-09, 0
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: BC-1 Type: Displacement/Rotation
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*Boundary
bottom, 1, 1
bottom, 2, 2
** Name: BC-2 Type: Displacement/Rotation
*Boundary
top, 1, 1
** ----------------------------------------------------------------
**
** STEP: load
**
*Step, name=load
*Static
0.0001, 0.007, 7e-08, 0.0001
*CONTROLS, PARAMETERS=TIME INCREMENTATION
160, 200, , 300, 240, 50, , 15, , , 
**
** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
**
** Name: load Type: Velocity/Angular velocity
*Boundary, type=VELOCITY
top, 2, 2, 1.
**
** OUTPUT REQUESTS
**
*Restart, write, frequency=0
**
*EL PRINT,elset=Part-1-1.whole, FREQ=1
SDV,
**
** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1
**
*Output, field, variable=PRESELECT
**
** HISTORY OUTPUT: H-Output-1
**
*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT
*End Step
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C.3 Pre-processing Matlab programme for
Job-1
215
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C.4 Post-processing Matlab programme for
Job-1
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